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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
statement of the Problem / 
Pope Benedict XV in his Encyclical Maximum Illud, 
states that "the missionaries must not regard their work as 
completed, the mission church well established and its future 
assured, until enough native priests are available."l This 
statement of the Pope reiterates the code of Canon Law which 
urges Pastors and assistants to foster vocation among the 
youth of their parish. 2 The Church realises the unique import-
ance of a native clergy. She provides facilities, and rel~xe6 
existing laws in order to provide priests who are one with 
a people in attitude, world view and race. Despite the fact 
that the diocesan priest is wedded to'his diocese for life 
the Church allowed the emigration of priests from Europe to 
America to cater to the spiritual needs of the Europeans who 
were leaving Europe ~ masse to settle in the New World. The 
priests who wished to go to America were asked to get permission 
from their Bishops. The Papal decree states: "The Ordinary 
may give this permission only to priests who have a good motive 
for desiring to immigrate (e.g. to attend to the spiritual 
IBenedict XV, Maximum Illud (on propagation of the faith 
and native vocations) Rome: November 20, 1919), p. 10. 
2T• Bouscaren and A. Ellis, Cenon Law: A text and commentar 
(Milwaukee: The Bruce Publishing Company, 1951 , p. 755. 
1 
p 
needs of their countrymen, or to go to places where they are 
needed).3 Thus we have here in Chicago Polish, German and 
Italian national parishes. 
/ 
The city of Chicago was among the American cities that 
sheltered immigrants in the 1830s. John Wentworth, editor 
and politician, who was present at the first meeting of Chi-
cago's town Board on August 12, 1833, reported that "we had 
people from almost every clime and almost every opinion. We 
2 
had Jews and Christians, Protestants and Catholics and Infidela4 
In fact one historian said that 130 of the 140 who attended 
the first meeting were Catholics.,,5 
Ever since, Chicago Catholic Archdiocese has grown in 
the number of priests and laity. It is at present the biggest 
6 in the United States with a Catholic population of 2,073,616. 
As of July 1964, there are one thousand, three hundred eighty-
three diocesan priests ordained for the Archdiocese. 7 
The 1960 Census also reports one thousand five hundred forty-
nine Order priests, five hundred forty-six brothers, and 
nine thousand, two hundred thirty-five sisters. 8 
'stanislaus Woywod, A Practical Commentary on the Code of 
Canon Law (London: B. Herder, 1957), p. ,647. 
4Chica,~o Daily News, NovEm'ber 29, 1966, p.l. " 
5Ibid ., November 29, 1966, p.l. 
60fficial Catholic Directory, 1960. 
7Archdiocese of Chicago: Clergy Handbook (1964-1965),p.186. 
80fficial Catholic Directory, 1960. 
The Negro, like other minority groups, has been assoc-
iated with Chicaeo's development since the city's early 
beginnings. One of the first settlers was a Negro, Jean Bap-
/ 
tiste Ponte Du Sable. 9 He was a Catholic who travelled three 
hundred miles with his Indian bride to be married by a priest 
at Cahokia in the l770s. l0 Negroes have been associated with 
the Catholic Church in Chicago for nearly two centuries. Of 
the 2,073,616 Catholics in Chicago, 50,000 or 2.4 per cent 
J 
11 are Negroes. Since Negroes constitute a subgroup within the 
social system of the Chicago Catholic Church, the Negro Catholic 
Community should be expected to have adequate representation 
in the diocesan clergy of the Archdiocese. The present stat-
istics show that out of the one thousand three hundred eighty-
three diocesan priests, four (0.2 per cent) are Negroes. The 
ratio is one Negro priest: 346 white priests. 
Significance of the Research 
In recent times, the Popes12 and missionaries who have 
observed the American Catholic scene have been much concerned 
about the small number of Negroes in the Catholic faith. 
9Chicago Urban League, Comment:c'ry on Areas of Negro 
Residence Map: 1950, 1960 and 1964, A Research Report Prepared 
by Roger Milton, Specialist-Research Department (Chicago: 
Cb:icago Urban League, May, 1965), p. 3. 
lOChica50 Daily News, November 29, 1966, p. 1. 
llOfficial Catholic Directory, 1960. 
l2Nobert L. Schuler, "History of St. Augustine's Seminary," 
p 
4 
While commending .the activities of the Caucasian priests in 
the Neero Apostolate, these observers have suggested that the 
increase of the Negro clergy and their direct involvement in 
the Negro Apostolate were indispensable. / With regard to the 
need of Negro priests in America, Pope Pius XI remarked: 
If we wish to accomplish some solid and useful work in 
this field, it is indispensable that priests of the same 
race shall make it their life task to lead these people 
to the Christian faith •••• For does it not follow 
as Our Predecessor Benedict XIV points out, from the 
very nature of the church as a Divine Institutions, that 
every tribe or people should hIve priests who are one 
with it in race and character. 3 
The statistics of the different levels of the Arch-
diocesan Seminary14 reveal the number and percentage of Negroes 
that have entered as freshmen at these levels for the period 
1961-1966. 
Three (0.2 per cent) of all the ,freshmen that entered 
Quigley Preparatory Seminary-North (see Table 2) are Negroes. 
Whites make up 99.8 per cent. 
For the same period, Quigley l)reparatory-South has 
admitted one hundred forty Negroes. This is 7.5 per cent 
St. Augustine's IVJessenger, Vol. XIV, No.1 (Nov., 1936), p. 1. 
Leo XIII, Libertas Praestantissimum (on human liberty) (Rome: 
June 20, 1888). l'-lathew Christmann, "Will Colored Priests be 
Received?" st. Augustine's 1I1essenp;er, V, No.4 (March, 1927), 
5. Florian T. Haas, "Need for Race Priests," St. Augustine's 
Messenger, V, No.4 (March, 1927), 13. 
13]~etter of Pope Pius XI to the Very Rev. William Gier, 
S.V.D., third Superior General of the SOCiety, printed in St. 
Augustine's Messenger, XIV, No.1 (November, 1936), 8. -
14These statistics were requested from and supplied by 
the Rectors of the seminaries to whom the writer wistles to 
express his thanks. 
Race 1961 
No. Per cent 
Caucasian 316 95.2 
• 
Negro 16 4.8 
Total 332 100.0 
Race 1961 
No. Per cent 
Caucasian 271 98.9 
Negro 2 1.1 
Total 273 100.0 
5 
TABLE 1 
FRESHMEN SEMINARIANS WHO ENTERED QUIGLEY - SOUTH 
BY RACIAL BACKGROUND, 1961-1966 
1962 1963 1964 1965 
No. Pe r cent No. Per cent No. Pe r cent No. Per cent 
322 94.2 335 91.0 309 92.2 268 93.0 
20 5.8 33 9.0 26 7.8 20 7.0 
342 100.0 368 100.0 335 100.0 288 100.0 
TABLE 2 
FRESHMEN SEMINARIANS WHO ENTERED QUIGLEY - NORTH 
BY RACIAL BACKGROUND, 1961-1966 
1962 1963 1964 1965 
No. Pe r cent No. Per cent No. Per cent No. Per cent 
264 100 255 99.6 183 100 145 100 
0 0 1 .4 0 0 0 0 
264 100 256 100.0 183 100 145 100 
/ 
1966 Total 
No. Per cent No. Per cent 
17l 87.2 1721 92.5 
25 12.8 140 7.5 
196 100.0 1861 100.0 
1966 Total 
No. Per cent No. Per cent 
151 100 1269 99.8 
0 0 3 .2 
151 100 1272 100.0 
jP 
Race 
Caucasian 
Negro 
Total 
Race 
Caucasian 
Negro 
Total 
No. 
169 
0 
169 
No. 
6 
TABLE 3 / 
FRESHMEN, SEMINARIANS WHO ENTERED ST. MARY OF THE LAKE, NILES (COLLEGE) CAMPUS 
BY RACIAL BACKGROUND, 1961-1966 
1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 
Per cent No. Per cent No. Per cent No. Per cent No. Per cent No. Pe r cent 
100 194 98.0 172 99.4 188 99.5 218 98.2 191 99.0 
• 4 .6 4 1.8 0 2.0 1 1 .5 2 1.0 
100 198 100.0 173 100.0 189 100.0 222 100.0 193 100.0 
TABLE 4 
NUMBER OF FRESHMEN SEMINARIANS WHO ENTERED ST. MARY OF THE LAKE, MUNG~_EIN 
BY RACIAL BACKGROUND, 1961-1966 
1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 
Per cent No. Per cent No. Per cent No. Per cent No. Per cent No. Per cent 
n.a. - 84 97.7 98 98.9 83 100 82 100 83 100 
n.a. - 2 2.3 1 1.1 C 0 0 0 0 0 
. 
- - 86 100.0 99 100.0 83 100 82 100 83 100 
'. 
Total 
No. Pe r cent 
1132 99.0 
12 1.1 
1444 100.1 
Total 
No. Per cent 
430 99.3 
3 .7 
433 100.0 
Race Freshman 
No. Per cent 
Caucasian 17~ 97.2 
Negro 25 12.8 
Total 196 100.0 
Race Freshman 
No. Per cent 
Caucasian 150 100 
Negro 0 0 
Total 150 100 
7 
TABLE 5 
NUMBER OF SEMINARIANS IN QUIGLEY-SOUTH 
BY RACIAL BACKGROUND-1966 
Sophomore Junior 
No. Per cent No. Per cent 
224 93.7 195 96.5 
15 6.3 7 3.5 
239 100.0 202 100.0 
TABLE 6 
NUMBER OF SEMINARIANS IN QUIGLEY-NORTH 
BY RACIAL BACKGROUND-1966 
Sophomore Junior 
Senior 
No. Per cent 
160 99.4 
1 .6 
161 100.0 
Senior 
No. Per cent No. Per cent No. Per cent 
104 100 94 100 114 99. 1 
0 0 0 0 1 .9 
104 100 94 100 115 100;0 
/ 
Total 
No. Per cent 
750 94 
48 6 
798 100 
Total 
No. Per cent 
463 99.8 
I .2 
464 100.0 
Fa 
Race 
Caucasian 
Negro 
Total 
Race 1st 
No. 
Caucasian 83 
Negro 0 
Total 83 
8 
TABLE 7 
NUMBER OF SEMINARIANS IN NILES (COLLEGE) CAMPUS 
BY RACIAL BACKGROUND-1966 
Freshman So homore Junior Senior 
No. Pe r cent No. Per cent No. Pe r cent No. Per cent 
-191- 99.0 138 98.6 84 100 71 98.6 
2 1.0 2 1.4 0 0 1.4 
193 100.0 140 100.0 84 100 72 100.0 
TABLE 8 
NUMBER OF SEMINARIANS IN ST. MARY OF THE LAKE, MUNDELEfN 
BY RACIAL BACKGROUND-1966 
Ph i 10sophy 2nd Ph i 10sop_hy_ 1st TheoloQY 2nd Theo I o_qy_ 3rd Theo10qy_ 
Per cent No. Per cent No. Per cent No. Pe r cent No. Per cent 
100 72 100 75 100 61 98.4 48 98.0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1.6 1 2.0 
.-
100 72 100 75 100 6; 00.0 49 100.[ 
4th 
No. 
56 
0 
56 
/ 
Total 
No. Per cent 
484 99.0 
5 1.0 
489 100.0 
Theoloq'l Total 
Pe r cent No. Per cent 
100 395 99.5 
0 2 .5 
! 
100 397 100.0 
of a total of one thousand seven hundred twenty-one freshmen. 
(see Table 1) 
At the college level, twelve (1.1 per cent) of a total 
of one thousand one hundred forty-four freshmen are Negroes. 
(see Table 3) 
Mundelein Seminary, theological school, has had three 
Negroes (0.7 per cent) of a total of four hundred thirty 
freshmen, for the period 1961-1966. (see Table 4) 
Numerical Situation for 1966 
The total population of the different campuses of the 
diocesan seminary for the current yea.r further suggests 
the importance of this research. 
Quigley-North (see Table 6) with a total of four hundred 
sixty-four seminarians, has one Neg,ro student in one of 
the classes. 
Quigley-South has forty-eight Negroes (6.0 per cent) 
out of a total student body of seven hundred fifty. The 
whites form 94.0 per cent. (see Table 5) 
At the college level (see Table 7) the total number of 
students for 1966 is four hundred eighty-nine. Five (1.0 
per cent) are Negroes. The figure also reveals that as the 
years increase, the number of Negro students decreases. 
st. Mary of the Lake, Mundelein, has three hundred 
ninety-seven students on roll. Two (0.5 per cent) of these 
are Negroes. 
Researchers15 on the sociology of vocations to the 
priesthood have found that good Catholic paren~s, Christian 
home environment, size and composition of families are some 
10 
of the sociological factors which favor vocations. Monsignor 
Paul Taggart, Director of Vocations in the diocese of Wilming-
ton, Delaware, in his article "Obstacles to Vocations" 
summarized factors which militate against successful completion 
of a religious career. These are (1) the broken home, (2) the 
home in which religion is not taught, (3) the absence of a 
"male-image" in the family, (4) parental objection, and (5) 
failure of priests to project an accurate image. 16 
l5Theodore NcCarrick, "The Vocation Parish: An Analysis 
of a group of High Vocation Supplying Parishes in the Archdioces 
of .New York: To Determine the Comm~m Characteristics of the 
Vocation Parish" (unpublished Ph.D. 4issertation, Catholic 
University of America, 1963). 
Joseph Fichter, Religion as an Occupation (South Bend: 
University of Notre Dame Press, 1961). 
Thomas Bowdern, S.J., "Vocations," America, LXV (July, 
1941), 410. 
Bryant H. Marshall, "Vocational Satisfaction of IVIinisters: 
an Introductory Experimental Study of Younger Presbyterian 
lVlinisters" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of 
Southern California, 1960). 
Joseph T. Liguori, "Some Socio-Cultural Variations in 
the Image of the Catholic Priest, held by a selected group of 
Suburban Parishioners" (unpublished Master's thesis, Loyola 
University, Chicago, 1964). 
Albert S. Foley, God's Men of Color (New York: Farrar, 
Straus and Company, 1955). 
Sister Mary Theresita Polczynski, "A Study of Social 
Backgrounds and Other Factors Associated with Interest of the 
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1959). 
l6paul Taggart, "Obstacles to Vocation," Bulletin of the 
National Catholic ~ducation Association, LVII, No. 1 (August, 
1960), 484-88. 
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The primary purpose of this exploratory study therefore, 
is to survey the choice of the diocesan priesthood as a vocatio 
by a sample of eighth-grade Negro children of Catholic parochia 
schools of the Arch diocese of Chicago. The differences in 
choice will be analyzed in relation to the religious partici-
pation of their parents; also the relationship between inform-
ation received about the diocesan priesthood and choice of 
the diocesan priesthood as a vocation by eighth-grade Negro 
children will be investigated. 
Additionally this study will explore whether the factors 
of race and color of Negroes militate against their adequate 
representation in the diocesan priesthood of the Archdiocese 
of Chicago. 
A Brief History of Negro Catholicism in Chicago 
To really understand and critically assess the present 
problem of scarcity of vocations to the diocesan priesthood 
among the Negroes of Chicago, it would be necessary to touch 
on ·the history of Negro Catholicism in Chicago, for, according 
to Josephine Yates, "the measure of the success of a race is 
the depths from which it has come and the condition under 
which it has developed."l? 
Rev. Aloysius Zimmerman notes that Chicago's first colored 
Cat.holic was Mrs. Eliza Armstrong, who arrived with her 
l?n. w. 
Naperville: 
daughter Rose in 1863.18 
12 
This observation has been improved 
on by a more scientific research conducted by John Justin 
Smith which testified that "Catholics had been in Chicago 
long before 1883 and that the first permanent settler in 
Chica~o, Jean Baptisti Ponte Du Sable (a Negro), was a 
Catholic. ,,19 This is evidence enough that some of the 
foundation members of the church in Chica.go were Negroes. 
The Negro Catholics of Chica,:;o remained a shepherdless 
group until about 1881 when the pastor of Old St. Mary's, 
Father Joseph Roles, and his assista.nt, Rev. Lonergan, noticed 
their plight, gathered them together and formed a club, the 
st. Augustine's Society. The members visited their own sick, 
fed the hungry and buried their dead. The activities of the 
club brought many back to the practice of their religion. 
In 1882, permission was sought and obtained to have church 
services for the Negroes. Their first mass was offered by 
Father McMullan in the basement of Old St. Mary 1 s.20 
What happened to the Negro Catholics between 1865 and 
l882? To answer this question an overview of the practices 
of the Church in the United Sta.tes towards the Negro is in 
pOint. They were suffering the stigma of slavery. They were 
not allowed in the Catholic churches. According to Fichter, 
l~ Aloysius Zimmerman, The Be:~inning of an Bra (Chicago: 
Illinois Press, Inc., 1952), p. 2. 
19ChicaRo Daily News, November 29, 1966, p. 1. 
20Joseph Fichter, Social Relations in the Ur~an Parish (Chicago: The UniversJ.ty of ChicA.;O Press, 19541 . 63. 
.,....... 
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"Negro Catholics are not fit persons to belong to the same 
parish or to attend the same schools with whites.,,21 The 
Negro was totally removed from protection of organized society 
/ 
and the salvation of his soul was hardly given any thought 
by the religious agency. 
Glazer has done a good job in comparing the treatment of 
slaves in Brazil and the United states. The Catholic masters 
in Brazil had a religious tradition which recognized that the 
Negro was a man, differine from his overlord in some deg~ee 
but equal to him as a human being. 
In Brazil the slave had many more rights than in the 
United sta.tes; he could, indeed had to be paptised and 
become a member of the Catholic Church, his family could not 
be broken up for sale. In short, the Brazilian slave knew 
he was a man and that he differed in degree, not in kind, 
from his master. 22 
This was not true in the United States at this period of 
time. The Catholic priests were unwilling to have Negroes 
in their parishes and serious missionary work among the Negroes 
did not Atart until the arrival of five Josephite Fathers 
in Eal timore in 1871.23 li'or Chicago, missionary work among 
21Joseph Fichter, Social Relations in the Urban Parish 
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1954), p. 63. 
22D•P• Moynihan, The Negro Family': The Case for National 
Action (United States Department of Labor, 1965), p. 16. 
23C•J • Nuesse and Thomas Harte, The Sociology of the 
Parish (Milwaukee: The Bruce Publishing Company, 1951), p. 63. 
the Negroes started when the priests of the Society of the 
Divine Word took charge in 1917.24 Furthermore, there was 
14 
a divergence between Protestant and Catholic views which grew 
when some Catholics opposed the movement for the ~bolition of 
slt~very. Glazer and Noynihan report: "In July, 1863, the 
New York Irish rioted against the newly enacted draft. For 
four bloody, smokefilled days the rioters ranged the city. 
They attacked Negroes everywhere, lynched some, and burned 
a Negro orphanage.,,25 Strong's diary recorded, "The fury of 
the low Irish woman ••• was noteworthy. Stalwart young 
vixens and withered old hags were swarming everywhere, all 
cursing the 'bloody draft' and egging on their men •• • • 
How is one to deal with women who assemble a round the lamp 
post to which a Negro had been hanged and cut off certain 
parts of his body to keep as souvenirs ••• ? For myself, 
personally, I would like to see war made on Irish scum as 
in 1688.,,26 
Glazer and Moynihan further state that in the post-civil 
war period when much Protestant energy turned to the issues 
of social reform, the Catholic Church continued to remain 
apart and, in the view of many, opposed. 27 
24Z' . t . 6 ~mmerman, QE. ~., p. • 
25Nathan Glazer and Daniel P. Noynihan, Beyond the Melting 
(Cambridge: The M.I.T. Press, 1965), p. 233. 
26Diary of George Templeton Stron:~, Vol. III, pp. 334-342 
quoted in Beyond the MeltinfA Pot by Glazer and Moynihan (Cam-
bridge: The M.l.T. Press, 1965), p. 233. 
27Glazer and Moynihan, 2£. cit., p. 234. 
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To the Negro, the Catholic Church in America after the 
Liberation Act was anything but Catholic. At this time, 
the Negro Baptists, Methodists had developed their own clergy 
who were to them what the Catholic priests were to their own 
ethnic groups--as was said of Irish Father Dorney--"one-man 
labor union who kept a balance between his laboring people 
and the management of the stockyards.,,28 The Negro Protestant 
minister was a natural leader of his people, their spokesman 
in civil rights. Carter G. Woodson describes him as "a 
walking encyclopedia, the counsellor of the unwise, the friend 
of the unfortunate, the social welfare organizer, and the 
interpreter of the signs of the times.,,29 
Inhuman treatment meted to the Negro in religious and 
civil life by eminent Catholics in the nineteenth century 
astonished well-meaning Protestants suchas Peter Viereck who 
in his astonishment asked "whether the honorable adjective 
'Roman Catholic' was truly merited by America's middle-class 
Jansenist Catholicism, puritanized, Calvinized, and 
dehydrated ••• ,,30 
Chicago's First Negro Resident Priest 
Father Augustine Tolton, a Negro priest from Quincy, 
Illinois, who studied in Rome since no seminary in America 
28Chicago Daily News, December 1, 1966. 
29Quoted in The NelSro in the Making of America by Benjamin 
Quarles, .2l2.. cit., p. 162. 
30Glazer and JvIoynihan, Q.£. cit., p. 231. 
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wanted to admit him,31 was transferred to Chicago in 1889 to 
serve the Negro catholics. 32 They continued their services 
in Old St. Me)ry's basement until St. IVlonica's parish was 
/ built. With a flock of about thirty people, Father Tolton 
transferred to st. lVlonica' s where his congregation grew by 
leaps and bounds. St. IV1onica's church had not been completed 
when death claimed Father Tolton. 
st. Elizabeth Church and the Negroes 
The care of the Negro Catholics was transferred to Rev. 
Daniel H.iordan, pastor of St. Elizabeth's church at 41st 
and \~abash Avenue. In 1909, Father f.iiorris became a resident 
priest of st. Monica. Since the convents in Chicago "had 
no sisters able or willing to teach colored children,,,33 
Father IVlorris went to Cornwall Heigh~s in 1912 to request for 
teaching sisters from Mother Drexel, founder of the Blessed 
Sacrament Sisters. He built four classrooms where two hundred 
Negro children took lessons. 
Techny Priests on the Scene 
In 1917 Archbishop Mundelein asked Father Burgmer of the 
Society of the Divine Word to take charge of St. Monica's. 
From that date, the S.V.D.s have specialized and loved to 
31 FOley,. . .Q.E.. Cit., p. 34. 
32 . Z~mmerman, QE. cit., p. 5. 
33Joseph F. ECkhert, "How Our Society was Given St. Anselm~s 
Parish, Chicago" 1924~1930 (typewritten), p. 9. 
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work for the Negro Catholics. The Society of the Divine Word 
has been so associated with the Negro Apostolate that "the 
pastor of a large neighbouring parish whose congrega.tion is 
/ 
rapidly turning over remerked tha.t he feels like an S.V.D. 
father when he looks at his flock." This remark is a betrayal 
of what goes on among certain diocesan priests of the city 
who regard it an indignity to work in a Negro parish, for they 
resent beinB called "Nigger priest" by the white lay Cath~-:_ - -,.' 
01ics. 34 
The first S.V.D. priest appointed to St. Monica was 
Father August Reissman. Father Joseph Eckhert became pastor 
in 1921 and used the system of instruction. By 1951, thirty 
years later, there were 1600 colored baptised. Father Eckhert 
was a real father to the Negroes and under his supervision, 
the Holy Name Society, the Christia.n Mothers Sodality, the 
Young Ladies Sodality and the Sacred Heart League were 
formed. 
By the 1920s the Negro ha.d taken most areas of the St. 
Elizabeth's parish. Naturally the whites were fleeing. 
The pastor, Rev. McCarthy, received secret instructions from 
Cardinal Mundelein to "turn the parish over to the colored 
people who actually had taken over most of the territory.,,35 
34Ibid ., p. 8. 
35Zimmerman, Q£. cit., p. 15. 
~. 
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Meanwhile St. Monica's church was too small for its parishioner 
Thus the property of St. Nonica was transferred to St. Eliz-
abeth and Father Eckhert was appOinted pastor of 9t. Elizabeth 
/ 
on December 6, 1924. 
After World War I 
~ver since Cardinal Mundelein had entrusted st. Elizabeth's 
parish to the S.V.D. in December 1924, the mission work among 
the Negroes grew by leaps and bounds. The "Black Belt" 
was forming rapidly between 49th and 63rd streets. Father 
Eckhert notes: "Thus Corpus Christi Church on South Park 
and 49th Street became surrounded by Negroes. In 1924, the 
pastor, Father O'Gara, tried by every means possible to keep 
the Negroes out of the territory. The white people left en 
masse.,,36 However, Father O'Gara would not let any Negro 
into his church and school, for according to the memoirs of 
Father Eckhert, "the church and school built up at great cost 
became empty." Soon Father O'Gara was succeeded by Father 
Frank O'Brien who, on learning that the parish was turning 
Negro "almost dropped dead." 
It was suggested that Corpus Christi be given over to the 
S.V.D. for Negro mission work but the Cardinal as well as his 
consultors was not too anxious to use the church plant for 
Negro mission work. The Ne~~roes who were living around 
Corpus Christi were forced to travel to St. Elizabeth while 
36Eckhert, £E. cit., p. 1. 
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CorpUs Christi church was turned over to the Franciscans 
"to establish a Retreat House for laymena1.d look after the few 
remaining white parishioners." The point here is that mis-
/ 
sionary work among the Negroes in Chicago had been dissociated 
from the diocesan priests. It became synonymous with religious 
order priests and this seems to have an:±nfluence on the 
choice of the priesthood as a vocation among Negroes. 
Fire Destroys St. Elizabeth 
On the appointment of Father Eckhert as pastor of St. 
Elizabeth in 1924 he received a few letters threatening to 
burn or blow up the church "if I would not stop these dirty 
Niggers from attending services and the children the 
school. ,,37 In any case, the church went on fire on January 
3, 1930. The cause of the fire remained a mystery to the 
firemen. In his speculations of the cause of the fire, 
}'ather Eckhert concluded, "It was not trash, which might 
have caused spontaneous combustion, for the fire attorney 
could not find traces anywhere. Could it have been arson by 
some crackpot or hater of Negroes? Perhapso,,38 The 
insurance company paid a sizeable amount of $105,000, but 
the Cardinal would not allow the rebuilding of the church, 
rather he instructed the pastor to remodel the Parish Hall 
for a church. 
37 Ibid 0, p. 2. 
38Ibid., po 5. 
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st. Anselm's Parish and the Negroes 
Barly in Nay 1932, the Cardinal called Father Eckhert 
into his office and indicated to him that the pastor of st. 
/ Anselm, a diocesan priest, was not able to run the parish be-
cause the whites were moving out on account of Negro invasion. 
On June 12, 1952, Father Eckhert was appointed pastor of St. 
Anselm with the following admonition from the Cardinal: 
"Take good care of all the people in the parish, irrespective 
of race and color, and make as many converts as possible. 
Go out as the Gospel told us last Sunday, and bring the good 
colored people into the Church." Then he added as to the 
school, "I understand it is empty. Fill it with colored child-
ren but select them well from the better classes.,,39 
When the white parishioners heard of the change they 
sent delegations and petitions to the Cardinal to keep their 
former pastor but the Cardinal would not heed. Father Eckhert 
knocked from door to door to invite the Negroes to church. 
The integration went on without many disturbances. There 
were, however, a few instances of un-Catholic and unchristian 
incidents recorded by Father Eckhert. Some ladies refused 
to sit next to a colored person or receive Holy Communion. 
"One time," Father Eckhert noted, "a delegation of white 
ladies came and asked that the colored people be assigned to 
separate pews.,,40 
39Ibid ., p. 7. 
4O'Ib' "' 
---1:£. , p. 8. 
,..... 
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The real trouble was the school. The Sisters of Prov-
idence of St. Nary of the Woods would not stay to teach the 
Negro children. Both Cardinal Mundelein and Father Eckhert 
/ 
did their best to keep them but they definitely refused. 
21 
Their Mother General came to the Cardinal for a release from 
the contract of teaching in St. Anselm. The Cardinal sent 
her to the pastor in order "to teach them a little humility." 
Mother Katherine Drexel was contacted and she wholeheartedly 
took over the school from the Sisters of Providence. The 
Blessed Sacrament Sisters did such a marvellous work that the 
Sisters of Providence told Father Eckhert that "they felt 
very sorry to have given up St. Anselm's school." 
1940-1965 
The account of Negro Catholicism as written by Father 
Eckhert ended in 1940 when he was transferred to Bay St. 
Louis. Facts and figures about Negro Catholics in Chicago 
for the period 1940-1965 are gathered from several studies 
and conferences. For example, Father Joseph Richards observed 
that in 1940 a few parishes were affected by the Negro Aposto-
late; in 1950, thirty-eight parishes were~involved and in 
1960 seventy-six parishes. 41 Another survey conducted by 
Rev. Clemens in 1965 revealed that there are ninety-one parishes 
41Archdiocese of Chicago Clergy Conference, The Catholic 
Church and the Ne ro in the Archdiocese of Chic 0 (Resurrection 
Auditorium, September 20-21, 19 0 , p. 5. 
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in the Archdiocese which have "de facto" involvement with 
Negro Catholics. Thirty-seven of the ninety-one are 90.0 
per cent and over Negro; twenty-four parishes have at least 
/ 
10 per cent of their membership Negro. Thirty-six have 
some small number of Negroes attending with regularity.42 
These studies, however, do not reveal what the oocial 
relations are in these parishes. Joseph Fichter in his book 
Social Relat ions in the Urban Parish, testifies that "the 
presence of a lower caste, the Negroes, and t he traditional 
white attitude toward them, have almost institutionalized a 
social h~it of injustice. With hardly a conscious awareness 
that they are doing so, these women can "take advantage" of 
the situation and exploit their own social status. The caste 
line prescribes certain institutionalized modes of conduct 
between whites and Negroes, so that the social status of 
white women is protected. Their refusal to consort "socially" 
with Negro women, or to allow their children to play with 
Negro children, implies a culturally established attitude of 
superiority which is hardly consonant with the personal 
belief in universal Christian charity.43 While giving due 
regard to the above statement, the present writer feels that 
concepts like "institutionalized habit of injustice," "with 
42George Clemens, "Negro Membership in the Archdiocese 
of Chicago" (unpublished report of a survey conducted in 1965). 
43Fichter, QQ. cit., p. 118. 
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hardly a conscious awareness that they are doing so," 
established attitude of superiority" should not be taken for 
granted but be proved scientifically. 
/ 
"The Hantle of Leadership" 
One of the most meaninGful and purposeful conferences 
ever held in Chicaeo on the Negro Apostolate, took place on 
September 20-21, 1960, under the chairmanship of his Eminence, 
Cardinal Meyer. Priests who were known for their success in 
the Negro Apostolate in Chicago read papers at this conference. 
The Cardinal himself read a paper entitled: "The Mantle of 
Leadership," and dwelt greatly on racial injustice. He re-
iterated the words of the American Bishops in their statement 
of 1958: "Our Christian faith is of its nat ure universal; 
it knows not the distinction of race, color or nationhood.,,44 
In the light of these principles, the Cardinal a sked the 
priests to intensify their efforts in the work for the 
Negroes. 
This whole conference was a landmark in the history 
of Negro Catholicism in Chicago. It was a genuine effort to 
find ways and means to convert the Negroes to Catholicism. 
Every method was suggested except what the Popes and Canon 
Law have said was necessary in planting the faith in a people, 
namely, native clergy. Of all present in the conference, 
44Archdiocese of Chicago Clergy Conference, 2£' cit., 
p. 24. 
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none but the Negro priest on the panel made mention of the 
need for Negro priests in the Negro APostolate. 45 
Survey of Literature and Research / 
studies46 in the sociology of vocations to the religious 
life stress one or other of the following variables: (1) 
religious life of parents, (2) t~e role of teachers and schools 
in fostering vocations, (3) the attit~de of Vocation Director 
and social conditions in the seminaries. 
45Ibid ., p. 18. 
46Theodore McCarrick, "The Vocation Parish: An Analysis 
of a group of Hieh Vocation Supplying Parishes in the Archdio-
cese of New York: To Determine the Common Characteristics of 
the Vocation Parish" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Catholic 
University of America, 1963). 
Joseph Fichter, Religion as an Occupation (South Bend: 
University of Notre Dame Press, 1961). 
Thomas Bowdern, S.J., "Vocations'," America LXV (July, 
1941), 410. 
Bryant H. Marshall, "Vocational Satisfaction of Ministers: 
an Introductory ~xperimental Study of Younger Presbyterian 
Ministers" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of 
Southern California, 1960). 
Joseph T. Liguori, "Some Socio-Cultural Variations in 
the Ima.:se of the Catholic Priest, held by a selected group of 
Suburban Parishioners" (unpublished IVJ.as ter' s thesis, Loyola 
Uni vers i ty, Chicago, 1964). 
Albert S. :E'oley, God's ]Vien of Color (New York: Farrar, 
Straus and Company, 1955). 
Sister Mary Theresita Polczynski, "A Study of Social 
Backgrounds and Other J:t'actors Associated with Interest of the 
Chicac~o Secondary School Girl in the Reli.:sious Life'1: 
(unpublished Master's thesis, Loyola University, Chicago, 
February, 1959). . 
Anselm 'l.'homas, "Teachers as Instruments of Vocat ion, " 
Bulletin of the NCEA (1954), p. 360. 
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The literature to be reviewed will be mainly in two sections; 
namely, those which deal wi t:a voc8.tions in general and focus 
on the dominant group--the white Catholic population, and 
/ 
those which have direct bearing on the topic of this thesis. 
For reasons of convenience, the first group shall be desiGnated 
"general" while the second group sh:::lll be called "specific." 
General 
Vincent P. McCorry, S.J., in hi.s article "Basic Concepts 
of Vocation" points out that religious vocation is a divine 
mystery. It is essentially a desire for God. In ader to 
find out whether a prospective candidate has a vocation or 
not, McCorry suggests a question that should be put to him: 
"Does this person in whatever rudimentary or groping way 
desire God in some sense in which God cannot be found in 
the world?,,47 
'''Not Knowing How to Study" is given by James F. Gibbons 
as a principal reason for academic failures and for the loss 
of most freshmen in the minor seminary. He calls attention 
to the difficulty presented by the three major adjustments for 
seminarians; namely, (a) social environment, (b) adolescence, 
and (c) new scholastic subjects. He suggests that there 
should be a course on how to study and he sees the important 
47Vincent P. McCorry, "Basic Concepts of Vocation," 
Bulletin of the NCEA (August, 1954), p. 355. 
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but subtle connection between disciplinary failure and frustra-
tion due to academic failure. 48 
Brother Anselm Thomas, a Vocation Director for the 
/ 
Hrothers of Christian Schools, cites Archbishop Cushing to 
support his thesis that teachers are and should be instruments 
of vocation. He sees the relationship existing among the 
home, the church, and school in the whole education of the 
young and concludes that teachers have a part in fostering 
and determining vocation. 49 
Another study disclosed that the desire for religious 
vocation to the Brotherhood originates most frequently from 
watching Brothers in action; that vocation thinking begins 
in the elementary grades. 
Both of these studies make a valuable contribution to 
proving that home and school alike hold key positions in the 
work for voc~ions. The importance of the school is stressed 
by those who advocate that priests and religious themselves 
should show more interest in the problems of prospective 
aspirants who hesitate because of uncertainty.50 
48James Gibbons, "A Principal Reason for Academic Failures 
and for the Loss of Most :F'reshmen in the Ninor Seminary," 
~ulletin of the NCEA (1954). 
49Thomas, QQ. cit., p. 360. 
50Thomas, QQ. cit., p. 360. 
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Thomas Bowdern made a study of vocations for a ten-year 
period (1929-1941). He sent out a questionnaire which was 
answered by 5000 young religious women and 2500 Ylung men. 
He found that more vocations came from the town than from 
the cities. Of the men, 44 per cent came from cities of 
100,000 population and over; 73 per cent from towns over 5000. 
Of the women, 27 per cent came from cities of 100,000; 61 
per cent came from towns over 5000. The influence of family 
setting on vocations is shown by the finding that families 
with six to fourteen Children and over gave 33 per cent of the 
boys and 44 per cent of the girls. Normal family life is 
also a most important factor since boys and girls for the 
relieious life came mostly from families living in a single 
house. 51 
The factors that militate against successful completion 
of a religious career have oeen delineated by Monsignor Paul 
Taggart, Director of Vocations in the diocese of Wilmington, 
Delaware. After a long experience of trial and error method 
of selection of students for the priesthood, he came up with 
the idea that (a) the broken home, (b) the home in which 
religion is not taught, (c) the absence of a "male-image" in 
the family, (d) parental objection, and (e) failure of priests 
51Bowdern, Q£. cit., p. 410. 
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to project an accurate religious image, are the obstacles 
to vocation. 52 
These points made by lVionsignor Taggart agree with the 
/ 
words of Pope Pius XI: 
But the first and most natural place where the flowers 
of the sanctuary should almost spontaneously grow and 
bloom remains always the truly and deeply Christian 
family. Most of the saintly bishops and priests owe 
the beginning of their vocation and their holiness to 
the example and teaching of a father strong in faith and 
manly virtues, of a pure and devoted mother, and of a 
family in which the love of God and neighbour, joined 
with simplicity of life, has reigned supreme •••• In 
such a home the children see in their parents a model 
of an upright, industrious and pious life; they see them 
pray at home, gathering around them all the family that 
common prayer may rise more acceptably to heaven. In 
suchahome~ it is scarcely possible that none of the 
sons shoula listen to and accept the invitation of 
the Divine Master. 53 
A principal factor that is generally proposed to explain 
why young boys do not enter the seminary is "going steady." 
This has been disproved by an investigation of 83 coeducational 
schools over 25 states conducted by John Shocklee. The 
result showed that 3 per cent of the enrollment entered the 
seminary or novitiate. Rev. Shocklee suggested some devices 
to get children interested in the priesthood; (1) there must 
be opportunities to take active part in high school activities, 
52Taggart, 2£. cit., p. 486. 
53The Popes and the Priesthood (St. Meinrad, Indiana: 
A Grail Publication), p. 71. 
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(2) there must be opportunities to grow in grace, (3) a rel-
igiouS vocation oftentimes must be "sold" in order to influence 
the will, and (4) development of the intellect by;calks and 
films. 54 
In his book Religion as an Occupation, Joseph Fichter 
looks at vocation as a "functional role" and compares it with 
other occupations studied by social scientists as to employer, 
employee, and choice. Religious function as a life career 
must have the natural incentives as promotion, achievement, 
recognition and acceptance. He notes the importance of en-
couragement from mothers, priests, teaching sisters and broth-
ers. Father Fichter found that 5 per cent of the seminarians 
studied came from families of 10 or more children in contrast 
with the 1941 research by Father Bowdern when he found that 
33 per cent came from families with six to fourteen child-
ren. 55 
Father Fichter further relates vocation to social class 
of parents, level of education, ethnic and economic status 
of parents. He notes that the social status of priests is in 
line with the status of the group from which they come and 
for whom they are working: "People who have racial charact-
54John Shocklee, "Promoting Vocations in Coeducational 
High Schools," Bulletin of the NCEA (1954), p. 361. 
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, Fichter, 2£. cit., p. 7. 
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eristics like Negroes or Orientals are relegated to the lower 
level of status.,,56 Father Fichter maintains that those 
priests suffer frustration wno are not accepted bl their 
people. 
Will Herberg, writing from a distinctly different point 
of view, makes some remarks which touch on the topic of this 
thesis. He explains the segregationist attitude of the 
churches in America on the basis of color and race. He argues 
that the Negro became Protestant because their "preachers" 
were of their kind, color and social status. 57 
Herberg seems to have read and/or appropriated the ideas 
of Pope Benedict XV in his Encyclical Maximum Illud where 
the Pope said that "the missionaries must not regard their 
work as complete, the .mission church well established and 
its future assured, until enough native priests are 
available. ,,58 
The importance of sincere and complete information concern-
ing the joys and difficulties of the seminary life was dis-
cussed by Rev.' Monsignor Charles Giblin in his paper "What 
56 Ibid., p. 35. 
57Will Herberg, Protestant. Catholic. Jew (New York: 
Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1960), p. 114. 
58Benedict XV, £E. cit., p. 10. 
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the :r<linor Seminary Expects of a Vocation Director." He 
Suggested that Vocation Directors should not think that they 
are through with their work by talking to children in school, 
/ 
but account must be taken of their parents. There should 
be no holding back of information concernine; tb.e joys and 
difficulties of the seminary life. lIe regards holding back 
information a wrong approach which causes harm to priestly 
vocation. 59 
Review of Literature--Specific 
tJjathew Christman, the founder and first Rector of the 
seminary for training the Negro recruits for the priesthood 
at Bay St. Louis, MisSissippi, answered an objection against 
a colored clergy in America. He said that today the colored 
man has a firm belief in his own powers, and his success in 
every field has led him to believe that his own priests, if 
given the same course of training asother clerics will be 
as worthy. The author pointed out that the Protestant Negroes 
of their volition and initiative be~an to withdraw from the 
Protestant Churches and to gather around their own preachers 
as early as 1789. He maintained that the church of every 
race that is not served by its Ovffi priests is in an 
imperfect stage. 
59Charles Giblin, "\'ihat the Minor Seminary Expects of a 
Vocation Director," Bulletin of the NCEA (1954), p. 136. 
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In conclusion, Father Christman regretted that the demand 
for colored priests should even be questioned: 
When we all see about us ministers wno suffer from the 
same defects that are supposed to disqualify 6010red 
priests, and who still, in spite of that hc-lve for almost 
one hundred and fifty years been welcome in office, can 
we discredit the race so much as to deny that thirteen 
years of severe training will fit a man to care for the 
spiritual welfare of his people?,,60 
Pope Pius XI expressed deep joy on learning of the 
erection of a seminary in the South for the training of 
native clergy. In a letter to the Very Rev. William Gier, 
S.V.D., the Superior of the Society, the Pope said; 
If we wish to accomplish some solid and useful work in 
this field (the conversion of the Negroes)61 it is 
indispensable that priests of the same race shall make 
it their life task to lead these people to the Christian 
faith and to a higher cultural level •••• For does it 
not indeed follow as Our Predecessor Benedict XV points 
out, from the very nature of the church as a Divine 
institution that every tribe or'people should have 
priests who are one with it in race and character, in 
habit of thought or temperament. Aside from the fact 
that such priests will find a friendly welcome, will 
they not also prove more effective in leading their own 
people into and confirming them in the faith than anY62 
priest of a different race and from another country." 
60IvIathew Christman, "Will Colored Priests be Received?" 
St. Au.o.;ustine' s lVlessenger, V, No. 4 (:rvlarch, 1927), 5. 
61The words in the parenthesis are the writer's Olin. 
62Nobert L. Schuler, "History of St. Augustine's Seminary," 
St. Augustine's Messenger, XIV, No 1 (November, 1936), 9. 
~. 
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Florian T. Haas sees the need of colored priests as 
"one important thing among others that was borne out by the 
rise of Colored Catholic Federation," which was a~ organization 
of laymen. Negro laymen keenly feel the absence of their 
own priests. It was a lack that formed a rift in their organ-
ization. 
Rev. Haas does not. question the intention of white 
priests working for the Negroes. Nevertheless, he judges 
that colored people will always feel that their (whites') 
understanding of the Negro attitude and situation will never 
be in exact accord with theirs. He says that the organization 
cannot operate perfectly· 'until "their own clergy come forth 
to find their angle of view and take in their attitude and 
the meaning and spirit of their measures. ,,63 
In the letter to the Holy Father, though, the Apostolic 
Delegate, Rev. John Albert, stated that it was forbidden to 
preach vocation to the Negro youths and he wondered how the 
Negro people could be oonverted without the aid of a native 
clergy. He revealed that out of twenty-four applications for 
admission to Epiphany Apostolic College ( the preparatory 
school for the training of priests to convert the colored ) 
63Florian T. Haas, "Need for Race Priests," .§!..s. 
Augustine's Messenger, V, No.4 (March, 1927), 13. 
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fourteen or fifteen were from colored youths. "I believe 
everyone of these was refused admittance. Can this be the 
will of God? How long, 0 Lord, will Thy church close. the 
/ 64 priesthood gate in the face of this race of people?" 
This is what Rev. Plantevigne called the "Jim Crow" 
system in the Catholic Church. The Afro-American Ledger for 
June 26, 1909, writes: 
The blood of the Negro boils in resentment of a 
"Jim Crow" system in the Catholic Church. The doors 
of the Church must be open full width, not a side 
entrance, if the Negro is to be saved by the Catholic 
Church. The Negro wants Catholic priests; non-
Catholic people are accustomed to colored ministers 
and refuse to enter the Catholic Church under 
white priests. 65 
Rollins Lambert, a Negro priest of Chicago, further 
enlarges on the "Jim Crow" attitude of the Catholic Church 
toward Negro priests. From the results of a questionnaire 
sent to some eighty-two Negro priests in the United States, 
"hlelve priests answered 'Yes' when I asked them if their 
services had ever been refused for racial reasons." The 
report revealed that "too many NeGro priests were kept in the 
seminaries as teachers," white pastors rejecting the services 
of a Negro religious offering to assist him on a busy 
Sunday. One of his respondents wrote: "I'JiY seminary was not 
too anxious to ordain me. The faculty, except for a few, had 
64FOley, QQ. cit., p. 93. 
65Ibid ., p. 90. 
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a very backward and unchristian approach to Negroes, and it 
was not their cup of tea to ordain such a person to the glory 
of the priesthood. 
major order.,,66 
I was checked and rechecked before each 
/ 
Despite the related literature discussed above, it will 
be observed that no single researcher has done any work that 
deals specifically with the area of this present study. 
For background material, several other sources67 have been 
consulted which have supplied useful information. 
Theoretical Considerations 
IVlcCarrick asserts that "the study of a vocation can take 
a number of foci; from the spiritual point of view which is 
the field of ascetical theology; it can be studied from the 
juridical point of view of the bishop's call as is done in 
Canon Law, and finally it can be studied from the social 
66Rollins Lambert, "Negro Priests Speak their Mind," 
The Sign Nagazine (November, 1964), p. 11. 
67Natural Factors Affectin Vocations to the Priesthood 
(Carthagena: st. Charles Seminary, 1955 • 
James Gilbert, "What lVTakes Boys Seminarians?" The Priest, 
XIV, No. 12 (December, 1958). 
Lloyd Monnin, "Interests and the Choice of Vocation," 
Catholic School Journal, LIII, No.4 (r-:arch, 1953). 
Edward K. Strong, "Predictive Value of Vocational Interest 
Test," Journal of Educational Psychology, 26 (1935), 331. 
C.J. Nuesse and Thomas Harte, The Sociology of the Parish 
(Milwaukee: The Bruce Publishing Company, 1951). 
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background of the individual who is the fulcrum of these 
considerations.,,68 Fichter on his part, compared the Church 
as employer with other secular employers and from/the stand-
point of scientific sociology examined "all the manifoi'd 
implications of religion as an occupation, such as vocation 
recruiting methods and'initiative of religious professionals. 
He focused on the 'natural elements' and looked at vocation 
as a functional role which compares with other occupations 
studied by social scientists as to employer, employee and 
choice. ,,69 
In line with the present research topiC, the literature 
on theory to be reviewed will be in two classifications, 
(1) ,primary group socialization and (2) social action theory. 
(1) Theory--FamilY and Prima.ry Group' Socialization 
Frederick Le Pla.y was one of the prominent sociologists 
of the early nineteenth century who focused on the sociologi-
cal triad of Work, Place and Family. An engineer by profes-
sion, Le Play regarded the family as a bridge or an institution 
that carries over values from one generation to another. 
The adherents of Le Play have enlarged on his "triad" and 
established further correlations between types of family and 
super-family organizations. They unfolded the enormous 
68IvIcCarrick, .Q.£. ill., p. 3. 
69Fichter, .Q.£. cit., p. 7. 
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importance of the family for the whole social organization 
and historical destiny of a group.70 
Sorokin notes that several studies have been done which 
/ 
analyze correlations between various components of the family 
or home and other social phenomena. The first of this 
group is composed of studies wnich measure "the influence of 
family and home environment as variables on the personality 
and behavior of people who come from them, in agreement with 
the contention of Confucius and the Le Play sahool. According 
to Sorokin, different investigators have taken various comp-
onents of the family, the characters of parents, their occup-
ation, their mora.li ty, their relationship and have discovered 
the existence of various tangible correlations. In general, 
there is a consensus of opinion that families which have a 
better home environment, honest and intelligent parents, who 
maintain good relationship between them, yield a greater 
portion of children with better health, superior intelligence, 
a greater number of men of talent. 71 In terms of Sorokin's 
conclusion, one might safely add and hypothesise that parents 
with a better level of religious partiCipation yield child-
ren with better religious training who are likely to 
embrace the priesthood as a vocation. 
70Pitrim A. Sorokin, Contem orar (New York: Harper & Row,~P~u~b~l~i~s~h~e~r~s~,~~~T=~~~~~~~~ 
71Ibid ., p. 713. 
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very much to this present study. It stresses the importance 
of the family, the peer-group and neighborhood, consisting of / 
individuals who have "face-to-face association and cooperation.' 
The most crucial years of a child are spent in close contact 
with these groups from which he acquires his beliefs and 
habits. 72 This leads to a consideration of society, culture 
and personality as social systems. The values, artifacts 
and aspirations and mores of a society impinge on the person-
ality and determine his social conscience as to what is right 
or wrong, worthy or unworthy of aSPiration. 73 
Charles T. Glock lists socialization and social controls 
as "classical" functions of the family. By socialization, 
the family succeeds in "laying its i~press on the child." 
The socializing influence of the family on the child as to 
his future choice of occupation is most important nowadays 
that "the modern nuclear family has become almost the only 
place where the individual can balance his emotional 
budg~t.,,74 
72Stavroula Christodoulou, The Nineteenth Century Soc-
iologists (New York: Monarch Press, Inc., 1965), p. 14. 
73For the ideas expressed. the writ"er is indebted to Dr. 
Marcel Fredericks' lectures in Social Stratification. 
74Robert K. Merton, et. al., Sociology Today (New York: 
Harper and Row, Publishers, 1965), p. 189. 
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Recent studies have borne out the theoretical relevance 
of family and peer-group socialization on the child. Sister 
Mary Theresita Polczynski found that "from the twenty-four 
/ 
homes with mixed marriages only two girls were found who 
expressed interest in the religious life.,,?5 McCarrick also 
said: "Percentagewise, 69 .. 19 per cent came from marriages in 
which both parents were Catholics. The incidence of a voc-
ation to the diocesan priesthood in the Archdiocese of New 
York from a family in which the parents are not Catholics 
remains definitely very low.,,?6 
(2) Theory--Social Action and Functional Role 
From a theoretical point of view, choice of vocation to 
the priesthood, sociologically examined, follows the con-
ditions of occupational choice in terms of knowledge about 
openings for a job, recruiting methods and a tti tudes and 
expectations of the employer. This is what Fichter meant 
in the writer's opinion, when he regarded vocation as a 
functional role and compared it with other occupations as 
to employer, employee and choice, adding the importance of en-
couragement as a determining factor for choice of vocation.?? 
75Polczynski, £E. cit., p. 24. 
76McCarrick, £E. cit., p. 44. 
77Fichter, QQ. cit., p. 44. 
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~: -, Eli Ginzbergdeveloped a theory of occupational choice 
which i~ helpful in the study of vocations among eighth grade 
children. The following are the four propositions of his / 
theory: 
1. Occupational choice is a developmental process 
which typically takes place over a period of some ten years. 
2. The process is largely irreversible: experience can 
not be undone, for it results in investment of time, of 
money, and of ego; it produces change in the individual. 
3. The process of occupational choice ends in a 
compromise between interests, capacities, values and 
opportunities. 
4. There are three periods of occupational choice: 
a. period of fantasy choice 
b. period of tentative choice beginning at the 
age of eleven 
c,' period of realistic choices beginning at the 
age of seventeen. 7,8 
This theory, however, has been modified and rearranged 
by Donald E. Super, to include elements of multipotentiality, 
indentification and role of models, continuity of adjustment, 
career patterns, and individual differences or what 
Znaniecki called the "humanistic coefficient.,,79 
78Donald E. Super, "A Theory of Vocational Development," 
American PsYchologist, VIII, No.5 (May, 1953), 189. 
79Ibid ., p. 190. 
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From the related field of Industrial and Labor Relations, 
Peter Blau and others have developed a conceptual framework 
which throws light on an understanding of the present.thesis. 
/ 
They sketched what they termed "immediate determinants of 
occupational entry" both from the point of view of the indiv-
idual and the selection agency practices. The following 
determinants were noted for the recruit: 
1. Occupational information 
2. Technical qualificat ions 
3. Social role characteristics 
4. Reward value hierarchy 
Determinants for the selection agency practices are: 
1. Formal opportunities 
2. Functional requirements 
3.~' Non-functional requirements 
4. Amount and type of reward 
For purposes of this present research which deals with 
eiehth-~rade Negro boys' choice of the diocesan priesthood 
as a vocation, it is important to note the explanation of 
"non-functional requirements" as given by the authors. They 
are "those criteria affecting selection that are not relevant 
to actual performance such as veteran status, good looks, 
or the proper religion." 
Blau and his associates conclude from reading Lloyd 
Renold's article, that attention should be given to the 
importance of "taking labor market information into account 
in the study of occupational choice, because a person can 
obviously choose only among the alternatives knowry to him." 
Information about a job or occupation makes job seekers 
potential recruits of that job; lack of knowledge restricts 
. 80 cho~ce. 
Support for Blau's observation is provided by st. Paul's 
words to the Romans where he asked: "How shall they 
believe Him of whom they have not heard? And how shall they 
hear. without a preacher?,,81 
From a historical perspective, the trend of American 
sociological theorists had been to regard social behavior 
42 
as constituted of individual behavior, individual motivations, 
without consideration of group analy~is. Through the influence 
of Weber on American sociology, social action theory has 
become the leading theoretical view among American 
sociologists. Religious sociologists have used this theory 
extensively in their researches on vocation to the 
priesthood. 
Talcott Parsons in his development of social action 
theory recognises the role of social objects in a situation 
80peter M. Blau et al., "Occupational Choice: A Concep-
tual Framework," IndUStrial and Labor Relations Review, IX, 
No.4 (July, 1956), 530. 
81 Romans, 10:14. 
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~" of action, namely, individuals or groups who interact to make 
an action possible. The social objects form a part of the 
"situation of action" which is "the sum total of 9'bjects which 
have meaning for the ~tor and to which he reacts. ,,82 
Communication is emphasized by Howard Becker as basic 
in his application of social action theory to the study of 
social change. 83 
McIver bases his theory of social action on the conception 
of social relationships which differs from physical relation-
ship in being determined by the mutual recognition of beings 
endowed with consciousness. For these relationships to be 
associative, dissociative, friendly or unfriendly, open or 
closed, depends on the individual attitudes, beliefs and re-
actions of those concerned. 84 
By a practical example of a salesman approach to his 
potential customers, Znaniecki suggests how a goal can be 
achieved or action effected in a social relationship. The 
agent or recrui t~r mak'es use of "social instruments" in a cer-
tain fashion called the "social method." Znaniecki explains: 
82Roscoe Hinkle, Jr., and Gisela J. Hinkle, The Develop-
ment of Modern Sociology (New York: Random House, Inc., 1963), 
p. 65. 
83Ibid ., p. 62 
84ChristodoulOu, .Q.E.. cit., p~ 60. 
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To a salesman the potential customer is a social 
object. The desired reaction, sale of an article, may 
be secured by the method of persuasively flattering the 
customer. Advertising, price list, even the product 85 
itself may be used as an instrument to effecp a sale. 
Studies on promoting vocations have testified the 
relevance and adequacy of Znaniecki's viewpoint on social 
action theory. John Shocklee recommended that the will .of 
the youth must be influenced by providing opportunities for 
action and grace. A religious vocation oftentimes must be 
"sold.,,86 
Pitirim A. Sorokin gives an insight into the factors 
that explain man's behavior. Human action cannot be 
explained in terms of a single factor, but by the whole range 
of social cultural phenomena. "Homo socius" is also "Homo 
politicus, economicus, religious." Sorokin further posits 
interaction as the unit of sociological analysis and points 
to the distinction between congeries and social systems as 
phe~omena of social interaction. 8? 
The concept of "congeries" leads to a consideration of 
another concept "stimuli-proposition" of George Homans. 
The choice that a person makes oftentimes results from 
85Hinkle and Hinkle, QE. £ii., p. 58. 
86Shocklee, 2£. cit., p. 361. 
8?ChristodoulOu, QE. £ii., p. 90. 
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[' educational and verbal interaction, which is possible only in 
social systems and not in congeries. With a de-emphasis on 
rationality or irrationality in making a choice, ~oman be-
lieves that "in the face of reward, there is no provision 
for calculation. llaa 
Empirical Questions 
This exploratory study of eighth-grade Negro children of 
parochial schools of the Archdiocese of Chicago in terms 
of their choice of the diocesan priesthood as a vocation, 
will be investigated from two aspects: (1) from the 
religious participation of their parents, (2) from the inform-
ation these children have received from the religious funct-
ionaries with whom they come in contact. 
Studies and literature on vocations have always given 
much attention to good Christian parents as factors conducive 
to vocations. Pope Pius XI said: 
The first and most natural place where the flowers of the 
sanctuary should almost spontaneously grow and bloom, 
remains always the truly and deeply Christian family. 
Most of the saintly bishops and priests whose praise the 
church declares owe the beginning of their vocation and 
their holiness to the example and teaching of a father 
strong in faith and manly virtues, of a pure and devoted 
mother, and of a family in which the love of God and 
neighbor has reigned supreme. na9 
88Charles Loomis and Zona Loomis, Modern Social Theories 
(London: D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 1965), p. 178. 
89The Popes and the Priesthood, p. 71. 
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Having delineated the favorable influences of good 
Christian parents, the same Pope turns around to deplore the 
lack of vocations as a function of the falling off of. faith 
/ 
in the families themselves. Continues the Pope: 
The lack of vocations in families of the middle and 
upper classes may be partly explained by the dissipations 
of modern life, the seductions, which especially in the 
large Cities, ·prematurely awaken the passions of 
youth. Nevertheless it must be admitted that such a; 
scarcity reveals a deplorable falling off of faith in 
the families themselves.90 
Since Negro Catholic parents in the Archdiocese of 
Chicago enjoy the same religious facilities, namely, 
parishes, priests, teaching sisters, the Sacraments, retreats, 
sodalities, organiza.tions, schools--as their white counter-
parts, one would expect that Negro children embrace religious 
vocations in proportion to their number, as do the whites • 
.. 
George Homan asserted that with a man the discriminations 
(between choices) may be the result not only of his every 
day experience but also of his formal education, his 
reading and the verbal arguments he may have listened to. 9l 
From experience, every priest knows that he became inter-
ested in the priesthood from whatever information he got from 
his pastor, Vocation Directors, teachers and parents. Granted 
that vocation is a divine mystery, it cannot be actu~ised 
90Ibid ., p. 71. 
9lLoomis and Loomis, £Eo £i1., p. 180. 
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except through the natural pr~cesses of occupational choice 7 
which involves the potential recruit, the methods of adver-
tising, the attitudes and beliefs of recruiting agents, con-
geries and social systems as phenomena of social 1nteraction. 
The basic concept underlying these factors is information or 
communication. Effective information serves to root both 
policy and action in the understanding of the people. 92 
In view of the literature and theoretical considerations 
discussed in this chapter, some empirical questions, relevant 
to this thesis, suggest themselves: 
1. Is the religious participation of the family related 
to choice of vocation to the diocesan priesthood by eighth-
grade Negro children? 
a. Religious participation of the family. 
b. Choice of vocation to the diocesan priesthood. 
2. Is there any relationship between information received 
about the diocesan priesthood and choice of the priesthood 
as a vocation by eigh~h-grade Negro children? 
a. Information received about the diocesan priesthood. 
b. Choice of the priesthood as a vocation. 
3. Is there any relationship between choice of the dioces-
an priesthood and opinion of eighth-grade Negro children 
toward color and racial background as factors of discrimination? 
92~., p. 304. 
a. Choice of the diocesan priesthood. 
b. Opinion toward color and racial background. 
gypotheses of the Present Study / 
The empirical questions presented give rise to two 
hypotheses. They are as follows: 
1. Negro eighth-grade children from nuclear and modal 
families tend more to choose the diocesan priesthood as a 
vocation than those from marginal and dormant families. 
2. There is a relationship between information received 
about the diocesan priesthood and choice of the diocesan 
priesthood as a vocation by eighth-grade Negro children. 
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If there are relationships, this research will addition-
ally explore whether these relationships are due to other 
factors as race, color, and social background of the Negroes. 
Limitations of the Study 
This research limits itself to an investigation of the 
chOice of the diocesan priesthood as a vocation by a partic-
ular category of Negro Children, the eighth-grade boys who 
are students in Catholic parochial schools of Chicago. It is 
not within the province of this present study to explore 
Negro children's choice of the priesthood in general, i.e. 
including the religious order priests. 
There are ninety-one parishes that are involved in the 
Negro Apoatolate. Five of these were randomly chosen for the 
study. There are J.6,987 chil.dren enrolled in the parishes 
49 
which are virtually all-Negro and J.6,760 children enrolled in 
those parishes having an appreciable percentage o~ Negro 
./ 
Catholics. This means there are 33,747 children in the schools 
of those parishes having significant contact with Negro 
Catholics. 93 
Considering the small number of parishes picked (five 
out of ninety-one), and also considering the rather small 
size of the sample of respondents (twenty from each of the 
five schools), and finally their being limited to eighth and 
seventh grades, it is obvious that whatever conclusions the 
writer may arrive at, cannot uncritically be applied to the 
whoJ.e Negro Catholic population in Chicago. 
93 ' George Clemens, 2£. £11., p. 8. 
CHAPTER II 
METHOD AND TECHNIQUE 
The Universe of the study 
/ . 
subjects for this study were eighth-grade Negro boys 
of Catholic Parochial schools in the Archdiocese of Chicago. 
The girls were excluded from the universe of the study for the 
following reasons: (i) Since the research topic dealt with 
vocation to the diocesan priesthood and not with convent life, 
it was felt that girls would not be in a position to make a 
distinctive contribution. (ii) There wa.s also the fear that 
girls might outnumber boys in the sample and this would 
cause some bias in the findings. 
When the topic for this thesis was approved as of 
sociological significance the researcher made appointments 
to visit Pastors and Assistant Pastors who were working 
in the Negro Parishes of Chicago. From these conver-
sa.tions the inner nature of the problem of scarcity of Negro 
diocesan priests beca.me clearer. Different priests gave sev-
eral off hand explanations pf the problems. Prominent among 
the reasons were family disorganization among the Negroes and 
the Negro liking for married life. A prominent seminary offi-
cial dismissed the idea by saying "it is not yet in their cul-
ture to becane priests. t1 H is was a repetition of the reasons 
50 
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given nearly sixty years ago by the most positive opponents 
of a colored clergy who in 1909 said that" it is fifty years 
1 too soon" to develop a colored clergy. / 
The Negro priests of the Archdiocese were approached 
and asked their opinions as to the cause of inadequate represen-
tationof Negro priests in the Arohdiocese. It is interesting 
to note that their explanations were quite opposed to those 
oited above. Concerning marriage a.s a faotor in dissuading 
Negroes from entering the diooesanpriesthood, one Negro priest 
retorted: "if you show the Negro youth the beauty and exoellence 
of the priesthood, he will take the cha.llenge.,,2 This is the 
"stimuli-proposition" of George Homans who said that in the face 
of reward, there is no provision for oalculation. 3 
For still further information on the subject matter,. 
the researcher travelled to Indianapolis where he met several 
Negro priests and white Pastors in the Negro Apostolate. These 
priests made their contribution and recommended that a veteran 
Negro priest in California, who was one-time editor of the St. 
Augustines' Messenger in Bay st. Louis and had lived in Chioago, 
should be approached for more details. 
1 Albert A. Foley, God's Men of Color (New York: Farrar, 
Shane and Company, 1955), p. 9). 
2It was thought safer not to xmntion the explanations 
given by some of the Negro priests. 
3Charles Loomis and Zona Loomis, Modern Soo ial Theories 
(London: D. Van Nostrand Company Ino., 1965), p. 178. 
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In the s UlI'lIIler of 1966, the researcher went to California and met 
with some Negro priests who gave further and deeper insight to 
the problem. Their suggestions helped very much i~ drawing up 
the questionaire. 
An attempt was made to obtain a complete list of Par-
ishes which have same Negro membership. This list was compiled 
after consulting the Clergy Ha,ndbook of Chicago Archdiocese and 
an unpublished report of a survey on Negro membership in the 
4 Archdio cese of Chicago. It was discovered that there were 
ninety-one perishes which have tide fa,cto" inVOlvement with Negro 
Catholics. Thirty-six of these plus one mission were virtually 
all-Negro, i.e., over 90 per cent of their members were Negroes. 
There were twenty-rour parishes which had an appreciable per-
centage of Negro Catholics, i.e., between 10 per cent and 90 
per cent or their membership were Negro.' Thirty-six parishes 
had a relatively small number of Negroes attending wi th regular-
5 ity. 
seventy-three diocesan priests and thirty-one priests 
belonging to various religious orders were engaged in those par-
ishes which were predominantly Negro. Eighty-three diocesan and 
four religious order priests were working in the parishes with an 
a,pprec iable number of Negro parishioners. In all, there were one 
hundred and ninety-one priests directly involved in the Negro 
4Archdiocese or Chicago, Official Clergy Ha,ndbook (1964-
65), am George Clemens, "Negro Membership in the Archdiocese of 
Chicago," Unpublished Report of a Survey conduoted in 1965. p.3. 
5 l!2.!2.., p • 5 · 
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~' Apostolate. 
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The dates of the integration of these pa,rishes range 
from 1916 to 1958 for those par ishes which were preJominantly 
all-Negro. They were located mostly in the "Black'Belt" on the 
south side of the city. For those parishes tha,t have relatively 
small numbers of Negroes, their dates of integration range from 
1865 to 1963.1 
Motiv~For Choosing Eighth Grade Negro Boys 
The ,choice of Negro boys in Catholic parochial schools 
as the universe of the study was made for a number of reasons. 
First, the boys in Catholic grade schools are the 
target of vocation Directors and preachers. According to the 
educational system of the state of Illinois, preachers are not 
allowed to speak to students in public schools. Although at-
tention is currently being given to vocation recruiting in High 
Schools and colleges, as far as the Negroes are concerned, the 
grade schools seem to be the only Catholic institutions where 
Negroes may be found in great numbers. 
Secondly, the Negro children in Catholic Scm ols have 
the aavantage of coming in contact with priests and sisters who 
may likely influence them in choosing the diocesan priesthood 
as their vocation. There is however some doubt whether this 
reason obtains for "there is a parish school in Chicago where 
the Sisters dare not talk about religious vocations for girls, 
6Ibid ., p. 8. 
1 Ib ld ., p. 4. 
lest a colored girl should perhaps be attracted to their own 
u8 order. In addition, the Catholic School setting affords oppor-
tunities for religious teaching and practice which ate not feasi-
ble in public schools. According to Fichter, "the Catholic 
parish, a religious institution, and the Catholic school, an 
educational institution, are both performing the same basic 
function: the religious development of the individual in society! 
Thirdly, in recent years, some Diocesan Negro priests ~ 
the Archdiocese have intensified efforts in recruiting Negro boys 
into the priesthood. These priests conduct seminars, picnics, 
gamea and retreata--all geared to getting the Negro youths inter-
ested in the diocesan priesthood. Vocation clubs have been start-
ed in 'some parishes which have Negro resident priests and the 
result of their work can be verified by a glance at the statisticf 
of a eminaries on page 5. The sta.tis tics reveal that Quigley-
South has forty-six times as many Negro seminarians as Quigley-
North. A contr~buting factor to this phenomenon is, no doubt, 
the presence of Negro priests in parishes 'south of Madison Stree~ 
Pope Pius XI had~~ predicted this when he wrote concerning the neee 
of Negro clergy. "Aside from the fact that such priests will 
find friendly welcome, will they not also prove more effective in 
8Rollins Lambert, "Negro Priests Speak Their Mind,tt !!!! 
Sign Magazine (November, 1964> p. 11 
9Joseph Fichter, Social Relations in the Urban Parish 
(Chioago: University ot Chioago Press, 1954), p. 166 
laThe four Negro diooesan priests are located in three 
parishes and one of them is located on the Campus of a seoular 
university as a Chaplain. 
rrleading their own people into and coni'il'llling 
SS 
them in the faith 
~.~ 
:h 
~' 
than any priest of a different race and from another country.nll 
These were some of the cogent reasons for choosing the 
/ 
Negro boys in parochial schools as the unit of analysis. 
~e Sampling Procedure 
Sampling for this study was taken in two areas, na.mely~ 
parishes and Negro children from these parochial schools. 
sample Procedure 
Two bases were taken into consideration in selecting the 
five parishes covered in this research, (a) Numerical Strength, 
(b) Date of Integration. Three parishes were chosen randomly 
from the virtually a.l1-Negro parishes in the following manner. 
First Category--VirtuallY All-Negro Parishes 
The first of these was integrated in 1916 and the latest 
12 
was integrated in 1958, a difference of 42 years. Since three 
parishes were needed from this category, forty-two was divided by 
three to get a quotient of fourteen. The interval of fourteen 
years was used to group the parishes into three sub-groups. 
Group A included parishes integrated between 1916-1930; Group B 
included those integrated between 1931-1944; Group C included 
those between 1945-1958. 
In Group A, there were two parishes; nine in Group Band 
l1Quoted in Norbert L. Schuler's "History of St. Augustine's 
Seminary," St. Augustine'S Messenger Vol. XXIV, No. I (November, 
1936), p. 9. 
12George Clemens, Ope cit., p. 8. 
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and twenty-four in Group C. Ca.rds were made and numbered I to X 
for each group. The two cards for Group A were rearranged several 
times and' one was picked randomly. Card No. 2 was ~icked. It be-
came the basis for selecting cards from the two remaining groups 
Band C. Its multiples were chosen, namely card No.4 in Group B 
and card No. 6 in Group C. 
Ta.ble 9 
Virtually All-Negro Parishesa 
Group A. 1916-1930 Group B. 1931-1944 Group C 1945-1948 
1. 1916 1. 1931 1. 1945 
2. 1924 2. 1932 2. 1945 
3. 1934- J. 1945 
4. 1935 4. 1945 
5. 1935 5. 1946 
6. 1938 6. 1946 
7. 1940 7. 1947 
8. 1940 8. 1948 
. 
9. 1944 • • 
• • 
• • 
24 1958 
aFor a list of Parishes involved in Negro Aposto1ate see Appendix 11. 
Second Category-Parishes with ApEreciable Number of Negroes 
The first of these was integrated in 1865 and the latest 
was integrated in 1963, a difference of 98 years.13 Since two 
13 Ibid., p. 8. 
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pa,rishes were needed trom this category, ninety-eight was divided 
by two to get a quotient ot torty-nine. The inter~l ot torty-
nine years was used to group the parishes into two sub-groups. 
There were two parishes included in Group A and twenty-seven in 
Group B. The procedure ot sampling was the same as in the tirst 
category. 
The researcher made an appointment with the Principal ot 
the school chosen trom Group, A. to visit the school and obtain the 
list ot eighth-grade Negro boys. It was discovered that there 
were only ten Negro boys in both eighth and seventh grades. 
Immediately thB school was ruled out of the study. It was thought 
wise to ca.ll up the schools and tind out the number ot Negro boys 
in the eighth and seventh grades. All the twenty-nine parochial 
schools in this category we,re contacted by telephone and asked 
the number of Negro boys in those schools. Some Principals re-
plied that they had no Negro boys in these grades; some had less 
than twenty Negro boys. Five schools said they had over torty 
Negro boys in both eighth and seventh grade. 
Two ot those five schools were chosen in this way: cards 
were made and numbered for these schools. These tive cards were 
rearranged several times for over tour minutes. Then two cards 
were picked. 
" ----------------------------------------------5-8-. 
2. Sample Procedure (RESPONDENTS) 
After making appointments by phone with the different 
principals of these schools, the researcher visited/the five 
schools and obtained a list of Negro boys in the eighth and sev-
enth grades. Children from seventh grades were included to bring 
the population to forty in order to allow for reliable randomiza-
tion. The names were arranged alphabetically and numbered one to 
to forty in each school. Then a card was made for each child and 
numbered accordingly. Since. a sample of twenty boys from each 
school was needed, forty was divided by twenty to obtain a quo-
tient of two. The cards for each school ·were grouped in twos 
viz. Card no. 1 and Card no. 2; 3 and 4; ·5· and 6; 7 and 8; •••• 
39 and 40. The first group of cards was rearranged many times and 
finally one of the two cards was selec·ted· at random. 
In Parish l, Card No. ;,·2 was selected 'and its multiple 
was picked from the succeeding groups of cards. In Parish 2, Card 
No. 1 was picked and every-odd number in the succeeding groups of 
cards was selected. In Parish 3, Card No.2 was picked and its 
multiple was selected from each succeeding group of cards. In 
Parish 4, Card No. 2 was picked and in Parish 5, Card No. 1 was 
picked. In this way a total of one hundred respondents was 
sampled for the study.l4 
4 . 
1 The format of the sampling was patterned after Mercedes 
L. Verzosa' s thesis, "Role Conception Among Philipino Nurses 
in Chicago and Some Aspects of Marginality." Unpublished 
Master's thesis (Loyola University, Chicago, January 1965), p. 36. 
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TABLE 10 / 
, SOME CHARACTERISTICSa OF THE PARISHES INCLUDED IN THE STUDY 
b Date Date Number of Negro Membership School Parishes Founded Inteqrated Resident Priests Adults Children Enrollment 
PN I 1881 1924 4 Order Priests 1700 700 700 
PN 2 1900 1935 3 Diocesan Priests 1000 600 600 
PN 3 1892 1946 3 Diocesan Pri est s 1500 550 500 
PM 4 1876 1959 5 Diocesan Priests 950 (55 Per cent) 1100 
PM 5 1916 1963 4 Diocesan Priests 400 (20 Per cent) 1050 
aThese characteristics are adapted from George Clemens study (of footnote 4). 
bThe letter P stands for Par ish; the letter N stands for all-Negro Parish; 
the letter M stands for Mixed Parish. The numbers 1-5 identify the five Parishes in the study. 
PN = No. Pa r ish of the study which i s predominantly Negro. 
PN 2 = No. 2 Pa r ish of the study which is predominantly Negro. 
PN 3 = No. 3 Pa r ish of the study which is predominantly Negro. 
PM 4 = No. 4 Pa r ish of the study which is a Mixed Parish. 
PM 5 = No. 5 Pa r i sh of the study which is a Mixed Parish. 
fr···· .. c~-'" • , , 60 Of a total of one hundred boys in the sample, one-third f 
~ (.34 per cent) were trom. the seven th grad e a.nd two-third s (66 per 
cent) were from the eighth grade. It should be noted t.hat the 
/ 
seventh grade boys were included fOD reasons of sampling since 
the number of Negro boys in eighth grade was not representative 
in anyone school. (See Table 11, page 66) 
The Research Instrument 
The data of the present study were gathered by a self-
administered questionaire technique. The ten page questionaire 
consisted of sixty-one closed questions which provided infor-
mation on age, religious practice, position in the family and 
organizational affiliation of respondent. The first part of the 
questionaire also provided information on the religion, educa-
tion, occupation, income and' place of birth of respondents' 
fathers. 
The Pretesting 
Before the final questionaire was drawn up, a pretesting 
was conducted in an all-Negro parochial school. The interview 
technique was used. Twenty ~tudents from the eighth grade were 
sampled and interviewed singly in a private room adjacent to the 
Principal's office. Some questions presented little difficulty 
to the boys. For example, "Entrance examinations to Quigley Sem-
inary are biased against the Negro" (#54), was not understood by 
most of the boys on account of the word biased. Another 
question containing the word ttchaste" was totally unintelligible 
to the interviewees. The researcher remarked these difficulties 
and changed the questions around by avoiding the difficult words 
rr r~ in the final questionaire. 61 The pretesting also afforded the re-
searcher an opportunity to learn some popular words and phrases 
used by these grade school children, and their acco~tsof inci-
dents and examples. 
In question 29 am 31 of the original questionaire, the 
respondents were asked to give some reasons for abandoning the 
idea of becoming a diocesan priest (#29) and why they chose an-
other profession in preference to the diocesan priesthood (#31.) 
It was observed that they found it difficult to verbalise their 
reasons. This suggested to the writer to build up a list of 
reasons pa.tterned on those of Sister Mary Theresita Polczynski 
15 S.S.J. Question 40 of the original questionaire ''Who is your 
closest friend?" suggested another question about t he interests 
of this friend, with a view to an app~ication of the reference 
_. 16 
group theory and social mobility of Robert K. Merton. 
The experience accumulated from the pretesting helped the 
writer not a little in decisions regarding the form of the re-
sponses., specific forms of questions, the content, wording and 
sequence of particular questions. The language of the final 
questionaire was pitched as tar as possible to the level of the 
eighth grade students especially as those expression used by the 
15s ister Mary Theresita Polczynski, "A Study of Social 
Backgrounds and Other Factors Associated With Interest of the 
Chicago Secondary School Girl in the Religious Life." Unpub-
lished thesis (Loyola University, Chicago, February 1959). p. 64. 
16 Robert K. Menton and Alice S. Kitt, "Reference Group 
Theory and Social Mobility" in Class Status and Power by Reinhard 
Bendix and Seymour Lipset (New York: Free Press, 1965) p. 64. 
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respondents of the pretesting were incooperated. 
As has been noted, the final and revised questionnaire 
contained sixty-one questions. Fichter's criteria ,!orcategories 
of Religious Participation were used to categorize the respon-
dent's parents into Nuclear-Modal and Marginal-Dormant Catholics. 
Questions 17 to 23 focused on the fa.thers' and questions 23 to 29 
on tm mothers' religious participation. Questions 35 to 38 ex-
amined the information the respondents had received from priests 
and teachers concerning the diocesan priesthood. A battery of 
nine questions was designed to find out the opinion of the respon-
dents on the factors of race, color and soc ial ba.ckground as 
related to choice of vocetion to the priesthood. 
It is important for this study that it be understood that 
Joseph Fichter did not develope a scale for measuring Religious 
. ' 
Participation. (Se,e Fichter's letter in Appendix vi) Rather he 
suggested a set of criteria which he himself expla ins thus: "The 
criteria which we employed to place people are relatively arbitary, 
and the psychological analysis of the persons within each categor:9 
. 17 is not satisfactorily conclusive." For the present study the 
following criteria were selected and tested in terms of the par-
ents of respondents: (i) attendance at Mass; (ii) Reception of 
Holy Communion; (iii) fulf.illment of Ea.ster Duty; (iv) Membership 
in Catholic Organizations; (v) Number of such organizations; (vi) 
joining another religion; (vii) kind of school"ti}:)3 children attend. 
17Joseph Fichter, Social Relations in the Urban Parish 
(Chicago: University. of Chicago Press, 1954), p. 21. 
~. 
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Fichter also explained that the dividing line between any 
two of tlB categories of religious participation "is necessarily 
"fuzzy" in that some people do not fall unambiguously into either 
of them. n18 He merely provided genera.l indices of religious 
participa.tion as measured by behavioral faotors. Accordingly in 
the absence of any specific or rigid categories and taking into 
account the socia.l handicaps which to some extent affect the 
religious behavior of the population of this study, it was 
deoided to make some slight modifications in order to provide 
the most meaningful categorization of the respondents included 
in this research. 
For purposes of this study those Catholic parents are 
oonsidered as Nuclear-Modal who satisfy at least all the fol-
lowing conditions taken together: 
i.. Have not ohanged .their religion. 
ii. Attend Mass most Sundays. 
iii • Perform their Easter Duty. 
iv. Reoeive Communion a few times a year. 
v. Send some of their children to Catholic school. 
The oriterion of membership in Parish organization is not 
included beoause it would bias the result aga.inst Negro parents 
in mixed parishes, where there could be a possibility of 
discrimination in parish organizations. 
All other Ca.thol ic parents I for this study, are olass ified 
18 Fichter, £2. £!l., p. 22. 
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as marginal-dormant. One fact made clear by data is 
the high proportion of parents who are non-Catholics. This, 
however, does not pose too great a problem for it if}' a general 
parochial requirement in Negro parishes that parents of school 
children should attend Mass on Sundays and give a good example. 
But even if they do, one can reasonably assume that the child I s 
exposure in these families to Catholic ideals and principles 
1s not as high as in Nuclear-modal groups. For this reason 
and for the purposes of this s.tudy, we will classify these 
non-Catholic parents with the marginal-dormant group. 
This necessitates a slight change of the hypothesis, 
namely, that marginal-dormant group now beoomes ma.rginal-
dormant parents and non-Catholio parents. 
The format of the questions bearing on Mass attendance, 
reception of Holy Communion and organizational affiliation was 
patterned after Robert McKay Brooks in his dissertation ttThe 
Former Ma:jor Seminarian: A Study of Change in Status. "19 
Administration of Questionnaires 
The prinoipals of the schools ooncerned were contacted 
by telephone and proper arrangement a.s to date and time of 
administering the questionna.ire was made. The pastors were 
duly informed and their consent requested. 20 The researoher 
19Robert MoKay Brooks, "The Former Major Seminarian: 
A Study of Change In Status." Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation 
(Indiana: University of Notre Dame, 1960). 
20The pastor of a parish is the immediate proprietor of the 
parochial school. He is aocountable to the Chancery offi ve for the run-
ning aChi:I sohool. 'nle principal is:regard Ed as emplcued by the pastor. 
r-_----------------------------~ 
visited these schools in person and with the full cooperation 
of the principals who expressed their personal interest in the 
subject ma~ter, the children were assembled in one c~assroom. 
I 
6S 
Then followed the formal introduction of the writer who explained 
what the study was all about. The students were told that 
their answers were not going to be discussed or revealed to 
anybody. They were instructed to be sincere in their answers, 
as each individual contribution was necessary if the aim of 
the research would be achieved. Each student was left with the 
21 impression that his cooperation was vital. 
A detailed explanation of the meaning of the diocesan 
priesthood followed. The juridical and canonical differences 
between the diocesan and religious order priests were brought 
into relief. It was clarified beyond all doubt that the study 
was not about priesthood in general but about the diocesan 
priesthood in particular. 
The answering of the ten-page questionnaire took forty 
minutes for some students and as much as one hour and ten 
minutes for others. Two students of the sample were absent 
from school in parish 2 and one was also absent in parish 4. 
The principals of these schools sent the questionnaire to the 
boyslhomes and the writer picked them up from the principal's 
office the next day. 
2lThe style and technique of establishing rapport with 
the respondents were adapted from Marcel A. Fredericks'- pre sen-
tation in his dissertation liThe Professionalization of Medical 
Students: Social Class Attitude and Academic Achievement" 
(Chicago, Loyola University, January, 1965), p. 32. 
r> 
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TABLE 11 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS 
BY PARISHES AND GRADES 
PN 1 PN 2 PN .3 PN 4 PN 5 Total 
Per Per Per· Per Per Per 
Grades No. cent No. oent No. cent No. cent No. cent No. cant 
Eighth 13 65 14 10 10 50 18 90 11 55 66 66 
Sev- .. 
entb. 1 35 6 30 10 50 2 10 9 45 34 34 
Total 20 100 20 100 .20 100 20 100 20 100 100 100 
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operational Definition of Terms 
-
Diocesan Priest: To operationalize tp.e term lldiocesan 
priest, It it would be necessary to explain the meani~ and origin 
of diocese. 
A diocese is simply a territory over which a Bishop 
rules. In Apostolic times, the Apostles themselves and their 
succe ssors consecrated Bishop s and placed them in charge of 
"Churches" or dioceses established in various parts of the known 
world. The Bishop's primary duties are to govern the diocese, 
see to the observance of Church laws, prevent abuses, safe-
guard the purity of faith and morals and promote Catholic 
22 
education and Catholic action. He must also preach. 
To carry out these obligations, the Bishop needs helpers 
to share his many duties. Each Bishop recruits his own helpers, 
trains and ordains them priests to serve the needs of the 
territory under the jurisdiction of the Bishop. Diocesan 
priests are u~ed in this research to mean priests ordained 
to help the Bishop of a particular diocese run and exercise 
his duties within the confines of that diocese. The priests 
vow obedience to the bishop and cannot change residence without 
his consent. 
Another popular term that is used for diocesan priest 
is "secular" priest from the Latin "saeculum __ age" i.e. a 
priest that lives with and serves the people of the age and .·time 
in the diocese. A diocesan priest is a priest of the people. 
~2T. Lincoln Bouscaren and Adam C. Ellis, Canon Law: A Text 
and Commentary (Milwaukee: Bruoe Publishing Company, 1953) 
p. 11$. 
~. ( -1""'"----------------------------------. 
Religious Participation 
-
The concept of religious participation is an approach 
used by Joseph Fichter23 to analyse the behavior pay tern man-
ifested by participants of the Catholic faith. Fichter uses 
the term Nuclear, }Todal, Marginal and Dormant to describe 
the types of participation of members of a Cs.tholic parish. 
These types do not reveal religious commitment because the 
person who goes to. church once a month 'may be more committed 
than the daily goer. 24 
68 
A Nuclear parishioner is one who is a most active 
participant and a most faithful believer. He is among the most 
dependable people in the parish, a person on whom the priest 
can call to carry the brunt of the lay functions of the local 
congregation. 25 
A Modal parishioner is the normal practicing Catholic, 
the ordinary Cath~lic who is neither enthusiastic enough to be 
counted among the most active inner-core parishioners nor weak 
. . 
enough to be considered a marginal Catholic. 
A Marginal Catholic is one who is dOing the bare minimum 
required of a Catholic. He is, in biblical terms, neither warm 
nor cold. 
A Dormant Catholic is one who has ngiven up" the practice 
23Fichter, 2E. ~., p. 50. 
24The writer is indebted to Professor Gordon Zahnls 
lectures on Sociology of Religion for the ideas on Commitment. 
25 Fichter, 2E. ~., p. 22. 
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of his Catholic faith, but has not joined another religious 
denominat1on. He is on the fringe of the paroch1al aggregate. 26 
In th1s study Protestants, Jews, and those with "no/~elig1on" 
are operat1onally 1noluded as dormant Catholics. 
Stat1st1cal Treatment 
The hypotheses of the present study w1ll be tested by 
employ1ng the chi-square stat1stic. Th1s techn1que was chosen 
pr1mar1ly because of 1ts usefulness 1n 1nferr1ng from a sample 
whether or not two var1ables are independent 1n the populat1on 
from wh1ch the sample was drawn. 
The major hypotheses of th1s study (see page 48) sought 
to. test the relationsh1p between (1) re11g1ous part1c1pation of 
parents of e1ghth-grade Negro children and their cho1ce of 
vocat1on to the diocesan pr1esthood; (2) information rece1ved 
about the d1ocesanpriesthood and choice of the pr1esthoodcas 
a vocation. In test1ng these hypotheses, the level of signi-
ficance will be set at .Os. 
26 ~., p. 22. 
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i. CHAPTER III 
SOME SELECTED SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF RESPONDENTS AND THEIR PARENTS / 
There will be an attempt in this chapter to describe some 
social characteristics of the parents of respondents. This back-
ground description of the place of birth, educational, occupa-
tional, religious and marital status of the parents is necessary 
to this thesis because of the importance of the family as an 
agency of socialization. Everett K. Wilson remarks, "parents 
leave their impress upon the newcomers: 'their name, their stand-
iog, their prejudioes and anxieties, their relatives, religion, 
politics, attitudes, beliefs and practices, their manners and 
1 
mannerisms." It is the purpose of this chapter also to outline 
the social and organizational characteristics of the one hundred 
re~pondents in the sample. 
Place of Birth of Fathers of Respondents 
As shown in Table 12, twenty-four (24 per cent) of the father 
were born in the State of Mississippi. The State of Illinois 
comes second with twenty-one (21 per cent) born in it. One of 
I 
the fathers was from Jamaica. One important fact stands out in 
the table, namely, that the majority of the fathers was origi-
nally born in Southern States, mostly from the States of Ala-
bama, Louisiana, and Mississippi. 
lEverett K. Wilson, Sociology: Rules, Roles, and Relation-
ships, (Illinois: The Dorsey Press, 1966), p. 156. 
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state of Birth 
Alabama 
Arkansas 
Georgia 
Illinois 
Jamaica 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Missouri 
Mississippi 
New York 
North Carolina 
Pennsylvania 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Don't Know 
No Answer 
Total 
TABLE 12 
FATHERS OF RESPONDENT BY STATE 
OF BIRTH 
Number 
8 
4 
2 
21 
1 
3 
8 
" 
3 
24 
2 
2 
1 I 
6 
2 
4 
9 
100 
/ 
Percentage 
8 
4 
2 
21 
1 
3 
8 
3 
24 
2 
2 
1 
6 
2 
4 
9 
100 
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t" Catholic Education of Fathers of Respondents 
-
seventy-six (76 per cent) of the fathers of the eighth-
[, 
8rade Negro children of our sample, did not have an1 Catholic 
education. (Table 13) Twelve respondents (12 per cent) did 
not know the kind and extent of their fathers' education, if 
any. Of the twelve (12 per cent) who had Catholic education, 
two (2 per cent) of the total sample, had some elementary 
education; six (6 per cent) completed grade school. Table 13 
also indicates that one father (1 per cent) was in each of the 
following educational categories: "Some high school;" "Com-
pleted high school;" "Some college;" "Completed college.
1t 
TABLE 13 
EXTENT OF CATHOLIC EDUCATION 
OF FATHERS OF RESPONDENTS 
Category Number 
No Catholic Education 76 
Some Elementary Grades 2 
Completed Elementary 6 
Some High School 1 : 
Completed High School 1 
Some College 1 
Completed College 1 
Some Graduate Work 0 
Completed Graduate Work 0 
Donlt Know 12 
Total 100 
Per cent 
76 
2 
6· 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
12 
100 
~' 
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TABLE 14 
OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF 
FATHERS OF RESPONDENTS 
Type of Occupation Number 
Janitor 3 
Barber and Beautician 1 
Truck Driver 1 
Salesman 12 
Machinist .. Carpente~ 6 
Office Employee 31 
Artist .. Actor .. Musician 3 
Policeman .. Fireman 3 
Postal Employee 3 
Professional 10 
Others 4 
Don't Know 11 
Total 100 
/ 
" 
Per cent 
3 
1 
1 
12 
6 
31 
3 
3 
3 
10 
4 
11 
100 
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Table 14 reveals that over one-third (37 per cent) of 
the fathers were office employees. Salesmen and pr9fes-,. 
sional follow in numerical strength with twelve (12 per 
cent) and ten (10 per cent) respectively. A noticeable 
percentage of the respondents' fathers worked as janitors 
(3 per cent), .truck drivers (7 per cent), machinist and 
carpenter (6 per cent), police and firemen (3 per cent). 
Eleven respondents' said they did not know their fathers' 
occupation. 
TABLE 15 
INCO~lli DISTRIBUTION OF FATHERS 
OF RESPONDENTS 
Income Number 
Less than $2,000 16 
$2,000 - $3,999 10 
$4,000 - $5,999 15 
$6,000 
- $7,999 12 
Above $8,000 10 
No Answer 37 
Total 100 
Per cent 
16 
10 
15 
12 
10 
37 
100 
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,fathers Income Distribution 
sixteen (16 per cent) of the respondents' fathers were 
getting an annual income below $2,000 (Table 15). /Ten 
(10 per cent) earned over $8,000 annually. This number 
corresponds to the ten professionals in Table 14. Ten 
(10 per cent) had family income ranging between $2,000 
and $3,999. Over one-third (37 per cent) did not indicate 
the annual income of their fathers. 
Religious 
Affiliation 
Catholic 
Protestant 
Moslem 
Jewish 
Other 
No Religion 
Don't Know 
Total 
TABLE 16 
RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION OF 
PARENTS OF RESPONDENTS 
Father " 
Number Per cant 
36 36 
24 24 
1 1 
1 1 
12 12 
17 17 
9 9 
100 100 
lvIother 
Number Percent 
61 61 
14 14 
2 2 
0 0 
12 12 
6 6 
5 5 
100 100 
" 
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parentg Religious Affiliation 
-
As indicated on Table 16, 36 per cent of the fathers as 
oompared with 61 per cent of the mothers of eighth-grade Negro 
boys in the sample were Catholics. Twenty-four per oent of 
the fathers as compared with 14 per cent of the mothers were 
protestants. Seventeen (17 per cent) of the fathers and six 
(6 per cent) of the motners were reported as having no reli-
gion. One father was a Jew and one a Moslem while two mothers 
(2 per cent) were Moslem and none was .Jew. 
Allowing for the differences based on small totals, the 
findings would support the theoretical observation ot Gerhard 
Lenski in his article "Sooial Correlates ot Religious Interest" 
where he suggested that more women are religious than men. 2 
Marital Status 
Together 
Separated 
Divoroed 
No Answer 
Total 
TABLE 17 
MARITAL STATUS OF PARENTS 
OF RESPONDENTS 
Number 
72 
13 
--,,, . 
6 
9 
100 
Per oent 
72 
13 
6 
9 
100 
2 Gerhard E. Lenski, "Social Correlates ot Religious Interest' 
American Sociological Review (1953), p. 533. 
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TABLE 18 
CHURCH WEDDING OF PARENTS / 
OF RESPONDENTS 
Church Wedding Number Per o.ent 
Yes 41 41 
No 24 24 
Don't Know 34 34 
No Answer 1 1 
Total 100 100 
Marital Ste.tus and Church Wedding 
Table 17 reveals the.t 72 per cent of the parents of 
respondents were living together; 13' per cent were sepa-
rated and 6 per cen~ were divorced. Nine students did 
not give any information about their parents' marital 
sta.tus. 
In terms of church wedding, (Table 18), 41 per cent 
had church wedding; 24· per cent were not married in church. 
Thirty.;.four respondent·s d id'n'ot-know whether their parents 
had church wedding or not. 
fr f I 
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Number of Children 
in Family 
One 
Two 
Three 
Four 
Five 
Six 
Seven 
More than Seven 
No Answer 
Total 
Size of Family 
TABLE 19 
NUMBER OF'CHILDREN 
IN THE FAMILY 
Number in 
Category' 
11 
14 
19 
18 
12 
7 
,,8 
9 
2 
100 
-. 
,/ 
Per oent 
11 
14 
19 
18 
12 
7 
8 
9 
2 
100 
The majority of the families, sixty-two (62 per cent) 
had one to four .children (Ta,b1e 19). Nine families, (9 per 
cent) had more than seven children. Eight families had 
seven children each. 
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TABLE 20 
PLACE OF. RESIDENCE OF PARENTS OF EIGHTH 
GRADE NEGRO BOYS BY O\OTNERSHIP ,/ 
ownership of Home Number Per cent 
OWned Home 
Rented Apartment 
No Answer 
Total 
Home Ownership 
,58 
40 
2 
100 
,58 
40 
2 
100 
Fifty-e ight (,58 par cent) of the .hundred families in 
the sample owned their own homes. Forty (40 per cent) 
lived. in rented apartment. 
Age of Respondents 
It has been stated ea.rlier that of the hundred Negro 
studnets in the sample, sixty-six (66 per cent) were in 
eighth grade and thrity-four (34 per cent) were in seventh 
grade (see Table ll,.page 62). 
The ege categories ranged from eleven to sixteen (Table 21). 
Twenty-nine per cent of the students were in the eleven-twelve 
a.ge bracket and 8 ixty-eight (68 per cent) were in the thirteen-
fourteen age category. 
.. 
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TABLE 21 
/ 
AGE CATEGORIES OF RESPONDENTS 
= 
Category Number Per cent 
11-12 29 29 
13-14 68 68 
15-16 3 3 
16-17 0 0 
Over 17 0 0 
Total 100 " 100 
-
, 
-
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Position 
First child 
Second child 
Third child 
Fourth child 
Other 
Last child 
No Answer 
Total 
TABLE 22 
POSITION OF RESPONDENTS 
IN THEla FAMILY 
Number in category 
38 
32 
10 
: 
9 
4 
" 6 
1 
100 
Position in the Family 
J 
./ 
Per (lent 
38 
32 
10 
9 
4 
6 
1 
100 
In terms of position, a little more than two-thirds 
(70 per cent) were either first or second child of their 
families • Ten (10 per cent) were third children, arid six 
(6 per cent) were 1ast~born in their families. 
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TABLE 23 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY 
ATTENDANCE AT PUBLIC SCHOOL 
Attended Public School Number 
Yes 
No 
Total 
Number of Years 
One 
Two 
Three 
. Four. 
Five 
Six 
Seven 
No Answer 
Total 
66 
34 
100 
TABLE 24 
NUMBER OF YEARS SPENT 
IN PUBLIC SCHOOL 
Number 
18 
10 
6 
5 
4 
9 
4 
10 
/ 
Per oent 
66 
34 
100 
Per cent 
9.1 
7.6 
6.1 
1).6 
6.1 
15.2 
100.1 
apercentages are computed on a total of 66 
respondents who said that they had atten-
ded public school. 
rr . 
{ Attendance at Public School 
~ ~ 
Table 23 shows that sixty-six (66 per cent) of the stu-
dents have at some time in their school career attended public 
/ 
school. Thirty-four (34 per cent) have had Catholic schooling 
from first to eighth grade. 
Table 24 shows that of the sixty-six who had attended public 
school, eighteen (27.3 per cent) spent one year in the system; 
ten (15.2 per cent) spent two years. Four respondents (6.l 
per cent) said they studied in public school for seven years. 
TABLE 25 
FREQUENCY OF RELIGIOUS PRACTICE OF RESPONDENTS 
DURING SUl1MER VACATION 
Attended Mass Received" Holy 
Communion 
Frequency 
Number Per Number Per 
cent cent 
Daily 12 12 8 8 
Weekly 66 66 39 39 
Twice a 7 7 10 10 
Month 
Montq.1y 6 6 9 9 
Rarely 4 4 12 12 
Never 5 5 22 22 
Total 100 100 100 " 100 
Went to 
Confession 
Number Per 
cent 
0 0 
17 17 
16 16 
26 26 
14 14 
27 27 
100 100 
I'r--. ------------------------------------------~·---84~ 
Respondents Religious Participation During Vacation 
- Concerning the religious practice of respondents during 
summer vacation, Table 25 shows that there was bett&r atten-
dance at Mass than Holy Communion and Confession. Sixty-six 
(66 per cent) attended Mass weekly; thirty-nine' (39 per cent) 
received Holy Communion weekly and 17 per cent went to weekly 
Confession. 
Frequency 
of 
Discussion 
Often 
Sometimes 
Rarely 
Never 
Uncertain 
No Answer 
Tot al 
TABLE 26 
FREQUENCY OF PARENTS' DISCUSSION 
WITH CHILDREN ABOUT THE PRIESTHOOD 
BY TYPE OF PARISH 
All-Negro Mixed 
Number Per Number Per 
cent cent 
2 ·3.3 0 0 
6 10.0 6 15.0 
13 I 21.7 9 22.5 
31 51.7 19 47.5 
7 11.7 6 15.0. 
1 1.7 0 0 
60 100.1 40 100 
Total 
Number Per 
cent 
2 2 
12 12 
22 22 
50 50 
13 13 
1 1 
100 100 
8S 
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TABLE 27 
RESPONDENTS RESPONSE TO HAVING HAD 
FIRST IDEA OF BECOMING 
A DIOCESAN PRIEST BY TYPE OF PARISH / 
First All-NegrC5, Parish Mixed Total 
vocation Number Perc~nt Number Percent Number Pa'C3nt 
Yes 22 36.7 9 22.5 31 31 
No 38 63.3 31 77.5 69 69 
Total 60 99.9 40 100 100 100 
TABLE 23 
RESPONDENTS' AGE AT FIRST VOCATIONa 
Age Category Number Per cent 
Eight years 1 3.2 
Nine years 3 9.8 
Ten years 6' 19.3 
Eleven years 5 16.1 
Twelve years 8 25.8 
Thirteen ye ars 4 12.9 
Fourteen years 2 6.4 
No Answer 2 6.4 
Total 31b 99.9 
a This expression is bonrowed from'P. Delooze, S.J. 
in his article tlpourquoi ne seronti-ils pas Pietres?," 
Nouvelle Revue Theologigue, LXXXVI (1954),' p. 394. 
bOf the 100 eighth grade Negro boys, 31 (31 per cent) 
said they had had previous idea of becoming a 
diocesan priest. The percentage in this table was 
computed on a total of 31 respondents. 
· . 
"'First Idea of Becoming Diocesan 
~;' ---
Prie st ' 
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Respondents were asked how frequently their parents dis-
cussed voc ation to the dioce san p rie sthood with them in' the 
family. Table 26 indicates that 50 per cent never discussed 
vocation wi th their parents in the famtly. Two respondents 
(2 per cent) discussed vocation often with their parents and 
twelve (12 per cent) did so sometimes. 
A question (#8) was injected to find out whether the 
respondents had had first idea of becoming diocesan priests. 
Table 27 shows that .36.66 per cent of respondents from all-
Negro parishe s as compared with 22.5 per cent of tho se from 
mixed parishes, had, had first idea of becoming diocesan priests. 
Sixty-three point thirty-three per cent of all-Negro parishes 
as compared with 77.5 per cent of respondents from mixed 
parishes never had the thought of becoming priests. The in-
formation contained in Table 27 is understandable when one 
reflects on the location of the Negro priests in the Arch-
diocese of Chicago. The Negro priests are working in all-
Negro ,parishes in the South side of Chicago and their presence, 
seems to influence the grade school children in the all-Negro 
schools. 
Respondents Age at First Vocation 
The age at first vocation ranged from eight to fourteen 
years (Table 28). The greatest number (eight out of thirty-
one) 25.8 per cent, reported that they had the idea at the 
~~------------~ 
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age of twelve. This agrees 'with the finding of P. De100z 
in his artic1e~ "Pourquoi ne seront-i1s pas pr-e-tres?" He 
observed that "clest at douze ans ou a' quinze ans,/t!ue 
t 
llidee de 1a vocation slimpose surtout a' l'adolescent. 
, , 
par c~ntre 1es douze ansaccusent une poussee tres nette: 
la pedagogie familiale et scolaire pressent souvent, cet \ 
~ lan de generosite I aul affaiblira la crise d ladolescence.,,3 
Type 
of 
Friend 
A Negro 
Catholic 
A White 
Catho lic 
A Negro 
Protestant 
A White 
Protestant 
Other 
No Answer 
Total 
TABLE 29 
DISTRIBUTION OF CLOSEST FRIEND OF 
RESPONDENTS BY TYPE OF PARISH 
All-Negro Mixed 
Per Per 
Nmnber cent Number cent 
" 
48 80.0 21 52.5 
1 1.7 6 15.0 
6 10.0 7 17.5 
3 5.0. 3 7.5 
0 0 1 I 2.5 
2 3.3 2 5.0 
-
60 99.9 40 100 
Total 
Number 
69 
7 
13 
6 
1 
, 
4 
100 
3p • Delooz S.J. ttpourquoi ne seront-ils pas Pr-e'tres?n, 
Nouvelle Revue Techo10gique, LXXXVI ,(1954), p. 394. 
Per 
cent 
69 
7 
113 
6 
1 
4 
100 
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TABLE 30 
SPECIAL INTERESTS OF RESPONDENTS' 
FRIENDS BY TYPE OF PARISH / 
Total All-Negro Parishes Mixed Parishes 
Interests Times 
Cited Number Per cent Number ~er cent 
Religious Interests 9 5 55.6 4 44.4 
Academic Interests '7 6 82.7 1 14.3 
Civil Rights 2 2 100.0 0 0 
Movies, Plays 11 9 81.8 2 18.2 
Athletios 55 33 60.0 22 40.0 
Adventure 31 18 58.1 13 41.9 
Other 11 5 " 45.4 6 54.6 
Respondents Closest Friends and Their Interests 
A glanoe at Table 29 reveals that Negro Catholios were 
the closest friends of the respondents irrespective of type 
of parish. Negro Catholics were the closest friends of 80 
per cent and 52.5 per oent of respondents from all-Negro and 
mixed parishes respectively. Six (10 per cent) of the re-
spondents from all-Negro parishes and seven (17.5 per cent) 
from mixed parishes have Negro Protestants as their olosest 
friends. It is interesting to note that in either type of 
parish, Negro Protestant friends outnumber white Catholic 
~----------------~ 
· 89 " . 
This would be a verification of Cooley' s4 "primary friends. 
group" characteristic of face-to-fa.ce contact with those with 
whom one shares values and mutual identification. ~he social, 
relationships between white and Negro Catholics are chara.c-
terized by formali ty, impersonality and suspicion. 
From Table 30, it can be seen that athletics are the 
greatest interest of the respondents' friends. It was cited 
fifty-five times. In contrast with religious interests, cited 
nine times, adventure,. movies/plays were cited thirty-one 
and eleven times respectiyely.' 
TABLE 31 
RESPONDENTS BY ORGANIZATIONAL AFFILIATION 
Altar Boys Club 
Vocation Club 
Boys Scouts 
Confraternity of Christian Doctrine 
Civil Rights Club 
Legion of Mary 
Athletic Club' 
Other 
'.' 
Number 
31 
1 
31 
2 
o 
o 
33 
24 
~ultiple answers add up to more than 100. 
4Charles H. Cooley, Social Organization (New York: 
Scri~ner's, 1909), p. 23. 
Per cent 
24.2 
5.5 
24.2 
1.6 
o 
o 
25.8 
18.8 
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orsanizationa,l Affiliation of ResEondents 
-
T,able' 31 provides an analys is of the different organiza-
tions to which ei ghth-grade 'children of the sample)fere affilia-
ted. Thirty-three (25.8 per cent) were members of the athletic 
club. Thirty-one (24.2 per cent) were Boys Scouts; a similar per-
centage were members of the Altar boys club. 
-
TABLE 32 
DISTRIBUTION AND NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS 
BY KIND OF THEIR TEACHER 
Kind of Teacher Number Per cent 
Reverend Father 3 ' ' " 3 
Sister 89 89 
Lay Ca th:> 1 ic ::,::,'6 6 
A Protestant 0 0 
No Answer 2 2 
Total 100 100 
TABLE 33 
RESPONDENTS RESPONSE TO HAVING SEEN 
A NEGRO PRIEST IN CHICAGO OR ELSEWHERE 
BY TYPE OF PARISH 
Seen a Negro Priest All-Negro Mixed Total 
Number Per Number Per Number Per 
cent c:ent cent 
Yes 57 95 32 80, 89 89 
No 3 5 8 20 11 11 
Total 60 100 40 100 100 100 
, 
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TABLE 34-
FREQUENCY OF PRIESTS' VISITS 
TO THE HOMES OF RESPONDENTS 
Frequency of Visits Number 
Often 
Sometimes 
Rarely 
Never 
Uncertain 
Total 
5 
15 
22 
46 
12 
100 
Respondents' Contact with Religious Function 
Per cent 
5 
15 
_22 
46 
12 
100 
It was found (Table 32) that eighty-nine (89 per cent) 
of the respondents had Sisters as their homeroom teachers. 
Six respondents (6 per cent) were taught by lay Catholics. 
There was no Protestant teaching any of the s~udents in 
the sample. 
Of the hundred Negro students in the study, 89 per cent 
said they had seen a Negro priest in Chicago or elsewhere. 
Eleven students had not seen a Negro priest. It is worth 
noting that 5 per cent from all-Negro parishes as compared 
with 20 per cent from mixed parishes had not seen a Negro 
priest. (Table 33). 
It is the duty of a pastor to know his parishioners, 
prudently correct those who go astray, embrace in his pater-
nal charity the poor and distressed.5 With this in mind, 
5T• Bouscaren and A. Ellis, danon Law: A Text and Com-
mentary(Milwaukee: The Bruce Publishing Company, 1951), p. 214. 
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the respondents were asked how frequently the priests of their 
parish'visited their homes. Table 34 shows that only five 
students (5 per cent) reported that priests of thei), parish 
visited their homes often. Sixty-eight per cent "rarely" 
or "never" received priests as visitors to their homes. 
Opinion 
Agree 
Not Sure 
Disagree 
No Answer 
Total 
>. 
Opinion 
Agree 
Not Sure 
Disagree 
Total 
TABLE 35 
-OPINION OF RESPONDENT TO THE QUESTION 
"WHITE BOYS ARE MORE INTELLIGENT 
THAN NEGROES" 
Number 
4 
40 
55 
1 
100 .. 
TABLE 36 
. OPINION OF RESPONDENTS ABOUT BIAS 
IN ENTRANCE EXAMINATION TO QUIGLEY 
SEMINARY AGAINST THE NEGRO 
Per cent 
4 
40 
55 
1 
100 
Number Per cant 
12 
55 
33· 
100 
12 
55 
33 
100 
pr_C ------------------------------------------~---9-)~ 
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Respondents' Opinion on Negro/White I.Q. Differences 
-
There was no attempt to measure the respondents' I.Q. 
but an opinion question was put to see what the s~leNegro 
eighth-graders thought about the oft-repeated statement that 
Negroes' I.Q. is low to enable them to pass entrance examina-
tion to Quigley Seminary. Table 35 reveals that over half 
(55 per cent) of the respondents disagreed with 'the statement: 
"White boys are more inte lligent (smarter) than Negroes. 1t 
Somewhat related to the question of I.Q. was the pro-
blem of "bias ll against the Negro in entrance examinations 
to the semina.ry. Thirty-three respondents diss.greed with 
the statement: "Entrance examinations to Quigley semins.ry 
are such that a boy from an all-Negro grade school finds 
them difficult." Twelve per cent said the statement was 
t~~; fifty-five per cent were not sure. 
TABLE 37 
OPINION OF RESPONDENTS TO PARENTS INABILITY 
TO PAY FEES AS A REASON WHY SOME NEGROES 
DO NOT ENTER THE SEMINARY BY KIND OF PARISH 
All-Negro Parishes Mixed Parishes 
Opinion 
Number. Per cent Number Per cent 
Agree 27 43.3 18 45.0 
Disagree 7 11.6 5 12.5 
Not Sure 26 45.0 17 42.5 
Total 60 99.9 40 100 
Total 
Number 
45 
12 
43 
100 
Percent 
45 
12 
43 
100 
r --------------------------------------------------------------~ 
poverty' of Parents As a Cause for not Entering the Seminary: 
Table 37 shows that there was a representative consensus 
that the inability of parents to pay their fees in the semi-
// 
nary was a partial reason why some Negro children did not 
enter the seminary. A little over forty-three per cent of 
respondents from all-Negro parishes as compared with forty-
five per cent from mixed parishes agreed. Very few, seven 
\ 
out of sixty from all-Negro parishes and five out of forty 
from mixed parishes disagreed. 
Summary 
There has been an attempt in this cha.pter to present 
the family background of the respondents of this research 
and their own social characteristics. 
The pla.ce of birth of t he fathers of respondents were 
predominantly in the Southern and Midwestern States. Twenty-
four per cent were born in the State of Mississippi and 
twenty-one per cent were born in Illinois. 
As to Catholic education of the fathers of respondents 
Table 13 shows that twelve (12 per cent) out of the total 
hs.d some Catholic education. Only one out of the twelve com-
pleted college. 
The occupations were generally blue-collar jobs. Thirty-
seven per cent were office employees. Ten per cent were pro-
fessionals. The income distribution corresponded with the 
educational and occupational levels. Ten (10 per cent) of 
the fathers had an annual income of over $8000 and 16 per 
cent were getting below $2000 annually. 
94 
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IIi terms of religious affiliation, a. greater number of 
the mothers (61) as compared with the fathers (31) were Catholics. 
Twenty-four (24. per cent) of the fathers as compar~d with 
fourteen (14 per cent) of the mothers were Protestants. Seven-
teen (17 per cent) of the fathers had no religion. 
Table 17 reveals that seventy-two (72 per cent) of the 
parents of respondents were living togeYher. Thirteen (13 per 
cent) were separated and six (6 per cent) were divorced. 
Over ha.lf (58 per cent) of the families owned their own 
homes while forty (40 ~er cent) lived in rented apartments. 
Of the hundred Negro students in this study, sixty-
eight (68 per cent) were in the thirteen-fourteen age brac-
ket. Twenty-nine per cent were in the eleven-twelve age 
category. 
A very large number, seventy out of hundred (70 per 
cent) were either first or second child of their family. 
Six were last-born of their families. 
At some time in their school career, about two-thirds 
(66 per cent) of the respondents had attended public school. 
Thirty-four (34 per cent) had Catholic education from first 
to eighth grade. The Number of years spent in public school 
ranges from one to' seven yea.rs. The greatest number (28 out 
of 66) however, spent one or two years in public school. 
Attendance at Mass was generally satisfactory during 
summer vacation. Sixty-six (66 per cent) attended Mass 
weekly; thirty-nine (39 per cent) received Holy Communion 
and 17 per cent went to weekly confession. 
r'" 
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Respondents from all-Negro parishes seemed to have early 
ideas of becoming diocesan priests more than those from mixed 
parishes. Twenty-:two out of sixty respondents from all,,:,Negro 
/ 
parishes said they bad had first idea of becoming priests; 
nine out of forty from mixed parishes claimed to have had this 
fanta,sy cbo ice 6 of the diocesan priesthood.' This is under-
standable when it is noted (Table 26) that discussion about 
vocation was carried on more often in Negro families of all-
Negro parishes than in Negro families of mixed parishes. 
In their choice of friends, respondents irrespective of 
type of neighborhood, tended to have more Negro friends than 
whites. One important finding was that in mixed parishes, 
the respondents had more Negro Protestant friends than white 
Catholics with whom they sat side by side in school. Theore-
tically, this seems to be a verification of Gidding's "con-
sciousness of kind", 7 Cooley' s IIprimary groupu8 and Talcott 
Parsons' lIexpressive interactiontt • 9 
Five out of a hundred (5 per cent) reported that Pastors 
visited their homes often. This insufficient visitation 
of Pastors to Negro families might be a partial and remote 
6Donald E!. Super, "A Theory of Vocational Development," 
American Psychologis~, VIII, No.5 (May, 1953), p. 189. 
7Pitirum A. Sorokin, Sociological Theories of Today, 
(London: Harper and Row, Publisher, 1966), p. 572. 
8 . Cooley, 22. £1l., p. 23. 
9Stavroula Christodoulou, Twentieth-CenturI Sociologists 
(New York: Monarch Press, Inc., 196$), p. 89. 
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reason why Negro eighth-grade children do not choose the 
priesthood as their vocation. The visit of a Pastor would afford 
a non-verbal communication to the Negro families. ~y his 
vis its, a. Pa.stor is able to convey some meaning of the priest-
hood to the Negroes and help to cancel the idea that the 
Catholic priesthood is a white man's profession. 
I As a priest from the missionland of Africa. the writer knows 
how the early missionary priests from France a.nd Ireland got 
vocations a.mong the Africans. Eastern Nigeria, for example 
has eight native bishops of the Catholic faith. Not ane 
of these is from Catholic parents. They became priests 
mainly beca~se the mission.a.ry priests showed interest in 
them, explained the consolations of the priesthood and the 
loftiness of that office. In cases where the parents objec-
ted, the missionary priests took the aspirants in and paid 
their school fees through high school. Another device used 
by the missionaries in Nigeria was home visitation to fami-
lies of prospective seminarians. During their visits they 
answered some questions and expelled the legitimate fears of 
the parents. Although these pagan parents would not think of 
becoming Cathiics, they would allow their sons to embrace 
the priesthood. 
Family socialization, as a deterrent factor in the choice 
of the diocesan priesthood by the Negroes in Chicago, is over-
emphasized. There is a.nother part to socialization, namely. 
resocialization which aims at "making the person over in 
10 fundamental ways 'and to effect a.' break with the past. It 
The Church in Chica,go should use the different techniques of 
/ 
resocialization to effect an interest in the priesthood among 
Negro grade school boys. 
10 
Leonard Broom and Philip Selznick, Sociology (New York: 
Harper and Row, Publishers, 1963), p. l19~ 
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CHAPTER IV / 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PARENTS' RELIGIOUS PARTICIPATION 
AND CHOICE OF THE DIOCESAN PRIESTHOOD BY EIGHTH-GRADE 
NEGRO CHILDREN 
I 
The treatment in this ohapter will oenter on the oate-
gorization of the parents of the respondents into two levels 
of religious partioipation namely (1) Nuolear-Modal and 
(2) Marginal-Dormant and non-Catholio parents. Originally 
seven of Fiohter's oriteria for re11gious partioipation 
were used in the questionnaire (see page 61) but it was 
later on discovered that the criterion of membership in 
parish organization, if inoluded, would bias the result 
against Negro parents in mixed parishes, "where there could 
be a possibility of discrimination in parish organizations. 
To avoid this, two questions #20 and #21 dealing about 
membership in organ1zations, were left outJin the final 
analysis (cf p. 62). 
Included in this chapter also will be the testing of 
the first hypothesis of this thesis, "Negro eighth-grade 
children from Nuclear-Modal families tend more to choose 
the diocesan priesthood,as a vocation than those from 
Marginal-Dormant and non-Catholic families." 
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TABLE 38 
DISTRIBUTION OF PARENTS BY RELIGIOUS CATEGORY 
Father Mother Religious Category Number Per cent Number Per oent 
Nuclear-Modal 7 7 25 25 
... 
Mar~inal-Dormant 93 93 75 75 
Total 100 100 I 100 100 
Parents of Respondents by Religious Category 
Table 38 shows that seven (7 per oent) of the fathers 
as compared with twenty-five (25 per oent) of the mothers 
were 1n the Nuclear-Modal category. N1nety-three (93 per 
cent) of the fathers as oompared w1th seventy-f1ve (75 per 
cent) of the mothers were 1n the Marginal-Dormant group. 
Us1ng sex as an independent variable~· it 1s evident from 
Table 38 that among the Negro parents of."the sample, the 
female sex was more religious than the male sex. 
Religious 
CategorY 
Nuolear-
Modal 
Marginal-
Dormant 
Total 
TABLE 39 
RELIGIOUS CATEGORY OF FATHERS OF RESPONDENTS 
BY TYPE OF PARISH 
All-Ne~ro Mixed Parishes Total 
Number Per oent Number Per cent Number Per cent 
.. 
6 10 1 2·.5 7' 7 
54 90 39 97.5 93 93 
60 100 40 100.0 100 100 
Religious 
TABLE 40 
RELIGIOUS CATEGORY OF MOTHERS OF RESPONDENTS 
BY TYPE OF PARISH 
All-Negro Parishes Mixed Parishes 
101 
Total 
Category Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent 
Nuclear-
Modal 21 35 4 10 25 25 
Marginal- . 
Dormant 39 65 36 90 75 75 
Total 60 100 40 100 100 100 
When type of parish was used as an independent variable, 
it was found that six out of seven Nuclear-Modal fathers were 
from the all-Negro parishes (Table 39). Peroentagewise, 10 
per cent of the fathers from all-Negro parishes as compared 
with 2.5 per cent of those from mixed parishes were Nuclear-
Modal Catholics. ~" .\. 
The same trend is-even more noticeable in the case of 
mothers. As shown in Table 40, 35 per cent (Twenty-one) ot 
mothers from all-Negro:parishes compared with 10 per oent 
(four) of those from mixed parishes were Nuclear-Modal. Con-
versely a greater percentage (90 per cent) of the Marginal-
Dormant Catholic mothers were from mixed· parishes than from 
all-Negro parishes (65 per oent). 
With the evidence on Tables 39 and~40, it oan be tenta-
tively concluded that. the more a parish:is all-NF-the bet-
ter the religious partioipation of the Negro parents. Sinoe 
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so01010gists are rarely.oontent w1th s1mply oount1ng th1ngs 
or with stra1ght reporting, but want to understand and explain, 
to go beyond desor1ptive faot-gather1ng to 1nterpretation,1 
/ 
the wr1ter feels that better re11gious part101pat10n of Negroes 
1n all-Negro par1shes than in mixed parishes may be aooounted 
for by the notion of a,-group atmosphere or climate2 or by 
Parson's oonoept of "social objeots in a:situation of aotion, 
namely, individuals or-groups who interact to make an aotion 
possible.N3 The findings are also in line'with MoIvers theory 
of sooial aotion based ,on sooial relationships which differ from 
physioal relationships in being determined by mutual reoogni-
tion of beings endowed with consoiousness.~ The Negroes enjoy 
mutual reoognition better and more fully in all-Negro parishes 
than in mixed parishes • 
. lLeonard Broom and Philip Selzniok, Sociology (New York: 
Harper and Row, Publishers, 1963), p. 13. 
2Ibid , p. 13. 
3Roscoe Hinkle, Jr., and G1sela Hinkle, The Development of 
Modern So010logy (New York: Random House, Ino., 1963), p. g3. 
4Stavroula Chr1stodoulou, The Nineteenth Century Sooiolo,1 
g1sts (New York: Monaroh Press, ,Ino., 1965), p.60. 
r 
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TABLE 41 
RESPONDENTS' CHOICE OF THE DIOCESAN PRIESTHOOD 
AS A VOCATION BY TYPE OF PARISH 
/ 
All-Negro Parishes Mixed Parishes Total 
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Choice Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent 
Yes 4 6.7 1 2 • .5 .5 .5 
No 43 71.7 30 ,7.5.0 73 73 
Not Decided 12 20.0 8 20.0 20 20 
No Answer 1 .1.7 1 2 • .5 2 2 
Total 60 100.1 40 100.0 .' 100 100 
Respondents' Choice of the Diocesan Priesthood as a Vocation 
by Type of Parish 
Of the hundred Negro eighth-grade children in the sample, 
f1ve (.5 per cent) chose·the diocesan priesthood as their vo-
cation. Seventy-three (73 per cent) said "No" to the 1dea of 
becoming diocesan priests. Twenty were not dec1ded (Table 41). 
When broken down by type of parish, it becomes ev1dent 
that a greater percentage (6.7 per cent) of respondents from 
all-Negro parishes chose the diocesan priesthood than from 
mixed par1shes (2 • .5 per.cent). On the other hand, mixed 
parishes had a greater percentage (7.5 per cent) of those who 
said "No" than all-Negro parishes had (71.7 per oent). 
TABLE 42 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS' CHOICE 
OF DIOCESAN PRIESTHOOD AS A VOCATION 
BY RELIGIOUS CATEGORY OF THEIR FATHERS 
Religious Category of Father Yes No 
Nuclear-Modal 0 7 
Marginal-Dormant 5 66 
. , 
To tala 5 73 
/ 
Total 
7 
71 
78 
a The totais here agree w1th the number who 
answered "Yes" or "No" to the choice of 
Diocesan priesthood as a vocation. Twenty 
respondents were not dec1ded and two did 
not answer. 
TABLE 43 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS' CHOICE OF DIOCESAN 
PRIESTHOOD AS A VOCATION BY RELIGIOUS 
CATEGORY OF THEIR MOTHERS 
.. 
Religious Category of Mother Yes No 
Nuclear-Modal 3 17 
Marginal-Dormant . 2 56 
Total 5 73 
aTwenty respondents were not decided and 
two did not answer. 
Total 
20 
58 
78a 
104 
piI'" 
Stated 1n a null form the flrst hypothesls of thls re-
search reads as follows: There 1s no slgnlflcant dlfference 
between Negro elghth-grade ch11dren from Nuclear-Modal fam1-
/ 
lOS 
11es and those from Marg1nal-Dormant faml11es ln the1r cholce 
of the dlocesan pr1esthood as a vocatlon. 
The ohl-square was ,meant to be used'" to test the hypothe-
sls, broken down lnto fathers and mothers' !of respondents re-
spectlve1y. Unfortunately the data provided in cells 1 and 
J;ln both Tables 42 and·4J were too smal1;;to allow a stat1stl-
cal test. This was lnno way due to any fault in methodology; 
only flve students answered "Yes" to the questlon: "Do you 
stl11 lntend to become' a dlocesan prlest .... 
The positlon ls such that lt cannot·be stated whether the 
hypothesis ls statlstlcal1y upheld or rejected slnce it was 
not posslb1e to run any statlst1cal test with the numbers 
provlded by the data. ',However, we have cOme up with an im-
portant flndlng in this chapter, namely the lnf1uence of a1l-
Negro parlshes on the rellglous partlclpatlon of Negro parents 
(Tables J9 and 40). We ,have seen also that four out of the 
flve respondents who chose the dlocesan prlesthood as a vocation 
were from all-Negro parlshes. Although we cannot verify sta-
tlstlcally the parental lnfluence on cholce of vocatlon, yet, 
we-can say that the greater number of vocatlons from all-Negro 
parishes was in some measure lnfluenced by the Nuclear-Modal 
parents from a11-Negro~parlshes. 
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Furthermore, this finding strengthens the importance of 
this research, namely, the need tor Negro priests to work 
among the Negroes. / 
TABLE 44 
PERSONS WHO INFLUENCED RESPONDENTS IN THEIR 
CHOICE OF THE DIOCESAN PRIESTHOOD AS A VOCATION 
Persons Influencing Number of T1mes Cited 
ResJ)ondents All-Negro Par1sh Mixed Par1shes 
Pastor 2 0 
Ass1stant Priest (Negro) 3 0 
.\ 
' , 
.. , 
Assistant Pr1est (White) " 1 1 
Teaching Sisters 1 
.... " .. , 0 
- ,. " . 
Mother 0 0 
Father 0 0 
-, 
.. 
Friends 0 0 
Seminar1ans 0 0 
Other 0 0 
Total 
2 
3 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Persons Who Influenced, the Respondents 1n Their Cho1oe of the 
D10cesan Priesthood 
Table 44 deals w1th the five respondents who chose the 
d10cesan priesthood as a vocat1on in terms of the1r answers to 
quest10n 31 about persons who 1nfluenced them to make the 
ohoioe. 
The most striking feature of the table, is that the Negro 
assistant priest was oited more times than the Pastor or white 
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ass1stant pr1est or teach1ng S1ster as 1nfluenc1ng the respon-
dents' cho1ce of pr1estly vocat1on. 
Looked at 1n terms of type of par1sh, Table 44 shows that / 
pr1est 1n all-Negro par1shes contr1bute more to Negro vocat1ons 
than pr1ests 1n m1xed par1shes. It 1s str1k1ng also to note 
the relat1vely small 1nfluence of teach1ng S1sters on Negro 
vocat1ons. One would expect that S1sters who are 1n closest 
contact w1th e1ghth-grade Negro boys and who as teachers, help 
to form the asp1rat1onsand values of the1r pup1ls, would 
1nfluence them greatly· towards the pr1estly vocat1on. The 
ev1dence, however, shows the contrary. . . 
Once more the 1mportance of th1s research 1s borne out by 
the f1nd1ngs 1n Table 44,. Al though the data 1n th1s table 
are neg11g1bly small, yet there are some-s11ght 1nd1cat1ons 
that all-Negro par1shes 1nfluence vocat1ons to the pr1esthood. 
A part1al explanat10n 9f th1s could be the presence of Negro 
pr1ests 1n the South s1de of Ch1cago where all-Negro par1shes 
are s1tuated. These pr1ests are mak1ng unt1r1ng effort to 
1nterest the Negro youth 1n the d10cesan pr1esthood. As has 
already been sa1d elsewhere 1n th1s thes1s, the Negro pr1ests 
have started vocat1on clubs 1n most par1shes of the South s1de. 
They v1s1t Negro fam1l1es 1nd1scr1m1nately, 1rrespect1ve of 
par1sh boundar1es. Some wh1te pr1ests have 1n recent years 
shown ded1cat1on to the Negro apostolate but there 1s st1ll 
some ev1dence of soc1al d1stance between wh1te pr1ests and 
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their Negro parishioners. Pastoral paternalism has been 
lacking and some Protestant writer has blamed the dearth of 
educated Negro Catholics and candidates for the priesthood on 
/ 
the "Catholics' acquiescenoe to the gods of segregation."; 
TABLE 4; 
REASONS GIVEN. IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE FOR LACK 
OF INTEREST IN THE DIOCESAN PRIESTHOOD 
prder of Importanoe 
Reasons Given 
1 2 '3 4 S 
I do not know muoh about the dio-
cesan priesthood. 1; 7 ; 3 3 
I feel an attraotion for marriage. 20 11 3 3 1 
Negro diooesan priest was mobbed ~ 
during Civil Rights maroh in 
Chioago. 0 2 3 ; 3 
. , , . 
My parents oppose it. ,.2 0 2 2 2 
I do not want to live in Chioago 
all my life. 8 
.7 6 4 4 
,~ 
" 
An incident with a priest scan-
dalized me. .. 1 1 0 0 2 
I oannot help the Negroes very much 
if I become a diocesan priest. 1 2 4 2 1 
I fear I would be discriminated 
against. 2 ; 3 2 1 
·1 
I think the life is too hard. 3 \2 8 1 3 
I like to get a good job and make 
money. 17 17 9 3 2 
Total 
Times 
Cited 
33 
38 
13 
8 
29 
4 
10 
13 
17 
48 
;Joseph R. Washington, Jr. ~B~l~a~c=k~R~e=l=i~~~-=~~~~~~ 
Christianity in the United States Boston: 
p. 244. 
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Some Selected Reasons For Not Choos1ng the D10cesan Pr1esthood 
As a Vocation 
An attempt was made to discover, by ~eans of a question-
/ 
naire, what were the reasons why a respondent d1d not choose the 
diocesan pr1esthood as a vocation. The students were given a 
battery of reasons and.were 1nstructed to-1nd1cate in order of 
importance, the1r reasons for not wishing to become d10cesan 
pr1ests. If they had other reasons not 1ncluded in the list, 
they were told to 1ndicate them. They were l1m1ted to five 
cho1ces.' ,. 
Table 45 shows that' of the reasons 'g1ven, "Des1re to get 
a good job and make money," "Attract1on for marriage," and "I 
don't know much about the d10cesan pr1esthood," were ment10ned 
most t1mes--forty-e1ght, th1rty-e1ght and:th1rty-three t1mes 
respect1vely. It 1s1nterest1ng to note that these same reasons 
were c1ted most t1mes as f1rst 1n order of 1mportance--seven-
teen, twenty and f1fteen, t1mes respect1vely. 
"Attract1on for marr1age" as a reason for not enter1ng the 
re11g1ous l1fe 1s not pecu11ar to th1s sample of respondents. 
a survey conducted by S1ster Mary Theresita Polczynsk1 revealed 
that an overwhelm1ng major1ty of the Ch1cago secondary school 
g1rls who were not 1nterested 1n the re11g1ous l1fe gave "de-
s1re to marry" as a lead1ng reason for not be1ng 1nterested ... 6 
.. 
6S1ster Mary Teres1ta Polczynski, "A Study of Soc1al Back-
grounds and other Factors Assoc1ated w1th Interest of.the Chicago 
Secondary School G1rl 1n the Re11g1ous L1fe" (Unpub11shed Masters 
Thes1s, Loyola Univers1ty, Ch1cago, February, 1959). p. 38 
~. 
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Sister Mary Teresita hailed it as "a very.healthy response, for 
marriage is another vocat1on of life.,,7 
From a soc1olog1cal perspect1ve, the cho1ce of marr1age 
/ 
and des1re to get a good job 1nstead of the diocesan priesthood 
could be expla1ned by George Homans' concept of "st1mu11-propo-
s1tion.,,8 W1th Homan,'·the cho1ce that a person makes often-
t1mes results from educat10nal and verbal 1nteract1on wh1ch is 
poss1ble only 1n soc1al systems. Marr1age and good jobs are 
1ssues d1scussed more often than the priesthood 1n Negro soc1al-
syst~ms. Soc1al conform1ty and group so11dar1ty would requ1re 
the Negro youth to marry and secure good jobs. 
Cooley's theories of "look1ng-glass-self," "primary group" 
"the peer-group and ne1ghbourhood"9 cons1st1ng of ind1v1duals 
w1th face to face association and cooperation, part1ally expla1n 
Negroes' cho1ce of marriage and good job in place of the pr1est-
hood. By socializat1on, the values, aspirat10ns and mores of 
the Negro primary groups 1mp1nge on the young people of the 
groups and determ1ne their choices as to what 1s worthy or 
unworthy of asp1ration.-
7 Ib1d., p. 39. 
8Charles Loomis and Zona Loom1s, Modern Soc1al Theories 
(London: D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 1965), p. 178, 
9Chr1stodoulOu, 2£. ~., p. 15. 
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. 10 . . 
studies ln social stratification have shown that jobs 
and occupatlons are lndloes of upward mqbility. A Man's job 
ls more than just a means of 11 velihood •. : His social position, 
. / 
hls economic welfare are, all determined by the type of work he 
does. In the face of wldespread dlscrlmlnation and prejudlce, 
good jobs are about the· only avenue open~to the Negro for as-
cendlng the soclal ladder. The lrony, however ls that the 
dlocesan priesthood ls'one of the prest1geful professions in 
Amerlcan society; yet,lthe Negro does not-generally choose It. 
"I do not know much about the diocesan prlesthood" as a 
reason for not wlshing·to become a priest, ls crucial to this 
thesis. It shows that,meaningful lnformation and communioation 
are necessary for the development of interest. Desplte the 
lnfluence of socialization and peer-group on Negro youths of 
.. 
this study, the writer,'believes that meanlngful information 
about the diocesan priesthood can make them victlms of persis-
tent marginality by impinging on thelr value attitude systems. l1 
In terms of Merton's paradigm of means and goals, the Negro 
Catholic youth wl11 be opnditioned to reject part of his 
primary group values and aspire to the diocesan prlesthood. 
lONational Opinion Research Center "Jobs and Occupatlons: 
A Popular Evaluation" in Class Status and Power edited by Rein-
hard Bendix and Seymour Lipset, (New York Free Press, 1965), 
p. 411. W. Lloyd Warner and James C. Abegglen Occupational 
Mobility in American Business and Industrl, (Minneapolis: Un1-
versity of Minnesota Press, 1955), p. 17. M. K. Welch, "The 
Ranking of Occupations on the Basis of Social Status", ~-
patlons, XXVI, (January, 1949), 237 - 241. . 
llThe writer is indebted to Dr. Fredericks' lectures 
on Social Statifloation for ideas on marginality. 
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Some other reasons selected by the respondents were re-
vealing of their ideas and beliefs about the priesthood and the 
seminary. These reasons were "I think the life is too hard", 
/ 
"I fear I would be disoriminated against." 
I . •. J 
TABLE 46 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY 
ALTERNATIVE CHOICE OF PROFESSION 
Choice of Profession 
Medical Dootor- * 
Professor 
Engineer t, .~ 
Civil Rights Leader 
Enter the Peaoe Corps 
Lawyer 
Serve in Armed Forces 
Other 
Not Decided I: .: 
No Answer 
Total 
Numbe~. 
11 .' 
4 
11 ,;\;; 
4 
o. 
4 
18 
22 . 
18 
3 
Per cent 
11.6 
4.2 
11.6 
4.2 
0.0 r 
4.2 
19.0 
23.2 
19.0 
3.1 
100.1 
a The five stUdents who chose the diocesan priest-
hood as a vocation did not answer this question. 
The percentage here is computed on ninety-five. 
r-
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Eespondents' Alternative Choice of Profession 
An 1nvestigation 1nto the alternative cho1ce of profess1on 
was made by l1st1ng several prest1ge profess1ons and ask1ng re-
/ 
spondents to 1nd1cate the1r cho1ce of profess1on other than 
the priesthood. Table 46 reveals that m1l1tary serv1ce, med1-
c1ne and eng1neer1ng rank: h1ghest 1n the,. choice of the respon-
dents. N1neteen per cent indicated m11itary service as the1r 
choice, 11.6 per cent opted for medic1ne·and engineering 
respectively. Nineteen per cent were not'dec1ded and 23.2 
per cent did not specify their profession~of interest. 
TABLE 47 
REASONS GIVEN IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE BY RESPONDENTS FOR 
CHOOSING A PROFESSION OTHER THAN THE PRIESTHOOD 
Order of Importance Total 
Reasons Given Times 
I' 2 
" 
4 S Cited 
The Negroes recognize it as a 
prestige occupation. 7 1 0 3 6 17 
My parents recommend 1t.for me. 9 5 6 2 2 24 
I will do much for the:C1vil 
Rights. 2 2 1 0 1 6 
My friend 1s interested.in it. 5 3" 3 4 1 16 
I have heard and read much .. 
about it. - 27 11' 3 5 1 47 
It is an adventure. 18 11 10 2 1 42 
It is what everybody is do1ng. 0 0 2 2 2 6 
I will not take orders from 
anyone. 3 2 1 1 '1 8 
It brings me closer to the 
people. 6 13 7 9 3 38 
There is nothing else for me. 1 1 :3 2 6 13 
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Reasons for Choos1ng Profess1ons Other Than the Pr1esthood 
A close look at Table 47 shows what. Peter Blau and others 
termed "1mmed1ate determ1nants of occupat10nal entry" from the 
/ 
p01nt of v1ew of the respondents. Of the d1fferent reasons 
g1ven for choos1ng an alternat1ve profess1on, "I have heard and 
read much about 1t" was-c1ted the greatest number of t1mes 
(forty-seven), followed by "It 1s an adventure (forty-two 
t1mes), "It br1ngs me closer to the people" (th1rty-e1ght 
t1mes) and "My parents recommend 1t to me", (twenty-four t1mes). 
As f1rst reasons 1n order of 1mportance, the four reasons 
ment10ned above and "The Negroes recogn1ze 1t as a prest1ge 
occupat10n" ranked h1gh. Wh11e there are other poss1ble 1nter-
pretations, it seems that informat1on and encouragement deter-
mine the Negro eigh;th-grade children in their choioe of pro-
fession. The importance of meaningful information, social role 
characteristics and reward value hierarohy;12 interest, invest-
ment of time and ego, values and opportunities13 as determi-
nants of oocupational choice has been noted by theorists of 
vocational development. 
From a sociological viewpoint, the reasons given by re-
spondents for choosing professions other than the priesthood, 
12peter M. Blau et. al., "Occupational Choice: A Concep-
tual Framework," Industr1al and Labor Relations Review, IX, 
No.4 (July, 1956), 530. 
l3Donald E. Super, "A Theory of Vocational Development," 
American Psychologist, VII, No.5 (May, 1953), p. 189. 
~ .', 
~ 
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Suggest a ver1ficat10n of Franklin Giddings "consciousness of 
k1nd,,,14 Howard Becker's "Sociation and reciprocal inter-
act10n,,,15 and W. I. Thomas' "wish for security and w1sh for 
. / 
recogn1t10n,,,16 and Gabriel Tarde's "laws of imitations."l? 
Summary 
The f1nd1ngs in this chapter have shown that: (l) a 
greater percentage (2S per cent) of mothers of respondents as 
compared w1th seven per cent of the fathers were in the Nuclear-
Modal category of relig10us participation. 
(2) when type of parish was used as independent var1able, 
Negro parents from all-Negro par1shes excelled those from mixed 
parishes in religious participation (Tables 39 and 40). 
(3) of the hundred respondents 1n the sample, five 
(5 per cent) chose the~d10cesan pr1esthood as their vocation. 
When choice was analysed by type of parish, it was discovered 
that four {80 per cent)···of the f1ve who chose the d10cesan 
pr1esthood as a vocat10n were from all-Negro parishes (Table 41). 
(4) the data provided 1n Tables 42 and 43 were too small 
to allow a statist1caltest of the hypothesized difference be-
tween e1ghth-grade Negro ch11dren from Nuclear-Modal fami11es 
and those from Marg1nal-Dormant and non-Catho11c families, in 
14Chr1stodoU10U, ~. c1t., p. 37. 
l5Loom1s and Loom1s, 2£. 01t., p. 21. 
16Chr1stodoUlOU, ~. ~., p. 59. 
17Pitir1m A. Sorok1n, Contemporary Sooiolog10al Theor1es, 
(New York: Harper and Row, Pub11shers, 1964), p. 639. 
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their choice of the diooesan priesthood as a vocation. 
<5> the three chief reasons given for not being interested 
in the diocesan priesthood were "Desire to get a good Job and 
make money," "Attraction for marriage" and "I don't know much 
about the diocesan priesthood." 
In summary, it cannot be stated whether the first hypothe-
sis of the research is-statistically confirmed or rejected 
since it was not possible to run any statistical test with the 
small data provided. However, we have come up with an impor-
tant finding, namely, the influence of all-Negro parishes on 
the religious participation of Negro parents. We have seen 
also that four out of the five respondents who chose the 
diocesan priesthood as-a vocation were from all-Negro parishes. 
It would seem that the greater number of-vocations from all-
Negro parishes was in some measure influenced by the Nuo1ear-
Modal parents from all-Negro parishes • 
. ;?- .. t ~-
r;.-..-------------.. 
CHAPTER V 
EXPOSURE TO INFORMATION ABOUT THE 
DIOCESAN PRIESTHOOD 
/ 
" 
This chapter represents an effort to examine the different 
sources and frequency of information about the diocesan priest-
hood which were available to the eighth-grade Negro children of 
this study. The intention was to examine the relationship 
between information received about the diooesan priesthood and 
choice of the diooesan priesthood as a vooation by eighth-grade 
Negro ohildren. 
Additionally an effort was made to disoover any relationship 
there might be between the eighth-grade Negro ohildren's sense 
of discrimination and their choico of the diocesan priesthood as 
" 
a vocation. 
TABLE 48 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY INFORMATION 
FROM PAS'IOR AND BY TYPE OF PARISH 
Information All-Negro Parishes Mixed Parishes 
from Pastor Number Per cent Number Per Cent 
Yes 30 50 17 42.5 
'No 21 35 15 37.5 ' 
Don't Know 9 15 8 20 
Total 60 100 40 100 
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Total 
Number Per oent 
47 47 
' 36 36 
17 17 
100 100 
r Information about the Diocesan Priesthood given by Pastors 
: to Re spondents 
, -
Canon Law No. 1353 requires pastors to foster vocations 
among the youths of the Parish; to protect from the/contagion 
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of the world boys who show signs of an ecclesiastical vocation, 
to train them to piety, instruct them in the rudimentary branches 
and foster in them the seed of the divine vocation. l A most 
effective way of interesting young people in the priestly 
vocation is by giving them repeated and detailed information 
concerning the nature, obligations and consolations of the 
priesthood. 
Table 48 reveals that forty-seven (47 per cent) had some 
information about the dioce san prie sthood from their pastors; 
thirty ... six (36 per cent) said they had no information from their 
pastors and seventeen (17 per cent) did not know whether they 
had or not. 
When broken into type of parish, it was discovered that the 
all-Negro parishes had a slight advantage over mixed parishes. 
F'ifty per cent of re spondents from all-Negro pa.rishe s as com-
pared with 42.5 per cent of those from mixed parishes had some 
information from their pastor. Thirty-five per cent of those 
from all-Negro parishes as compared to 37.5 per cent of respon-
dents from mixed parishe s had no 'information from their pastors. 
From a relative comparison of the proportions of persons 
1 T. Lincoln Bouscaren and Adam C. Ellis, Canon Law: A Text 
and Commentary (Milwaukee: The Bruce Publishing Company, 1963), 
p. 755-
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in each parish category who were on ea.ch infcrmation level_ one 
tentatively conclude that information from pastors about 
thB diocesa,n priesthood is more in all-Negro parisl)es than in 
mixed parishes. Further research needs to be done in this area. 
TABLE 49 
RESPONDENTS BY INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM 
TEACHER AND BY TYPE OF PARISH 
Information from All-NeS2:ro Pa.rishes Mixed Parishes 
Teacher Number Per cent Number Percent 
Yes 27 45 18 45 
No 26 43.3 13 32.5 
Don't Know 7 11.7 9 22.5 
Total 
Number PEraan 
45 45 
39 39 
16 16 
t 
Total 60 100 40 100 100 100 
Information about the Diocesan Priesthood to Respondents by their 
teachers 
One of the many rea.sons for the catholic parochial school 
system is its socializing effect on the children who a.ttend it •. 
It imparts catholic values on the students and tends to alienate 
them from family and community ways and beliefs which are not 
2 
conducive' toperfect christian life. The church does this by 
the agency of her teachers. With this in mind, respondents of 
the study were asked whether they had got information about 
the diocesan priesthood from their homeroom teachers. 
2 
Leonard Broom and Philip Selznick, Sociology (New York: 
Harper and Row, Publishers, 1963), p. 460.4 
v 
, 
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Table 49 shows that of a total of one-hundred respondents, 
forty-five <4.5 per cent) said they had received some information 
about the diocesan priesthood from their teachers •.. Thirty-nine 
/ 
(39 per cent) said they received no information from their teach-
ers concerning the diocesan priesthood. 
When broken down by type of parish, it was discovered thd; 
4.5 per cent of the respondents from all-Negro and mixed parishes 
respectively ha.d some information about the diocesan priesthood 
from the ir teachers. There seems to be no advantage of one kind 
of parish over another in terms of information from teachers. 
Fifty-five per cent of respondents from either 'type of parish did 
not know whether they had or not. 
Cons idering the fa.ct that the ma jori ty of respondents I home-
room teachers were Sisters, one would,expect that every eighth-
grade Negro child, irrespective of type of parish, should have 
been told about the diocesan priesthood by these Sisters. In 
fact, catholic religious personnel come overwhelmingly from 
3 
students whobave attended parochial schools. This is a credit 
to the Sisters who teach in these schools and instill into the 
students the love and aspiration to the priesthood and religious 
life. The Negro catholic youths should also avail of the influ-
ence of Sisters in this line. There is no doubt that a homeroom 
teacher who teaches a child for several years can resocialize him 
for the better. According to Broom and Selznick, "more than any 
3Joseph H. Fichter, S.J., Reliftion as an Occupation (Univer-
sity of Notre Dame Ress, 1961), p. 1. 
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other person, a religious professional influences thedecision of 
the young person to enter religion.,,4 
TABLE 50 / 
RESPONDENTS BY KIND OF PRIESTS WHO SPOKE 
TO THEM ABOUT THE PRIESTHOOD AND BY 
TYPE OF PARISH 
Kind of Priest All-Negro Parishes Mixed Pa.rishes Total 
Number Per ,cent Number Per cent Ntmber Ieroant 
vocation Director 
for the diocese 4 6.7 13 32.5 17 17 
Priest from a 
religious o.rder 40 66.7 6 15 46 46 
Assistant priest 
(Negro) 3 5 1 2.5 4 4 
Assistant priest 
(White) 7 11.7 6 l5 13 13 
No Answer 6 10 14 35 20 20 
Total 60 100.1 40 100 100 100 
Exposure to Information from Priests other than Pastors 
A most striking feature of Table 50 was the overwhelming 
proportion' (66.7 per cent) of respondents from all-Negro parishes 
compared to 15 per cent from mixed parishes who heard vocation 
talks from pr iests from reI igious orders. Significant also 
was the small percentage (6.7) of respondents from all-Negro 
pa.rishes as compared to 32.5 per cent of those from mixed parishes 
4Broom and Selznick, ~. £!!., p. 414. 
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who said that the diocesan Vocation Director spoke to them. 
These facts would seem to suggest that religious orders 
seek recruits from Negro children more than does t9B diocesan 
Vocation Director Whose charge it is to promote vocations to 
the diocesan priesthood. The fact that about a third (32.5 
per cent) of the students from mixed parishes had listened to 
vocation ta.lks from a diocesan Vocation Director would seem to 
imply that the Vocation Director centered his attention on 
parishes where white boys were available. These points need 
further research to establish or cancel their truthfulness or falsity. 
However from the conversations carried on with respondents 
and priests it seems that there is a ta.cit agreement that reli-
gious orders are the proper institutions for Negroes who wish to 
be priestsj hence the relatively ove~helming number of Negro 
religious priests over the diocesan~ Negro priests have themselves 
expressed their experience of discrimination in diocesan semi-
naries. One of them wrote: "my seminary was no t too anxious to 
ordain me. The fa.cul ty except for a few. had a very backward and 
unchristian approach to Negroes, and it was not their cup ot tea 
to ordain such a person to the glory of the priesthood. I WtlS 
checked and rechecked before each major order. n6 
Assuming that discrimination is practiced in the diocesan, 
seminary, which however needs to be proved, one can see it from 
5Rollins Lambert. "Negro Priests speak their Mind", The Sim 
Magazine (November. 19~). p. 13. 
6 Ibid., p. 13. 
12) 
a sociologic al perspect ive, as t he effect of childhood soc ia1i-
zation and indoctrination. The general run of seminary pro-
/ 
fessors and vocation directors a.re men who were born and raised 
in an atmosphere tha.t did not admit the Negro potentiality. They 
did not really "knowft a Negro. They were told that the Negro was 
dirty, immoral, lazy, unintelligent, musical, ugly. Knowing the 
effect of socialization on one's individual world view, it would 
be humanly impossible for these authorities to welcome the Negro 
wholeheartedly into the highest office in the Catholic church--
the priesthood. 
TABLE 51 
FREQUENCY OF INFORMATION ABOUT THE DIOCESAN 
PRIESTHOOD RECEIVED BY RESPONDENTS BY TYPE OF PARISH 
.. 
Frequency of ~ll-Ne,Qro Parishes Mixed Parishes Total 
information Number Per cent Number Percent Number Percent 
More than threE , 
times 23 38.3 7 17.5 30 30 . 
One or two 
times 25 41.7 15 37.5 40 40 
Not at all ·6 10 4 10 10 10 
Don't Know 6 10 9 22.5 15 15 
No Answer 0 0 5 12.5 5 5 
Total 60 100 40 100 100 100 
r~ __________________ ~ 
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Overall frequency of Information about the diocesan priesthood 
Taking the type of parish as an independent variable in 
terms of frequency of information, Table 51 reveals that effect of 
all-Negro parishes on the depe~dent variable, the frequency of 
information B.bout the diocesan priesthood. For example, twenty-
three (38.3 per cent) respondents from all-Negro parishes as 
compared with seven (17.5 per cent) of those from mixed parishes 
received information about the diocesan priesthood 'more than 
three times 1 • In the sum, forty-eight (80 per cent) respondents 
from all-Negro pa rishes as compared with twenty-two (35 per cent) 
of these fran mixed parishes had had informs.tion at least once. 
TABLE 52 
A TWO-BY-TWO CONTINGENCY TABLE 
FOR CHOICE OF DIOCESAN.PRIESTHOOD 
Information Yes 
Received 4 
Didn't Receive I 
Total 5 
No 
66 
24 
90 
Total 
70 
25 
95 
Relationship between Information received and choice of the 
diocesan priesthood. 
A second major hypothesis of this research was about the 
relationship between information B,nd choice of t he diocesan 
priesthood. In a null form the hypothesis reads: There is no 
~--------------~ 12.5 
Significant relationship between information received about the 
diocesan priesthood and choice of the diocesan priesthood as a 
vocation by eighth-grade Negro children. / 
To test the hypothesis, all the respondents who answered 
that they had got information "one or two times" and "more 
than three times" were grouped into one value of the primary 
variable information. The others, minus those who did not answer, 
were grouped into the second value of the primary variable in-
formation. It was intended to use Chi-Square to test the 
relationship but unfortunately the process was limited by the 
small number in cells 1 and:; (Table 52). It was not possible 
to, run a stat1stical test of the null hypothesis. Therefore 
we are not in a position to make any prediction that the infor-
mation a Negro eighth-grader of the sample received about the 
diocesan pr1esthood may probably influence his choice of the 
diocesan priesthood as a vocation.' 
We established in chapter IV that four of the five respon-
dents who chose the diocesan priesthood as a vocation, were from 
all-Negro parishes. We saw also (Table 51) that the majority 
(48 out of 70) of those who had some information were from all-
Negro parishes. While we cannot reject or uphold the hypothesis, 
it would appear that information about the diocesan priesthood 
has some bearing or influence on choice of the d10cesan priesthood 
as a vocation. 
Once again we come up to an important finding namely the 
influence of all-Negro parishes on the frequency of information. 
r 
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received by Negro school children about the diooesan priesthood. 
A partial ca.use seems to be the presence of Negro priests in 
these parishes and among religious orders--hence th~ need of 
more Negro priests to work for Negroes because they will prove 
!more effective in lead ing t heir own people into and comfirming 
them in the faith than priests of a different raoe and from 
7 
an ot her count ry • 
Relationship between sense of discrimination and choice of the 
diocesan priesthood as a vocation 
It was a corollary of the second major hypothesis of this 
study to explore whether there might be any relationship between 
respondents' sense of discrimination and their ohoice of the 
diocesa.n priesthood as a vocation. 
The respondent's sense of discrimination was measured by 
means of nine opinion statements regarding aspeots of discri-
mination in the priesthood, the seminary and attitude of ~hite 
parishioners towards Negro priests. A Quantitative Index was 
computed for each respondent in terms of opinion statements 47, 
49, 51, 52, 53, 55, 56, 57, and 59. These were framed alike 
and for each there were three possible answers provided: ttagree", 
"not sure", "disagree". If a respondent agreed to an opinion 
statement about discrimination, he was assigned the score of 1; 
if he was not sure he got the score of 2 and if he disagreed, he 
twas assigned 3. For example, to the statement: "The Negro is 
7Nobert L. Schuler, "History of St. Augustines Seminary" 
~t. Augustines Messen~er, XIV, No.1 (November, 1936), p. 9 
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discriminated a.gainst in the semina.ry because of his color and 
race" (#47), the scoring would go thus: 1 Agree; £ Not Sure; 
1 Disa.gree. The score for each respondent ranged from a low of 
/ 
9 to a high of 27. The quantita.tive index was divided into two 
8 9 - 18 and 19 - 27. Respondents who scored between 9 and 18 were 
grouped into the category "high sense of d iscriminationlt while 
those who scored between 19 and 27 were in the category ltlow 
sense of discrimina.tion". (See Appendix for Sense of Discrimi-
nation score3) 
Sense 
of 
TABLE 53 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY SENSE OF 
DISCRIMINATION AND BY TYPE OF PARISH 
All-Negro Pa.rishes Mixed Parishes 
Discrimination Number Per cent Number Per cent 
". 
High 15 25 15 37.5 
LO\f 45 75 25 62.5 
Total 
Number Per 
cent 
30 30 
70 70 
Table 53 shows that thirty (30 per cent) of the respondents 
had a high sense of discrimination and seventy (70 per cent) had 
a low sense of disorimination. 
When the type of pariah was used as an independent variable, 
the evidence on Table 53 shows that a sma.ller proportion (25 per 
cent) of respondents from all-Negro parishes as compared with 37.5 
per cent of thos e from mixed par ishes had a high se~se of dis-
crimination. A greater proportion (75 per oent) of respondents 
8The scoring method was patterned after Mercedes Verzosa's 
thesis: "Role Conoeption among Filipino Nurses in Chioago and Some 
Aspeots of Ma.rgina.lity" (Unpublished Master's thesis, Loyola Uni-
versity, Chicago, L965) pp. 42-43 
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from all-Negro panshes as compared with 62.5 per cent of those 
from mixed parishes had a low sense of discrimina.tion. 
The null hypothesis: There is no significa.nt relationship 
. / 
between eighth-grade Negro children's sense 0 f discrimination 
and their choice of the diocesan priesthood as a vocation, could 
not be tested. The reason wa.s the same as for the first and 
secan d hypotheses, namely, insuffic ient da.ta to allow a statistical 
test. There is no ground to prove that the two variables, sense 
of discrimina.tion and choice of the diocesan priesthood, are rela-
ted or unrelated in the sample. It would make an interesting topic 
for further research to pick a larger sample and explore ,this 
relationship statistically. 
A1I-Ne~ro or Mixed Parish Factor and Information 
While the data provided did not permit any statistical test 
of the hypothesised relationship betwe,en information and choice 
of the priesthood as a vocation, a finding tha.t repeatedly emerged 
as of sociological significance in this research was the influence 
of all-Negro parishes on the choice of vocation and information 
(See Tables 41, 48, 49, 50). The all-Negro parishes seemed to be 
more favourable than mixed' pa.rishes. 
It wa.s, thought conducive to the research to explore further" 
py means of statistical analysis, the influence of the variable 
type of parish by investigating the relationship between type of 
parish and information received from pastors about the diocesan 
priesthood. Table 48 shows that of a total of sixty students from 
all-Negro parishes, thirty (50 per cent) received information • 
from their pastors; twenty-one (35 per cent) did not. Of a total 
of forty students from mixed parishes, seventeen 
received information from their pastors; fifteen 
did not. 
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(42.5 per cent) 
(37.5 per cent) 
/ 
It wa.s hypothes is ed that eighth-grad e Negro children from 
all-Negro perishes received more information from their pastors 
than those from mixed parishes. Stated in null for.m, the hypothe-
sis rea.ds: there is no s ignifica.nt difference between information 
received from pastors by eighth-grade Negro children in all-Negro 
parishes and those from mixed parishes. The Chi-square test was 
a.pplied at the significance level of .05 wi th one degree of free-' 
dome The value obtained was not significant. The null 
hypothesis is accepted and tentatively, the hypothesis that 
eighth-grade Negro children from a.ll-Negro parishes receive more 
information about the diocesan priest~ood than those fram mixed 
parishes is not confirmed. 
TABLE 54 
A TWO-BY-TWO CONTINGENCY TABLE 
FOR INFORMATION FROM PASTORS 
Type of Parish Received Did Not Receive Total 
Information Information 
All-Negro 30 21 51 
Mixed 17 15 32 
Total 47 36 83* 
X2• .2596 P> .05 d.f. 
• 1 
*The seventeen respondents who answered "Donlt known were not 
included in the total. 
TABLE 55 
RESPONDENTS REACTION TO THEIR OWN 
CHILDREN'S INTEREST IN BECOMING DIOCESAN PRIESTS 
Reaction Number Per cent 
Definitely oppose 2 2 
Would suggest other 
5 5 professions for him 
Would not care 6 6 
Would encourage him 47 47 
Don't KnOll 35 35 
No answer 5 5 
Total 100 100 
Prospect for the future 
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A question (#61) was asked to test the reaction of respon-
dents to a future proposal of their own children to become dioce-
san priests. The idea, behind this question was to visualize the 
future prospect of Negro representation' in the diocesan priesthood. 
Table 55 shows that nearly half of the respondents, 
forty-seven (47 per cent) said they would encourage their children 
if they would want to become diocesan priests. Two respondents 
(2 per cent) would definitely oppose the idea; 5 per cent would 
suggest other professions for their children and 6 per cent 
would not care. Thirty-five respondents (35 per cent) 
did not yet know their future reaction to such a proposal by 
their children. 
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Summary 
The following are the salient findings of this chapter: 
1. Forty-seven respondents out of a total of ~'hun:dred 
received some information about the diocesan priesthood from 
their pastors. In terms of type of parish, it was found 
that the situation was better in all-Negro parishes than in 
mixed parishes. Fifty per cent of the respondents from the 
one and 42.5 per oent of the other reoeived information from 
their pastors. 
2. The diooesan vooation direotor gave vooation talks 
to·32.5 per cent of respondents from' mixed parishes and to 
66.7 per cent of those from all-Negro parishes. 
3. Priests from religious orders gave vooation talks 
to.66.7 per cent of respondents from.all-Negro parishes. 
4. As for information from homeroom teachers, of whom 
89 per cent were Sistersi .forty-five (45'per cent) of the 
respondents said they were given some information by teaohers. 
5. In terms of frequency of information received about 
the dioces~n priesthoo~, forty-eight (80 per cent) of res-
pondents from all-Negro parishes compared with twenty-two 
(35 per oent) from mixed parishes received information once 
or more times. 
In summary, we cannot reject or uphold the hypothesised 
relationships between (a) information received about the 
diocesan priesthood and choice of the diooesan priesthood as 
a vocation; (b) sense of, discrimination and choice of the 
diocesan priesthood as.a vocation. For the same reason 
as in chapter four, a statistical test could not be run 
for either of these hypothesis. But considering the fact 
that more respondents from all-Negro parishes received 1n-
formation about the diocesan priesthood in terms of sources 
and frequency, one would tend to conclude'tentat1ve1y that 
information has a bearing on the greater,number of vocations 
from all-Negro parishes. , " l 
However it was decided to explore further into the 
influence and advantage .. of all-Negro.parishes on the var-
iable information and see whether there waS any significant 
difference between the: two types of parishes. A chi-square 
test was run to test the difference between all-Negro and 
mixed parishes in relation to information~:rece1ved from 
pastors about the diocesan priesthood. It was found that 
there was no significant d1fference between the two. 
1;2 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this chapter is threefold: (1) to give 
a brief overview of the findings and the evaluation of the 
hypotheses, (2) to discuss the relevance of the findings to 
theory, (3) to make suggestions for further research. 
Summary of Findings and Hypotheses 
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The literature on,the sociology of vocations, as dis-
tinot from the theological and jur~dical oonsiderations, 
testify that researchers.have dwelt greatly on the famil~, 
sohool, contact with religious functionaries, and information 
as basic determinants of choice of vocation to the religious 
life. The present study, exploratory in nature, was an 
attempt to re-evaluate some of these basic determinants of 
vocations and see how they relate to eighth-grade Negro 
children attending parochial sohools in the Archdiocese of 
Chicago. 
The significance of and need for this research were set 
forth in Chapter one, where it was shown'that of one thousand, 
three hundred and eighty-three diocesan priests of,the Arch-
diocese of Chicago, four were Negro. Evidence from Tables 1 
1 
to 8 showed also that of a total of two thousand one hundred 
students for the diocesan priesthood in Chioago, fifty-six 
(2.66 per cent) were Negro. / 
The literature reviewed 1n this study showed that 
(1) good Catholio parents (2) encouragement from priests, 
teaohing Sisters and Brothers (3) development of the intel-
lect by talks and films (4) size and oomposition of families 
(5) social environment (6) recognition and aooeptance were 
some of the faotors which favor vocations. On the contrary 
(1) the broken home, (2):parental objection, (3) failure of 
priests to project an accurate religious image, (4) social 
characteristics (5) lack; of opportunity were oited as faotors 
whioh militate against vocations to the priesthood. 
The scanty literature which dealt specifically on Negro 
vocations, seemed to indicate that 1t was forbidden to preaoh 
vocation to the Negro youths; that Negroes have always wanted 
their own priests but that the "JimCrow"l system of the 
Catholic Church had closed the doors of the sem1nary to the 
Negroes. FUrthermore, the reviewed literature explained that 
the dearth of Negro priests was the cause of non-conversion 
of the Negro people: "Non-Catho11c people are accustomed to 
lAlbert S. Foley, Godes Men of Color (New York: Farrar, 
Straus and Company, 1955), p. 91. 
r 
colored ministers and refuse to enter the Catho11c Church 
under wh1te pr1ests.,,2 
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In this research the choice of vocation to t;he diocesan 
priesthood was related to two main sociological factors, 
namely, re11gious part1cipation of parents of respondents 
and informat1on received about the d10cesan pr1esthood. The 
population studied was made up of eighth-grade Negro boys 
of Catho11c Schools. 
Two major hypotheses were proposed for the study (1) Ne-
gro e1ghth-grade children from Nuclear-Modal families tend 
more to choose the diocesan pr1esthood as a vocat1on than 
those from Marg1nal-Dormant and non-Catho11c fam111es. 
(2) There 1s a relationship between informat1on rece1ved 
about the d10cesan priesthood and choice'"of the d10cesan 
priesthood as a vocation· by eighth-grade Negro ch11dren. 
If there were relationships, it was the additional 
intention of this research to explore whether the relat1on-
ships were due to factors of race, color and soc1al back-
ground of the Negroes. 
Random sampling technique was utilized in selecting 
parishes and respondents for the study..Three par1shes which 
were virtually all-Negro and two which had an appreciable 
number of Negroes were selected •. Twenty stUdents .were 
2Alba~t S. Foley, God's Men of Color (New Yorkz Farrar, 
Straus and Company, 1955), p. 93. 
randomly picked from each of these parishes.·· . The process 
has been fully explained in chapter two. 
Fichter's criteria for religious participaticn were 
used to categorize the fathers and mothers into two groups 
1)6 
as indicated by the hypothesis. Two categories (1) Nuclear-
Modal (2) Marginal-Dormant and non-Catholic parents were 
formed. As indicated in chapter two, Fichter merely provided 
general indioes of religious typology as measured by be-
havioural factors. He did not develop any soale of religious 
part'icipation (see Fichter's letter in Appendix). According-
ly in the absenoe of any' specific or rigid categories, 
criteria for Nuclear-Modal and Marginal-Dormant Catholics 
were specified whioh (for purposes of this research) provided 
the most meaningful categorization of the respondents in-
cluded in this research. The modifications made were 
discussed in Chapter two. 
The findings presented in Chapter three on the social 
characteristics of the parents of respondents, reveal that 
the fathers of respondents oame predominantly from the South 
and Midwest. Twenty-four per cent were born in Mississippi 
and 21 per cent were born in Illinois. 
One out of every eight fathers went to Catholic School 
but only one of these comp!etedcollege. Their income 
distribution oorresponded with the educational and oocupa-
tional levels (Tables 1), 14 and 15). 
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In terms of religious affiliation, a greater proportion 
(61 per oent) of the mothers as oompared with thirty-one 
(31 per oent) of the fathers were Catholios. Fort,-one of 
the parents were married in Churoh. Seventy-two were living 
together; thirteen were separated and six were divoroed. 
Coming to the social charaoteristios of the Negro 
students in the sample, sixty-eight (68 per oent) were in the 
thirteen-fourteen age braoket. Twenty-~ne (29 per oent) 
were in the eleven-twelve age category. A large number, 
seventy (70 per cent) out of a hundred, ,were either first or 
second child. 
The religious practice of respondents during summer was 
. generally satisfactory. Sixty-six (66 per oent) attended 
Mass weekly; thirty-nine (39 per cent) received Holy Com-
munion and 17 per oentwent to weekly oonfession. Family 
disoussion about vooation was oarried on more in families of 
the all-Negro parishes than in those of mixed parishes. 
Although there might be other explanations, this seems to be 
one reason why the idea of being a diooesan priest oame at 
an early age on the part'of more Negro boys from all-Negro 
parishes than those from mixed parishes. 
In their choioe of friends, respondents, irrespective of 
type of neighborhood, tended to assooiate more with Negroes 
than with whites. It was observed that in mixed parishes 
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the respondents had more Negro Protestant friends than white 
Catholics with whom they attended the same school and church. 
Theoretically this seems to be a verification of G).ddlng·s 
~corisciousness of kind". 
The data provided would appear to 1ndicate that contact 
between respondents and their pastors was not enough. Five 
out of a hundred (5 per cent) said that ~heir pastor visited 
their homes often. This lack of pastors' visits to Negro 
ho~;es, the writer thinks, might be a contributing reason to 
the scarcity of vocations among the Negroes. Visitation is 
a social method of selling3 the priestly ,vocation to 
potential recruits. 
In chapter four, the testing o~ the first major hy-
pothesis of the study was embarked upon. First of all, the 
religious. participation of parents was analysed and cate-
gorized into Nuclear-Modal and Marginal-Dormant. Seven 
(7 per cent) of the fathers as compared,with twenty-five 
(25 per cent) of the mothers were Nuclear-Modal Catholics. 
When type of parish was 'used as an independent var1able, 1t 
was found that six of the seven Nuclear-Modal fathers and 
twenty-one of the twenty-f1ve Nuclear-Modal mothers were 
\ 
from all-Negro parishes. 
3John Shocklee, ~Promoting Vocations in Co-educational 
High School," Bullet1n of the NCEA (1954). 
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It was found also that f1ve (5 per cent) out of the 
hundred respondents chose the d10cesan pr1esthood as a 
vocat10n. Seventy-three (73 per cent) sa1d "No" yo the 1dea; 
twenty were not dec1ded and two d1d not answer. When type 
of par1sh was used as an 1ndependent var1able, we found that 
four out of the f1ve respondents who chose the d10cesan 
pr1esthood as a vocat10n were from all-Negro par1shes; one 
was from a m1xed par1sh. 
To the extent that the proport1on of Nuclear-Modal 
parents 1s h1gher 1n the all-Negro par1shes than 1n the m1xed 
par1shes, 1t would appear that res1dence 1n an all-Negro 
par1sh does 1nfluence the re11g10us part1c1pat10n of Negro 
par1sh10ners. We saw also that four out of the f1ve respon-
dents who chose the d10cesan pr1esth~od as a vocat1on were 
from all~Negro par1shes e' Al though we could not ver1fy 
stat1st1cally the parental 1nfluence on ch01ce of vocat10ns, 
1t,would appear that the,h1gher proportion of Nuclear-Modal 
parents from all-Negro ipar1shes does 1nfluence the greater 
proport1on of the respondents who chose the d10cesan pr1est-
hood as a v.ocation from the all-Negro par1shes. However, 
th1s calls for further research. 
It was thought des1rable to ascerta1n from respondents 
the1r reason for not choosing the d10cesan pr1esthood as a 
vocat10n. Prom1nent among the reasons g1ven were "Des1re to 
get a good job and make money"; "Attraction for marriage"; and 
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"I don't know much about the diocesan priesthood." 
What then were the alternative professions of the ninety-
five who did not choose the diocesan priesthood? /Table 46 
reveals that Military Service, Medicine and Engineering 
ranked high in the choice of the respondents. Their reasons 
for choosing these professions are of sociological interest: 
"I nave heard and read much about it"; "It is an adventure"; 
"It brings me closer to the people"; tiThe Negroes recognize 
it·as a prestige occupation." As indicated already, it is 
important to note that it would appear that the respondents 
choice of professions other than the priesthood are not 
motivated by negative attitudes towards the priesthood, but 
rather by a positive orientation towards highly valued 
oareers in their sub-oulture. 
In chapter five, the other major hypothesis of the study 
was tested. Preliminary to the test, the different souroes 
of· information available to the respondents were analysed. 
It was found that forty-seven (47 per cent) of the respon-
dents reoeived some information from their pastors about the 
diocesan priesthood. In:terms of type of' parish, 50 per oent 
of the respondents from all-Negro parishes as oompared with 
42.5 per oent of those from mixed parishes received some 
information about the diocesan priesthood from their pastors • 
• Forty-five (45 per cent) of the total sample said they 
had been informed by their teachers ooncerning the diocesan 
r 
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priesthood, although eighty-nine (89 per cent) of the hundred 
students had Sisters as their homeroom teachers. 
Information on the priesthood was given to 66.7 per cent 
of respondents from all-Negro parishes and to 15 per cent of 
those from mixed parishes by religious order priests. The 
diocesan vocation director for the Archdiocese gave talks on 
the diocesan priesthood to 6.7 per cent of respondents from 
all-Negro parishes and to 32.5 per cent (one-third) of those 
from mixed parishes. There seems to be a tacit agreement that 
religious order priests preach vocations to Negroes while the 
diocesan vocation director centers his efforts on the white 
boys. This might be a partial explanation for the over-
whelming majority of Negro religious pr1ests over the Negro 
diocesan priests on the national lev.el. This however needs 
further 'investigation. 
Considering the overall frequency of information re-
ceived about the diocesan priesthood, the all-Negro parishes 
showed better result (Table 51) than the mixed parishes. 
Owing to the same obstacle met in testing the f1rst 
major hypothesis, the second major hypothesis and its sub-
• 
hypothesis on relationship between respondents' sense of 
discrimination and choice of the diocesan priesthood could 
not be tested. However, as 1n chapter four, a finding that 
was significant in this chapter was the influence of all-
Negro parishes on the frequency of informat1on reoeived about 
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the diocesan priesthood; on the greater number of respondents 
who were informed about the diocesan priesthood by their 
pastors; on the number of students who were helped by Negro 
priests to make their choice and in respondents' low sense 
of discrimination. Although we could not test the hypotheSiS 
statistically, yet there are slight indioations that the 
greater number of sources of information available to boys 
from all-Negro parishes and the greater number of respondents 
who received information about the diocesan priesthood in 
all-Negro parishes explain the greater number who ohose the 
diocesan priesthood as a vocation from all-Negro parishes 
than from mixed parishes. 
In view of the influence of all-Negro parishes which 
appeared to emerge on the basis of the data presented in 
Chapter four and five, it was decided to explore further 
whether the recurrent differences between all-Negro parishes 
and mixed parishes was a statistically significant one. This 
was done by running a chi-square test on the variables par1sh 
and information from the·· pastor q,n the diocesan priesthood. 
The chi-square value obtained was not significant. 
The difference between respondents in all-Negro parishes 
and those in mixed parishes in the information about the 
diocesan priesthood received from the pastors was not sign1-
ficant. To this extent then, the null hypothesiS "that there 
is no significant difference between all-Negro and mixed 
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parishes in information received about the diocesan priest-
hood from pastors", is confirmed. To this extent, it would 
appear that there is not a significant difference,J.n the 
information received from pastors re the diocesan pr1esthood 
by respondents living in all-Negro and mixed parishes. 
Findings and Relevance to Theory 
The findings tend to show that Negro parents from all-
Negro parishes practised their religion more than those from 
mixed parishes; that more Negro eighth-grade children from 
all-Negro parishes chose the diocesan priesthood as a voca-
tion than those from mixed parishes; that more sources of 
information about the diocesan priesthood were available to 
those in all-Negro parishes than in mixed parishes. 
From a theoretical perspective, these findings suggest 
a verification of Cooley's "consciousness of kind,,4 and 
McIvers theory of "Social action" as based on social 
relationshiPs.5 With McIver, the Negro Catholics enjoy 
mutual recognition and interact better as soc1Al persons 1n 
all-Negro parishes than in mixed parishes. 
The reasons given by the respondents for not choosing 
the diocesan priesthood as a vocation, the alternative 
4 . 
Charles H. Cooley, Social Organization (Ner York: 
Scribner's, 1909), p. 23. . 
5Roscoe C. Hinkle and Gisela Hinkle, The Development of 
Modern Sociology (New York: Random House, 1963), p. 60. 
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choices of profession and reasons for choosing these pro-
fessions, should be noted for their theoretical value. 
Prominent among the reasons for not wanting to be/priests 
were: "Desire to get a good job," "Attraction for marriage" 
and "I don't know much about the diocesan priesthood." These 
are in line with George H. Mead's concept of "significant 
others,,6 Coo1ey's "looking-glass self" and social conformity.? 
In the light of Mead's and Cooley's theoretical contributions, 
the Negro youth would appear to choose a profession according 
to his socialization and values of his primary groups with 
whom he comes 1n contact. 
The related literature reviewed in this thesis betrayed 
the fact that the Negro has not been socialised by the church 
to regard the diocesan priesthood as· a profession to which he 
could aspire. In fact the door of the diocesan seminary was 
closed to him. On the other hand, the Negro youth knows that 
successful Negroes improved their social standing by securing 
good jobs in the civil and industrial concerns and by be-
coming lawyers and medical doctors. Since the Negro is to 
some extent limited to meaningful interaction with members of 
his racial group, he would be inclined to conform to the 
values of his group in his choice of profession. Hence 
6George H. Mead, Mind, Self and Society, (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1934), p. 
?Christodoulou, 2£. Q!1., p. 15. 
'.> 
l,: 
he would "desire to get a good job" instead of becoming a 
diocesan priest. 
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Turning to the alternative choice of profession, the 
theory of occupational choice, developed by Eli Ginzberg would 
explain why the respondents chose to become soldiers, medical 
doctors and engineers. With Ginzberg, the process of occu-
pational choice ends in a compromise bet.ween interests, capa-
cities, values and opportunities available to the recruit. 8 
It seems from related literature that the opportunities of 
becoming diocesan priests available to the Negro have not 
been many. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The following suggestions have emerged from th1s present 
study: 
1. A study should be made tof1nd out how many of those who 
chose the diocesan priesthood as a vocation actually 
entered the diocesansem1nary. 
2. A larger sample should be selected to retest the major 
hypotheses of the study in order to reject or conf1rm 
them stat1st1cally. 
3. A study to f1nd out the reasons why Nuns 1n paroch1al 
school do not g1ve 1nformat1on about the d10cesan pr1est-
hood to all the Negro eighth-graders of the schools. 
8Donald E. Super "A Theory of Vocational Development," 
American Psychologist, VIII, No.5 (May, 1953), p. 189. 
4. A study to find out why pastors in general do not give 
adequate information about the diocesan priesthood to 
Negro youths of their parishes. 
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S. Why do priests from religious orders preach vocation in 
all-Negro parishes much, more often than does the diocesan 
vocation director? 
6. A study of Negro former seminarians to find out the1r 
exper1ences in the seminary; to see how these experiences 
were related to the unsuccessful completion of their 
career. 
Finally, is the fact that the Negro Catholic lives in 
all-Negro neighborhood the variable that influences his 
increased participatio~in religious practices and the greater 
number of choices for the diocesan priesthood; secondly, 
would the, fact that partic1pat1on is lower in the mixed 
parishes, the number of choices for the diocesan priesthood 
fewer, indicate that there is discrimination on the part of 
the people or on the part of the priests? 
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APPENDIX I 
Sample Questionnaire 
-PLEASE FILLIN TEE INFOR..1'.1ATION REQUESTED BELOW. 
IT WILL BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL / 
1. To what Parish do you be1o~ ___________ _ 
2. Your_present age: 
1. 11-12 
2. 13-l4 
3. 15-16 
4. 16-17 
5. Over 17 
3. What 1s your father's Occupation? 
1. Janitor 
2.-- Barber and Beautician 
. 
_ 3. Truck Driver 
4. Salesman 
5. Machinist, Carpenter, 
6. Office Employee 
etc. 
7. Artist, Actor, Musician 
8. _Policeman, Fireman 
9. Postal Employee 
10. Profess ional 
11. Other 
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4. Indicate by circling below the 
in public or Catholic schools. 
grades your father attended 
GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
PUBLIC 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
CATHOLIC 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
COLLEGE 
HIGH SCHOOL 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
POST-GRAD 
1 2 
1.59 
5. Income of your 'father: 
1. Les s than $2000 
2. $2000 
- $3999 
3. $4000 $5999 " 
4. $6000 - $7999 
5. Above $8000 
6. In which State was your father born? 
(Please be s~ecific. like Illinois. Alabama. etc.) 
7. Indicate with a check how often you usually do the following 
during Summer Vacation: 
Attned Mass: ____ Daily; ____ Weekly; ____ Twice a Month 
____ Monthly; _Rarely; ____ Never 
Receive Holy Communion: ____ Daily; Weekly; 
____ :Twice a Month; 
____ R-arely; Never 
. 
Go to Confession: _Daily; 
____ Twice a Month; ____ Monthly; 
Never 
-
8. Did you ever think of becoming a diocesan priest? 
(i.e. a priest ordained to work and live in Chicago and who 
does not go to work in other countries as a missionary) 
1. yes 
2. no __ _ 
9. If "Yes" to question eight. what was your age when you first 
had this idea'1 
o. Religion of your father: 
1. Catholic 
2. Protestant 
3. Moslem 
4. Other (specify) 
5. No Religion 
11. Religion of your mother: 
1. Catholic 
2. Protestant 
.3. Moslem 4. otter ·(specify) 
5. No Religion 
12. Are your parents married in Church? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
.3. Don't Know 
/ 
1.3. Are your parents living together, separated or divorced? 
1. Together 
2. Separated 
.3. Divorced 
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14. Check the following organizations in which you are a member: 
1. Altar Boys Club 
2 • Vocation Club 
.3. Boy Scouts 
4. Confraternity of C~istian Doctrine 
5. Civil Rights Club 
6. Legion of Mary 
7. Athletic Club 
8. Other (specify) 
How many children are there in your family? 
1. One 
2. Two 
.3. Three 
4. Four 
5. Five 
6. Six 
7. Seven 
8. More than seven 
16. What position do you hold in the family? 
1. First child 
2. Second child 
.3. Third chi ld 4. Fourth child 5. Other (specify) 
6. Last child 
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17. Row frequently did your father attend Mass durilE the Past 
twa 1 ve mont hs? 
1. daily 
2. a few times a week 
/ 
3. all Sundays and Holy Days of obligation 
~ attends mo~ Sundays but misses Mass on Holy Days 
5. attends once or twice at Easter and Christmas 
6. almost never attends 
18. How frequently did your father reoeive Holy Communion during 
the past twelve months? 
1. d a1ly 
2. a few times a week 
3. all Sundays and Holy D~a 
4. all Sundays 
5. about onoe a month 
6. a few times a year 
7. onoe or less a year 
19. In the past twelve months did your father fulfill his Easter 
Duty (i.e. did he go to oonfession and Holy Communion 
during Easter) 
Yes No Don't Know 
20~ Is your father an aotive member of any Catholio organization(s 
within your parish or elsewhere? 
Yes No Don't Know 
21. . If the answer is hYes tl please gi-v-e-n-a-me( s) of organizations(s 
1. 
2. 
3. 
22. Has your father joined another religious denomination other 
than the Catholio Church? Yes No ______ _ 
23. What sohoo1 do your brothers and sisters attend? 
1. all go to Catholic school 
2. all go to publio sohool 
3. some go to Catholic, some to pub1io 
24. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
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How frequently did your mother attend Mass during the past 
twelve months? 
1. daily 
2. a few times a week / 
3. all Sundays and Holy Days of obligation 
4. attends most Sundays but misses Mass on Holy Days 
5, attends once or twice' at Easter and Christmas 
6. almost never attends 
How frequently did your mother receive Holy Communion 
during the past twelve months? 
1. daily 
2. a few times a week 
3. all Sundays and Holy Days 
4. all Sundays 
5. about once a month 
6. a few times a year 
7. once or less a year 
Did your mother fulfill her Easter Duty in the past twelve 
months? Yes No Don't Know 
Is your mother an active member of any Cathol~i-c--or-g-an-izations 
within your parish or elsewhere? 
Yes No Don't Know 
If answer is "Yes h , please give nam-e-s-o-f'% organizations 
1. 
2. 
3. 
29. Has your mother joined another religious denomination,other 
than the Catholic Church? 
Yea No 
30. Do you still intend to become a diocesan priest? 
Yes No Undecided 
----
31. 
1. 
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If "Yes" to question 30, who among the following influenoed 
you to make this ohoioe and· to what extent? 
Very Muoh Not at All 
Pastor 
2. Assistant Priest (Negro) / 
3. Assistant Priest (White) 
4. Teaohing Sisters 
~. Mother 
6. Father 
7. Friends 
8. Seminarians 
9. Other 
32. If "No" to question 30, please what are your ohief' reasons 
from the list below. On the lines provided, plaoe 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5 against your ohoioes aooording to their importanoe; 
1 for the most important, 2 for the next, and so on to 5 • 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
. 
I do not know muoh about the diooesan priesthood ____ _ 
I feel an attraotion for marr.iage 
Negro diooesan priest was mobbed d-u-r~in-g- the Civil Rights 
maroh in Chioago 
My parents oppose it 
I do not want to .live in Chioago all my life __ _ 
An inoident with a priest soandalized me _--
I oannot help the Negroes very muoh if I beoome ,a 
diooesan priest 
I fear I would b-e-a .... is-o-rimina.ted against __ _ 
I think the life is too hard 
I like to get a good job and make money'~. ____ __ 
33. If you do not ohoose to beoame a diooesan priest, indioate 
your present ohoioe of' profession: 
1. Medioal dootor 
2. Professor 
3. Engineer 
4. Civil Rights Leader 
5. Enter the' Peaoe Corps 
6. Lawyer 
164 7. Serve in the Armed Forces 
8. Other ( specify) 
9. Not decided 
/ 34. Why do you choose this profession instead of the diocesan 
priesthood. Select 5 reasons from the list below. On the 
lines provided place 1, 2, 3, 4 .. 5 a.gainst your choices 
according to their importance; 1 for the most important 
and so on to 5. 
1. The Negroes recognize it as a prestige occupation ____ __ 
2. My parents recommend it for me 
3. I will do much for the Civil Rights 4. My friend is interested in it 5. I have heard and read much abo-u~t~i~t--
6. It is an adventure --------
7. It is what everybody is doing 
8. I will not take orders from anybody ________ _ 
9. It brings me closer to the people ______ __ 
10. There is nothing else for me 
35. In the past twelve months, has your pa.stor spoken to your 
class about the diocesan priesthood? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don r t Know 
36. In the past twelve months, has your teacher spoken to your 
class about the diocesan priesthood? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don r t Know 
37. Has any of the following persons spoken to you about 
becoming a priest? 
1. Vocation director for the diocese 
2~ Priest from a religious order 
3. Assistant priest (Negro) 
4. Assistant priest (White) 
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38. How frequently did you get information about the diocesan 
priesthood in the past twelve months? 
1. More than three times 
2. One or two times 
/' 
3. Never once 
4. Don't Know 
39. Have you ever attended public school? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
40. If "Yes n , please state number of years spent in public, 
school: 41. Who is your closest friend: 
1. A Negro Catholic 
2. A White Ca.tholic 
3. A.Negro Protestant 
4. A White Protestant 
5. Other (specify) 
42. What is (are) the special interests 
1. Religious interests 
2. Academic interests 
3. Civil Rights 
4. Movies, plays 
5. Athletics 
6. Adventure 
7. Other (specify) 
of your friend: 
43. How frequently do your pa.rents disouss vocation to tp,e 
priesthood with their children in the family? 
1. Often 
2. Sometimes 
3 •. Rarely 4. Never 5. Uncertain 
44. How frequently do the priests of your parish visit your 
home? 
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1. Often 
2, Some times 
3. Rarely 4. Never 
5.. Un certain 
45. ./ Have you ever seen a Negro priest in Chicago or elsewhere? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
46. Indicate by a check who is your teacher 
1. Rev. Father ________ _ 
2. Sister 3. Lay Ca t .... ho-l .... r.-c-_ -_ -__ _ 
4. A Protestant ____ _ 
Indicate your opinion about the following statements by circling 
anyone of the answers provided. 
47. The Negro is discriminated agains t in the seminary ~ecause 
his color and race: 
1. Agree 2. Not sure 3. Disagree 
48. White boys are more intelligent (smarter) than Negroes: 
1. Agree 2 •. Not sure 3. Disagree 
49. The Negro Catholics would prefer to have Negro priests in 
their,parishes than white priests: 
1. Agree 2. Not sure 3. Disagree 
50. Some Negroes do not enter the seminary because their 
parents can not pay their fees: 
1. Agree 2. Not sure 3. Disagree 
51. The Negro priest is not 'Welcome in the homes of his white 
parishioners: 
1. Agree 2. Not sure 3. Disagree 
52. The white Catholics do not believe that the Negro priest 
has as much power and knowledge as the white man: 
1. Agree 2. Not sure 3. Disagree 
53. The Negro priest has no position of importance in the 
Archdiocese: 
1. Agree 2. Not sure 3. Disagree 
of 
54. 
55. 
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Entrance examinations to Quigley are such that a boy from an 
all Negro school finds them difficult: 
1. Agree 2. Not sure 3. Disagree 
/ 
More Negroes would enter the seminar,r if there was a 
separate seminary for Negroes: 
1. Agree 2. Not sure 3. Disagree 
56. The priest cannot participate in Civil Rights for fear 
~f losing his white parishioners: 
1. Agree 2. Not sure 3. Disagree 
57. The white Catholics will not come to confession to a 
Negro priest: 
1. Agree 2. Not sure 3. Disagree 
58. The Negro finds" it difficult to abandon the wealth of his 
parents and enter a life where he will be discr~inated 
against: 
1. Agree 2. Not sure 3. Disagree 
59. The Protestant Negro clergymen are doing more for the 
Negroes than the Catholic Negro priests: 
1. Agree 2. Not sure 3. Disagree 
60. Does your family own its own home or live in a rented 
apartment? 
1. Own Home 2. Rented Apartment 
61. If you ha.d a son graduating from grade school, what would'be 
,your reaction if he expressed that he wanted to be a 
diocesan priest? 
1. Definitely oppose 
2. Suggest other professions for him 
3 •. Would not care 
4. Would encourage him 
5. Don't know 
APPENDIX II 
PARISHES IN THE ARCHDIOCESE OF CHICAGO 
WHICH ARE VIRTUALLY ALL~NEGRO 
/ 
MEMBER-
DATE SHIP 
PARISH DATE INTE- NUMBER OF NEGRO CHIL-. SCHOOL 
FOUNDED GRATED PRIESTS ADULTS DREN ENROLLMENT 
St. Agatha 1892 1945 3 Diocesan 1150 425 350 
St. Ambrose 1904 1951 3 Diocesan 1600 400 350 
St. Anne 1869 1946 2 Diocesan 700 300 280 (55th St.) 
St. Anselm . 1909 1932 4 Order 4000 1000 850 
st. Bernard 1880 1950 3 Diocesan 750 400 565 
St. Brendan 1900 1935 3 Diocesan 1000 600 600 
St. Carthage 1920 1954 3 Diocesan 1000 400 390 
st. Cecilia 1885 1948 2 Diocesan 220 200 180 
St. Charles 1884 1940 3 Dioces'an 300 200 285 
Borromeo 
st. Clara 1898 1949 3 Order 850 350 320 
St. Cloti1de 1929 1957 1 Diocesan 270 180 ' 165 
St. Columbanus 1905 1949 3 Diocesan 1600 600 660 
Corpus Christi 1902 1934 4 Order 1850 550 530 
St. Cyril 1904 1949 2 Order 700 350 300 
St. Dominic 1906 1945 4 Order 500 200 
St. Dorothy 1916 1954 4 Diocesan 3800 900 700 
st. Elizabeth 1881 1924 4 Order 1700 700 700 
St. Finbarr 1890 1950 2 Diocesan 200 200 200 
st. Francis De 1911 1958 4 Diocesan 2000 800 895 
Pa.u1s (175 from 
St. Thaddeus) 
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APPENDIX II 
PARISHES IN THE ARCHDIOCESE OF CHICAGO 
WHICH ARE VIRTUALLY ALL-NEGRO 
DATE 
ME~ER-· 
SH P 
DATE INTE- NUMBER OF NEGRO CHIL- SCHOOL 
PARISH FOUNDED GRATED PRIESTS ADULTS DREN ENROLLMENT 
St. George 1864 1945 2 Diocesan 150 120 260 (39th St.) 
Holy Angels 1881 1945 5 Diocesan 2400 2900 1300 
Holy Cross 1895 1948 3 Diocesan 4600 500 700 
Holy Name of 1940 1940 2 Diocesan 900 400 418 
Mary 
1861 St. James 1944 3 Diocesan 1100 600 550 
St. Joachim 1892 1946 3 Diocesan .1550 550· 500 
St. Joseph 1880 1949 2 Order 500 500 660 (Orleans) 
st. Laurence 1885 1956 3 Diocesan 1500 500 600 
St. Ma1achy 1890 1938 3 Diocesan No Figures 259 
St. Martin 1893 1950 2 Diocesan 700 300 590 
Our Lady of 1949 1949 2 Order 1050 350 300 
The Gardens 
Our Lady of 1892 1956 2 Diocesan 1500 500 460 
Lourdes 
Our Lady of 1898 1950 2 Diocesan 700 300 340 
Perpetual Help 
Vicariate 
Our Lady of 1916 1916 3 Diocesan 500 350 309 
Solace 
Our Ls.dy of 1874 1947 6 Order $00 500 750 
Sorrows 
Presentation 1898 1959 3 Diocesan 600 400 671 
St. Thaddeus 1935 1935 1 Diocesan 1700 500 No School 
St. Peter C1aver 1958 400 175 
Robbins, Illinois 
Mission of St. 
Benedict 
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PARISHES IN THE ARCHDIOCESE OF CHICAGO 
WHICH HAVE APPRECIABLE NUMBER OF NEGROES 
/ 
MEMBER-
DATE SHIP 
CHICAGO· 
PARISH 
DATE INTE- NUMBER OF NEGRO CHIL- SCHOOL 
FOUNDED GRATED PRIESTS ADULTS DREN ENROLLMENT 
St. Ailbe 1894 
Blessed 1895 
Sacrament 
St. Bonaventure 1912 
Epiphany 
St. Fe1icitas 
St. Francis 
Cabrini 
st. Helena 
1900 
1919 
1940 
1946 
Holy Family 1856 
Immaculate 1861 
Conception 
St. Jarlath 1869 
St. John Baptist 1~7 
De La Salle 
St. Kilian 1880 
St. Leo 1882 
St. Margaret of 1878 
Scotland 
St. Matthew 
St. Mel 
1892 
1876 
1963 2 Diocesan 506 
1946 2 Diocesan 500 (75 percent) 518 
1950 3 Diocesan 500 (10 percent) 722 
1960 3 Diocesan 300 (15 percent) 470 
1962 3 Diocesan 400 (15 percent) 
1949 2 Order 375 (10 percent) 
1953 3. Diocesan 190 (10 percent) 
900 
400 
580 
1950 4 Order. 800 (40 percent) 500 
1945 3 Diocesan 250 (33 percent) 284 
1944 3 Diocesan 125 (25 percent) 150 
1947 3 Diocesan 100 (15 percent) 505 
1963 3 Diocesan 190. (10 percent) 1000 
1958 4 Diocesan 600 (40 percent) 550 
1960 3 Diocess.n 150 (10 percent) 1200 
1940 3 Diocesan 500 (40 percent) 278 
1959 5 Diocesan 950 (35 percent) 1100 
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PARISHES IN THE ARCHDIOCESE OF CHICAGO 
WHICH HAVE APPRECIABLE NUMBER OF NEGROES 
CHICAGO 
PARISH 
Our La y 0 
Peaoe 
Our Lady of 
The Snows 
1959 
St. Philip Neri 1910 
Preoious Blood 1907 
St. Raphael 1901 
St. Sabina 1916 
Saored Heart 1894 
St. Thomas The 
Apostle 1875 
SUBURBS OF CHICAGO: 
Asoension 1892 
(Harvey) 
St. James 
(Maywood) 
St. Joseph 
(Waukegan) 
st. Mary (Evanston) 
St. Susanna 
(Harvey) . 
1900 
1864 
1865 
1928 
PRIESTS 
3 D100esan 
3 Diooesan 200 
MEMBER-
SHI? 
CHtL-
DREN 
Percent 
(20 Percent) 
1963 3 Diocesan 200 (10 Percent) 
1946 3 Diocesan .150 (30 Percent) 
1932 3 Diocesan 600 (70 Percent) 
1963 4 Diooesan 400 (20 Peroent) 
1959 3 Diooesan 1580 (75 Percent) 
1932 5 Diooesan 850 (35 Peroent) 
1892 
1948 
1955 
1865 
1958 
3 Diocesan 
2 Diocesan 
2 Diooesan 
3' Diooesan 
.. 
1 Diocesan 
500 
400 
175 
200 
375 
(25 Percent) 
(20 Percent) 
(20 Percent) 
(15 Percent) 
(40 Percent) 
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SCHOOL 
ENROLL-
MENT 
00 
8.31 . 
646 
846 
386 
1050 
570 
470 
696 
331 
262 
635 
260 
The following Parishes 
tending their Churohes 
St. Aloysius 
report a very small number of Negroes at-
and Sohools: 
St. A1phonsus 
Annunciation (Paulina) 
St. Blaise (Argo) 
st. Boniface 
St. Bride 
St. Callistus 
St. Clement 
St. Columbkille 
St. Edmund (Oak Park) 
St. Franois Assisi (12th St) 
st. Fra.nois Xavier (LaGrange) 
St. Gregory 
Holy Name Cathedral 
Holy Trinity (Wolcott St.) 
St. Irenaeus (Park Forest) 
St. Ita 
St. Jerome (Lunt Ave. ) 
st. Joan Of Arc (Skokie) 
St. John Brebaut (Niles) 
St. John Cm tius 
St. John of the Cross (Western 
St. Kevin Springs) 
St. Luoy 
Santa Maria Adolorata 
st. Mark 
Old St. Mary 
St. Mary of the Lake 
St. Miohael (Cleveland Ave.) 
St. Nicholas (Evanston) 
. , 
Notre Dame 
Our Lady Gate of Heaven 
Our Lady of Humility 
st. Patrick 
St. Teresa 
Arohdiooese ( Souroe: George Clemens "Negro Membership in the 3-7) of Chioa 0 un lbllshed r c:£ a surve oarlucted -196 
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APPENDIX IV 
RELIGIOUS ORDERS OF WOMEN 
INVOLVED IN NEGRO EDUCATION 
NAME OF CONVENT ADDRESS 
St. Agatha Convent 3~3 W. Douglas Blvd. 
St. Ailbe Convent 9137 S. Harper Ave. 
St. Ambrose Convent 4737 S. Ellis Ave. 
St. Anne Convent 
St. Anselm 
Convent 
Blessed Sacrament 
Convent 
St. Brendan 
Convent 
st. Carthage· 
Convent 
St. Cecilia 
Convent 
st. Charles 
Borromeo 
, st. Cla.ra. Convent 
St. Clotilde 
Convent 
St. Columbanus 
Convent 
Corpus Chris ti 
Convent 
St. Cyril 
Convent 
St. Dorothy 
Convent 
5522 S. La Salle St. 
6042 S. Indiana Ave. 
2128 S. Central Park 
Ave • 
. 1223 W. Marquette Rd. 
7316 Yale Ave. 
4539 S. Wells st. 
1100 S. Hoyne 
6423 Woodlawn Ave. 
8430 Calumet Ave. 
7130 S. Calumet Ave. 
4924 South Park 
1447 E. 65th St. 
7735 S. Vernon Ave. 
/ 
RELIGIOUS ORDER 
Sisters of Charity BVM 
(Dubuque) 
Dominican Sisters 
(Adrian. Mich.) 
Sisters of Notre Dame 
(Mequon. Wis.) 
Sisters of Mercy (Chgo) 
Blessed ,Sacrament Sis-
ters (Cornwe~ Hts,Pa~ 
Sisters of Charit,y BVM 
(Dubuque) 
Dominican Sisters 
(S ins mawa. Wis.) 
Dominica.n Sis ters 
(Adrian) 
Sisters of Mercy (Chgo) 
Sisters of.Charity BVM 
School Sisters of St. 
Francis (Milwaukee) 
Sisters of Mercy (Chgo) 
Dominican Sisters 
(Adrian) 
Sisters of St. Francis 
of the Holy Family (Dubuque) , 
Institute of the BVM 
(Toronto 
Sisters of Charity of 
B.V.M. (Dubuque) 
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RELIGIOUS ORDERS OF WOMEN 
INVOLVED IN NEGRO EDUCATION 
NAME OF CONVENT ADDRESS 
St. Elizabeth 4117 S. Michl gan Ave. 
Convent 
St. Felicitas 1521 E. 83rd Place 
Convent 
St. Finbarr 1356 S. Hard ing Ave. 
Convent 
St. Francis De 7811 SO. Ellis Ave. 
Paula 
St. George Convent 3908 S. Wentworth Ave. 
Holy Angels Convent 615 E. Oakwood Blvd. 
Holy Cross 
Convent 
Holy Family 0 
Convent 
. 
6537 S. Maryland Ave. 
1019 S.May St. 
Holy Name Cathedral 750 N. Wabash Ave. 
St. James Convent 
St. Jarlath 
Convent 
St. Joachim 
Convent 
st. John Fisher 
Convent 
st. Joseph Convent 
St. Kilian Conven t 
2944 S. Michigan Ave. 
319 S. Hermitage Ave. 
9020 S. Langley Ave. 
10201 S. Fairfield 
Ave. 
1065 N. Orleans St. 
8735 S. May St. 
RELIGIOUS ORDER 
Sisters of the Blessed 
Sacrament (Cornwell 
Hts. Pa.) 
Servants of the Immacu-
la te Heart of Mary 
(Monroe ~ Mich.) 
Sisters of Mercy 
(Chicago) 
Franciscan Sisters 
(Clinton, Iowa) 
School Sisters of st. 
Francis (Milwaukee) 
Sisters of Charity of 
BVM (Dubuque) 
Sisters of Charity of 
BVM (Dubuque) 
Sisters of Charity of 
BVM (Dubuque) 
Sisters of Mercy (Chgo) 
~ominican Sisters (Sinsinawa, Wis.) 
Sisters of Mercy (Chgo) 
Sisters of St. Joseph 
(LaGrange~ Ill.) 
Benedictine Sisters(~ 
Dominican Sisters 
(Adrian, Mich) 
St. Laurence 
Convent 
7140 S. Dorchester Ave Dominican Sisters 
(Adrian~ Mich) 
NAME OF CONVENT 
St. Leo Convent 
APPENDIX IV 
RELIGIOUS ORDERS OF WOMEN 
INVOLVED IN NEGRO EDUCATION 
ADDRESS 
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RELIGious ORDER 
7748 S. Emerald Ave. Sisters ot Providence 
St. Mary ot the Woods, 
Ind.) 
St. Malachy Convent 2300 W. Washington 
Blvd. 
Sisters ot Mercy .(Chgo) 
St. Margaret ot 1209 W. 98th St. School Sisters ot 
Notre Dame(Mequon,Wis) Scotland 
St. Martin 
Convent· 
St. Mary otthe 
Lake 
St. Matthew 
Convent 
St. Mel Convent 
Our Lady ot 
Lourdes 
Our Lady ot 
Snows 
Our Lady ot 
Sorrows 
the 
Our Lady ot the 
Gardens 
320 W. 59th st. School Sisters or St. 
Francis (Milwaukee) 
4220 N. Sheridan Rd. Sisters ot Mercy (Chgo) 
3033 W. Fulton St. Dominican Sisters 
4257 W. Washington 
./ Blvd. 
1500 S. Keeler Ave. 
i 
4810 S. Leamington Ave 
410 S. Albany Ave. 
13300 S. Langley Ave. 
(Adrian) 
Sisters 0 t Providence 
(St.Mary ot the Woods, 
Ind. ) 
Benedictine Sisters 
(Lisle) 
Sisters ot St. Joseph 0 r 
the 3rd Order (South 
Bend, Ind.) 
Sisters ot Providence 
(St. Mary ot the Woods 
Ind. ) 
Felician Sisters (Chgo) 
St. Patrick Convent 122 S. Des Plaines St. Sisters ot Mercy (Chgo) 
St. Philip Benizi 825 N. Hudson Ave. 
St. Philip Neri 2121 E. 72nd St. 
Convent 
Precious Blood 2401 W. Congress St. 
Convent 
Dominican Sisters 
(Sinsinawa, Wis.) 
Dominican Sisters (Adrian) 
Sisters ot Mercy (Chgo) 
Presen tat ion 
Conv.ent 
734 S. Springfield Ave Sisters ot Charity ot 
BVM (Dubuque) 
NAME OF CONVENT 
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RELIGIOUS ORDERS OF WOMEN 
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ADDRESS 
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/ 
RELIGIOUS ORDER 
st. Raphael Convent 6011 S. Justine St. Sisters of Christian 
Char i ty (Wilmette) 
Resurrection 
Convent 
St. Sabina Convent 
Sacred Heart .. 
Convent 
St. Therese 
Convent 
St. Thomas tb! 
Apostle 
St. Willibrord 
Convent 
St. Agnes Convent 
St. Joseph Convent 
st. Kieran Convent 
Ascension Convent 
St. John the 
Baptist 
St. Susa.nna 
Con~ent 
St. James Convent 
st. Irena.eus 
Convent 
5062 W. Jackson Blvd. 
1219 W. 78th St. 
7021 S. May St. 
251 W. 23rd St. 
1226 E. 55th St. 
11407 S. Edbrooke 
Ave. 
1501 Chicago Rd. 
Chicago Hts, Ill. 
271 E. 15th St. 
Chicago Hts, Ill. 
82 E. Holbrook Rd. 
Chicago Hts, Ill. 
15225 Vine St.,Harvey 
15726 Union Ave., 
Harvey 
14926 Honore St., 
Ha.rvey 
305 S. 6th Ave., 
Maywood 
78 Cherry st., 
Park Forest, Ill. 
Sisters of Mercy (Chgo) 
Dominican Sisters 
(Sinsinawa, Wis.) 
Congregation of the 
3rd Order of St. 
Francis (Joliet) 
Maryknoll Sisters of 
Dominic (Maryknoll,NY) 
. Dominican Sis ters 
(Sins inawa, Wis.) 
Franciscan Sisters of 
Christian Charity 
(Manitowoc) 
Poor Sisters of St. 
Francis (Mishawaka, 
Ind. ) 
Franciscan Sisters of 
Our Lady of Perpetual 
Help (St. Louis) 
Sisters of St. Francis 
of the 3rd Order of 
Immaculate Conception) 
Dominican Sisters 
(Adrian) 
Sis ters of t he Holy 
Family of Nazareth 
(Des Plaines) 
Sisters of the Holy 
Family of Nazareth 
(DesPlaines) 
. Dominican Sisters 
(Adrian) 
Sisters of Mercy 
(Chicago) 
APPENDIX IV 
RELIGIOUS ORDERS OF WOMEN 
INVOLVED IN NEGRO EDUCATION / 
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NAME OF CONVENT ADDRF..sS RELIGIOUS ORDER 
St. Joseph Convent 509 S. Utica St. School Sisters of -
St. Fr~c1s (Milwauke.e) 
Source: Official Clergy Handbook: Archdiocese of Chicago 
1964-1965. 
APPENDIX V 
Sense of Discrimination Score 
AGREE 
47. The Negro is discriminated 
aga.inst in the seminary 
because of his color and race. -1-
49. The Negro Catholics would 
prefer to have Negro priests in 
their parishes than white 
priests. -1-
51. The Negro priest is not 
welcome in the homes of his 
white parishioners. 
52. 
53. 
The white Catholics do not 
believe that the Negro priest 
has as much power and know-
ledge as the white priest. 
The Negro priest has no 
position of importance in 
the Archdiocese. 
55. More Negroes would enter 
tte seminary if there was 
a s epa.ra te seminary for 
Negroes. 
1 
-
1 
-
1 
-
56. The priest cannot participate 
in C i vi 1 Rights for fear of 
losing his white parishioners. -1-
57. The white Catholics will not 
cane to confession to a Negro 
priest. -1-
58. The Protestant Negro clergy-
men are doing more for the 
Negroes than the Catholic 
Negro priests. -1-
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NOT SURl? 
2 
-
2 
-
2 
-
2 
-
2 
-
. DISAGREE 
....l.. 
...l.. 
APPENDIX VI 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
THE DIVINITY SCHOOL 
" 
" 
Cambridge, Massachusetts '021,38 
4' October, 1966 
Reverend and dear Father: 
Your letter 'of 25 September puts me in an odd 
position because I have not developed any "scale of 
religiosity" besides what appears quite clearly in 
the two books, SOUTHERN PARISH and the SOCIAL RELATIONS 
IN THE URBAN PARISH. 
Perhaps you have in mind something like the Allport-
Vernon-Lindsay scale which measures several dimensions 
of values and has been-used quite extensively by social 
psychologists. 
The faculty at Loyola University of Chicago certainly 
includes excellent scholars with much experience along 
these lines. 
With every best with and prayer, 
Cordially in Christ, 
Joseph H. Fichter, S.J. 
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